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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Gdvermnent pdlicy affects market dutcdmes fdr agricultural 

cdmmddities. Many cdimtries have Idng used cdmmddity and trade pdlicy in 

agriculture td reach natidnal gdals. The gains and Idsses frdm these pdlicies 

are evaluated and value judgments are made as td the necessity df the pdlicy 

(Helmberger, 1991). Attempts have been made td explain this prdcess frdm a 

pdsitive thedry perspective (fdr example, Krueger, 1974; Swinnen, 1994). 

The gldbal ecdndmy (led by develdped dr industrialized cdimtries) has 

tended tdward an increased degree df trade liberalizatidn over the past two 

decades, e.g.. The World Trade Organization (WTO) and the North American 

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Trade restrictions, however, are still a 

pervasive fact of life. Governments of both developed and developing 

countries have implemented non-tariff trade barriers (NTBs) or have 

otherwise manipulated market regulatidns td give advantage td ddmestic 

industries (Salvatdre, 1993). 

General Problem 

Intervention in markets by gdvernments is dften used td redistribute 

incdme amdng participants by adjusting price and/dr quantity prdduced (ndt 



including interventidns td cdrrect fdr "market failure"). A pdpular fdrm df 

interventidn by gdvernments is the prdtectidn df ddmestic industries frdm 

fdreign cdmpetitidn. Prdtectidn has pdlitical appeal because it favdrs 

ddmestic prdducers, whd have a strdng vested interest and may be pdUtically 

well drganized (Cline, 1990). Offsetting pdlitical pressures are relatively 

weak because the cdsts df protection are widely dispersed~and podrly 

understddd~by the brdad cdnsuming public. 

Gdvernment decisidns determine whd gains and whd Idses as a result 

df a particular policy. Policy-makers, in a rational process, examine a list df 

alternative pdlicies, realizing that each pdlicy decisidn has a set df 

cdnsequences (Helmberger, 1991). They weigh the pdtential gains and Idsses 

and decide dn the appropriate policy to best fulfill a given set of dbjectives. 

In a wdrld df imperfect infdrmatidn and imperfect gdvernments, however, 

any argument indicating a plausible natidnal mdtive fdr a particular policy 

may dpen the dddr fdr varidus kinds df sdcially wasteful rent-seeking 

(Brander and Spencer, 1985). Inevitably, gdvernment pdlicies give rise td 

ecdndmic rents df a variety df fdrms, and pedple dften cdmpete fdr thdse 

rents. 

Krueger (1974) shdws that cdmpetitive rent-seeking behavior results in 

a divergence between private and sdcial cdsts, and leads td the dperatidn df 



the ecdnomy inside df its transfdrmatidn curve.^ The result is "deadweight" 

sdcial Idsses; i.e., Idsses in excess df thdse directiy attributable td the pdlicy 

itself. 

A mdtivatidn df gdvernment interventidn is ddmestic price stability 

(Jdhnsdn, 1975). Cduntries pay littie attentidn td (and have very littie cdntrdl 

dver) price stability in internatidnal trade markets. Natidnal governments 

dften "Cdmpete" among themselves for profitable international markets 

(Brander and Spencer, 1985). This weakens government motivation to 

promote stability in international markets at the expense of market share. 

Primary reasons for government intervention in less developed 

countries are to secure foreign exchange and to stimulate economic growth. 

The majority of underdeveloped countries lack diversification in their 

ecdndmies and dften depend dn a few cdmmodities for most of their foreign 

exchange (Bhagwati and Srinivisan, 1979). They produce primarily raw 

products, the export of which provides foreign exchange that enable the 

importatidn df manufactured gddds and dther things (Andersdn, 1992). 

Relatively rapid increases in a cduntry's natidnal incdme and 

manufacturing dutput relative td fdreign demand fdr primary prdducts can 

^ A secdndary prdblem that arises frdm gdvernment interference in 
markets is "black markets" (Devarajan et al., 1989), but is beydnd the scdpe df 
this study. 



serve td quicken tiie pace at which a cduntry switches frdm being a net 

expdrter td being a net importer df primary prdducts (Andersdn, 1992). This 

includes natural fibers in the case df underdeveldped ecdndmies where 

industrializatidn begins with labdr-intensive prdducts such as textiles and 

cldthing. Bhagwati and Srinivisan (1979) argue that cduntries that have 

managed td shift td imprdved expdrt perfdrmance by reducing expdrt bias 

have alsd managed td register acceleratidn in their grdwth rates. Hdwever, 

expdrt enhancement has not always led to economic growth. Corden (1965) 

asserts that the failure of some export growth to stimulate general economic 

growth is that the "linkage" between exports and domestically produced 

products, and the extent of market imperfections are important in the 

determination of general economic growth. Nevertheless, there is some 

evidence to suggest a relationship between export growth and general 

economic growth. 

Policy intervention in markets has both intended and unintended 

consequences. Even if policy-makers are aware of certain consequences, they 

may count dn the igndrance df the general public abdut them. Almdst all 

government pdlicies are aimed at the redistributidn df incdme. Hdwever, 

results may be unexpected dr even undesired. Fdr example, in a price Cdntrdl 

situatidn, the primary dbjective is td depress prices td the benefit df the 



cdnsumer df the prdduct ("price Cdntrdl" used here refers td a price ceiling). 

An unavdidable side-effect, hdwever, is reduced prdducer surplus 

(Devarajan et al., 1989; MacAvdy and Pindyk, 1975), which decreases tdtal 

dutput. This transfers rent frdm sellers df the prdduct td the buyers (Deacdn 

and Stdnstelie, 1989), which, in turn, mdtivates the afdrementidned sdcially 

wasteful rent-seeking (Brander and Spencer, 1985). 

Price drives resdurce allocations in competitive markets (Nicholson, 

1992). Thus, if prices are altered from a competitive equilibrium, 

misallocation of resources is expected. Price controls, for example, tend to 

misallocate resources, discourage production, and accentuate inflationary 

pressures throughout the economy (Kapadia, 1969). 

Implications of government policy are leveraged by the globalization 

of ecdndmic activities. Increasingly, dne cduntry's ddmestic pdlicy affects the 

market fdr andther cduntry's gddds (Jdsling, 1981). Thus, imderstanding the 

implicatidns df gdvernment pdlicy dn gldbal markets is necessary td cdmplete 

the picture df pdlicy impacts. 

Specific Prdblem 

Global Cotton Situatidn 

The wdrld cdttdn ecdndmy cdnsists df between 100 and 200 millidn 



grdwers, with a similar number df pedple empldyed seasdnally in the 

prdductidn and harvest df 19 million tdns df lint per year (ICAC, 1993a). In 

1992/93,11% of the world cdttdn prdductidn was cdncentrated in China, the 

US, India, Pakistan, and Central Asia. At the same time, 58% df wdrld cdttdn 

cdnsumptidn was cdncentrated in China, the US, India, Pakistan, and Brazil. 

Thus, the Cdttdn policies df these cduntries is expected td affect wdrld prices 

and revenues (ICAC, 1993a). 

Helmberger (1991) states that the primary pdlicy tddls are direct 

payment and price suppdrts, marketing drders, production controls, tariffs 

and quotas, and input subsidies. These policy tools come in many variations, 

such as a variable levy as opposed to a direct tariff, but are often aimed at 

supporting the domestic industry. Gardner (1990) points out that there are 

also "anti-farmer" policies, primarily used in the less developed countries, 

which tax the production sector. 

Townsend and Guitchounts (1994) divide government intervention in 

the Cdttdn sectdr intd three primary categdries: (1) extensive state cdntrdl, (2) 

managed ddmestic prices, and (3) free market cdnditidns. Cduntries such as 

China, Egypt, Syria, and Central Asia fall intd the categdry of extensive state 

Cdntrdl, althdugh Egypt has been generally relaxing state cdntrdl (Bell and 

Gillam, fdrthcdming). The gdvernment sets a price given td prdducers that is 



usually beldw the internatidnal dr "world price" level. The spread between 

the internal market price and the internatidnal price in sdme cduntries 

indicates that these cduntries can earn substantial revenue frdm cdttdn, 

giving gdvernments added incentive td maintain cdntrdl dver their cdttdn 

industries. These cduntries alsd try td cdntrdi dutput with acreage cdntrols, 

input subsidies, and production credits. 

Pakistan falls into the category of managed domestic prices 

(Townsend and Guitchounts, 1994). It manages its cotton sector so as to 

insure relatively stable domestic prices for its producers and competitive lint 

prices for textile mills, while allowing excess stocks to be exported at 

international market prices. Prices paid to producers in Pakistan are usually 

lower than would be the case under free market conditions. This lower price 

at the producer level allows domestic spinners to purchase cotton fiber at 

prices below the international level. 

The competitive advantage from less expensive cotton enjoyed by 

domestic spinners in these countries (under extensive state control or 

managed prices) has resulted in increased exports of cotton yarn (Table 1.1). 

Using Pakistan as an example, exports of cotton yarn increased from 74,570 

tons in 1974 td 575,000 tdns in 1994 (Hudsdn and Ethridge, 1996). Further, 



Table 1.1. Cdttdn Yarn Expdrts in 1,000 Metric Tdns fdr the Primary Cdimtries 
that Cdntrol or Manage Prices, 1974-1993. 

Year 

1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

China 

16.0 
30.3 
28.7 
32.4 
47.8 
47.8 
61.1 
61.9 
74.5 
114.5 
167.5 
147 
228.24 
242.8 
265.72 
183.66 
176.16 
187.04 
162.95 
198.71 

Egypt 

35.51 
32.46 
40.88 
30.2 
35.5 
44.5 
47.08 
46.82 
46.05 
45.92 
57.19 
58.48 
51.78 
101.01 
92.43 
126.61 
79.18 
81.47 
67.13 
65.89 

Cduntry 

Syria 

1.51 
3.54 
2.21 
1.3 
1.2 
0.51 
0.29 
1.98 
3.59 
12.0 
7.01 
8.52 
8.90 
6.72 
6.24 
6.09 
7.59 
6.14 
N/A 
N/A 

Pakistan 

74.57 
152.97 
95.91 
46.7 
74.9 
88.8 
97.21 
84.63 
112.53 
141.6 
93.93 
145.19 
202.49 
243.44 
235.53 
331.32 
436.11 
474.27 
571.5 
567.41 

India 

11.45 
3.87 
15.02 
14.0 
6.0 
7.0 
7.0 
5.47 
5.97 
6.6 
9.7 
9.68 
16.47 
27.93 
85.96 
43.49 
54.71 
60.0 
90.0 
120.0 

Sdurce: Internatidnal Cdttdn Advisdry Cdmmittee, 1995. 
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exports df cdttdn yarn frdm Pakistan have typically accdunted fdr 31% df the 

Wdrld Cdttdn yarn trade in the late 1980s and early 1990s (ICAC, 1992). 

Pakistani expdrts df cdttdn lint and textiles accdimted fdr 19% and 

23%, respectively, df the fdreign exchange earnings fdr Pakistan in 1988/89 

(ICAC, 1992). Cdttdn textiles accdunt fdr apprdximately 1/3 df the industrial 

employment in the formal (ndt including hand-lddms) sectdr. Thus, the 

Cdttdn sectdr as a whdle draws attentidn frdm the Gdvernment df Pakistan. 

There are cdmpeting interests fdr the ecdndmic rents that accrue frdm 

such manipulatidns (Krueger, 1974; Swinnen, 1994). Market participants see 

the dppdrtunity td extract extra earnings in excess df thdse pdssible at a free 

market equilibrium. The primary cdmpeting interests in tiie Pakistan cdttdn 

sectdr, fdr example, are the yarn spirmers and Cdttdn exporters (ICAC, 1992) 

(although farmers, ginners, and cloth manufacturers have a stake in policy 

decisions, these participants do not appear to be as highly organized or 

concentrated. Any change in policy is dispersed over a large number of 

prdducers as cdmpared td the smaller number df yarn spinners). The 

infdrmatidn transfer mechanisms wduld be expected td be less efficient in the 

larger cdttdn prdductidn sectdr df less develdped cduntries. Thus, the 

dppdrtunities fdr yarn spinners td exploit these pdlicies are greater. 



The rapid grdwth in Pakistan's cdttdn prdductidn in the 1980s alsd 

increased the impdrtance df poUcies affecting the distributidn df Pakistan's 

Cdttdn between lint expdrts and yarn prdductidn (ICAC, 1992). Actidns taken 

by a gdvernment such as Pakistan—dverseeing a grdwing market share df 

bdth lint and yarn exports—would have a more substantial impact on wdrld 

prices, thus affecting dther cdimtries mdre directiy. This effect dn dther 

Cduntries suggests that they would also be expected to become a player in the 

policy-making of a country such as Pakistan (Hillman and Ursprung, 1988). 

Since the 1980s, Pakistani exports of cotton lint have substantially 

decreased. Given Pakistan's relative importance to world cottdn trade, it is 

impdrtant td understand what has caused this decrease and what 

implicatidns it has fdr the wdrld cdttdn market. 

Cotton Policy in Pakistan 

The agricultural policy in Pakistan has changed many times dver the 

past decades. The pdlicy in effect in 1991/92 included (relatively Idw) 

suppdrt prices cdmbined with dther prdductidn incentives fdr farmers, a 

minimum expdrt price fdr raw cdttdn, raw cdttdn expdrt qudtas, a variable 

levy dn raw cdttdn expdrts, yarn expdrt taxes, and high rates df prdtectidn 

against textile impdrts (ICAC, 1992; Ender, 1990). 
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Suppdrt prices fdr seed cdttdn were well beldw market prices in 

Pakistan during all df the 1980s (ICAC, 1992). Hdwever, the existence df the 

support prices may have indirectiy supported cotton production by 

enhancing producer confidence (ICAC, 1992). 

The Gdvernment df Pakistan used a two-price system from 1988 to 

1995 to influence domestic cotton prices and control exports of raw cottdn 

(ICAC, 1992; Townsend and Guitchounts, 1994). Under this system, a 

benchmark price was announced periodically by the Government, the 

purpose of which was to depress domestic prices of lint to the benefit of the 

domestic spinning industry. The second price was known as the Minimum 

Export Price (MEP), and was set higher than the benchmark price (ICAC, 

1992). The MEP (in terms of US <t/lb of lint) was set daily by a government 

committee and establishes the minimum price at which the base grade of 

Pakistani cotton (Afzal 1-1/32 inches) could be exported. The MEP was 

correlated with the Cotiddk B Index and the New Ydrk Futures prices (ICAC, 

1992; Tdwnsend and Guitchdunts, 1994). 

This system tended td keep internal raw fiber prices in Pakistan well 

beldw the internatidnal market price. A study by the Asian Develdpment 

Bank (1991) indicated that farm prices in Pakistan averaged 24% less than 

bdrder prices between 1986 and 1990. The same study indicated that in 1990 

11 



aldne, farm prices were less than 60% df bdrder prices. Between 1988 and 

1991, the average difference between internal and internatidnal market prices 

fdr raw cdttdn fiber was 20.6 US C/lb (ICAC, 1992). By 1992, hdwever, 

internal supplies df Cdttdn were tight and the farmgate price was being 

qudted at dnly 7 <t/Ib beldw the A-index (Jdseph, 1993). This meant a smaller 

gap between internal and internatidnal prices, but still a significant cdst 

advantage td Pakistaru spirmers. 

The spinning industry in Pakistan enjdyed an average advantage dver 

spinners in dther cdimtries df 24% in the purchase df raw materials during 

the last half df the 1980s, and have enjdyed a tdtal cdst advantage in the 

prdductidn of cotton yarn of between 12% and 15% (ICAC, 1992). This 

advantage has enabled large increases in cottdn yarn prdductidn and expdrt 

from Pakistan. 

The Gdvernment df Pakistan has alsd used an expdrt tax dn cdttdn 

yarn frdm time td time. These taxes partially dffset the cdst advantage 

cdnferred td spinners discussed abdve, but dnly partially. In 1988 thrdugh 

1991, the tax represented dnly 2.4 US C/lb, dr 1/10 df the subsidy discussed 

abdve (ICAC, 1992). Thus, there was still a cdst advantage given td the 

Pakistan spiniung industry after the expdrt tax. 
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The twd-price pdlicy in Pakistan was unilaterally dismantied in 

January 1995, althdugh there was nd specific prdvisidn td permanentiy 

eliminate the use df that policy (U.S. Department of State, 1995). As df that 

time, Pakistan effectively mdved td an open market. This shift in policy will 

likely lead to changes in the cotton and yarn industries in the years to come if 

Pakistan does not reverse i t 

Production Trends 

The data indicate that the production of cotton yarn has increased in 

Pakistan over the past decade (Hudson and Ethridge, 1996). Thus, the 

objective of increasing production and exports in the textile sector appears to 

have been achieved. Exports of cotton fiber, however, appears to have been 

adversely affected by the policy. Although cotton fiber exports increased 

from 1971 through 1991 (ICAC, various issues), they have decreased 

significantiy since (Hudson and Ethridge, 1996). This is not td say that dver-

all Cdttdn prdductidn has declined substantially. In fact, the 20-year average 

grdwth rate in cdttdn prdductidn in Pakistan has been 4.66% (Thigpen et al., 

1995). This phendmendn is greatiy attributable td the rapid increase in cdttdn 

use by ddmestic spinners and slower rates df grdwth in cdttdn prdductidn due 

partially td the leaf-curl virus (Qureshi, 1994). Thus, whatever gains appear 
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td have been made in textile expdrts, there appear td be decreased cdttdn 

expdrts. A pdssible implicatidn df these develdpments is that the price 

pdlicies in place are ndt alldwing endugh incentive fdr increased cdttdn 

prdductidn relative td the incentive fdr increased cdnsumptidn df cdttdn by 

yarn spinners. 

Pdtential Impacts of Policy 

There is a large volume of literature that shows the potential problems 

with and cdnsequences df gdvernment interventidn in cdmmddity markets. 

The eliminatidn df the pdlicy in 1995 raises two central questions: (1) what 

effect the two-price policy has had in Pakistan and (2) what will likely 

happen in the future. Before the second point can be addressed, a full 

understanding of the first point must be established. There is, however, 

littie literature on the effects of these policies on the income distributions and 

economic growth in developing countries. 

Econdmic thedry shdws that altering the dperatidn df a market by 

manipulating price dr supply alters the alldcatidn df resdurces. Welfare 

ecdndmies alsd shdws that changing these relatidnships changes the incdme 

distributidn td cdnsumers and prdducers, and sdmetimes causes net sdcial 

Idsses frdm the pdUcy changes (Levy, 1983). In a market such as cdttdn. 
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changes dn one level will filter income distributidn changes thrdugh the 

entire marketing channel (Kaiser et al., 1988). There is evidence td suggest 

that these pdlicies have incdme distributidn implicatidns dn the internatidnal 

markets thrdugh the trade mechanisms (McCalla and Jdsling, 1985). Thus, it 

is impdrtant td understand the implicatidns that these pdlicies will have fdr 

wealth distributidn in Pakistan. Levy (1983) prdvides an example df this type 

df analysis fdr Cdttdn price pdlicies in Egypt. Hdwever, the extent df 

literature dn cduntries in other regions is limited. 

Of equal or greater importance is the indirect impact of these policies 

on economic growth. There is some empirical evidence to suggest that 

increased export performance can lead to an acceleration of growth rates 

(Bhagwati and Srinivisan, 1979). However, increased export performance 

may not necessarily lead to economic growth (Corden, 1965; Adelman, 1984). 

Evidence from India suggests that policies that were similar to Pakistan's 

discussed above tended only to disrupt the economy (Kapadia, 1969). It 

would seem Idgical that when gdverrmfients cdnsider pdlicies, they wduld, at 

the very least, hdpe that the pdlicies would not hinder economic growth. 

Ndnetheless, an examinatidn df the effects df Pakistani pdticies tdward cdttdn 

on ecdndmic grdwth has ndt been cdnducted. 
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The effects df the WTO is a secdndary questidn that arises with regard 

td trade, incdme distributidn, and ecdndmic grdwth. The WTO is ndt 

specifically designed td address internal pdlicies df the nature discussed 

abdve, but market access prdvisidns and the gradual phase-dut df the Multi-

Fiber Agreements (MFAs) cduld pdtentially have an impact. The eliminatidn 

df the two-price policy by Pakistan in 1995 may nullify many effects of the 

WTO; however, Pakistan can reinstate the two-price policy at any time. 

Analyses have been made of potential global impacts of the WTO (Ingco, 

1990) and of global impacts on textiles (Varangis and Thigpen, 1995). 

However, specific analysis of the impacts of the WTO on cotton and textiles 

in Pakistan has not been conducted. 

Objectives 

The general dbjective df this study is td determine the impact df 

Pakistani cdttdn pdlices, capping dr suppressing prdducer prices fdr the 

purpdse df subsidizing the ddmestic textile sectdr, dn incdme distributidn 

and ecdndmic grdwth. Specific dbjectives are td: 

1. determine prdductidn, cdnsumptidn, trade, and partial equilibrium 

welfare impacts df these pdlicies in bdth the raw fiber and yarn prdcessing 

sectdrs. 
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2. determine impacts df the pdlicies dn ecdndmic grdwth in Pakistan, 

and 

3. determine the impacts df the WTO dn prdductidn, cdnsumptidn, 

trade, incdme distributidn, and ecdndmic grdwth in Pakistan. 

The fdUdwing discussidn and analysis utilize the term "incdme 

distributidn." Incdme distribution in the context of this study refers to the 

partial equilibrium welfare impacts, not within a general equilibrium 

framework. That is, the impacts of the two-price policy are examined in the 

raw fiber and yarn sectors, but the impacts on other sectors of the Pakistani 

economy are not addressed. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The following literature review is subdivided intd six majdr 

categdries: cdttdn price pdlicies, the pdlitical ecdndmy df price cdntrdls, 

welfare ecdndmies, ecdndmic grdwth, the implicatidns df the WTO, and 

elasticity estimatidn. The first sectidn describes the general types df pdlicies 

used, general infdrmatidn dn cdttdn prdductidn, and specifically describes 

the Cdttdn price pdlicies that are currentiy used in Pakistan. It addresses the 

mechanics and estimates df effects, where available. The secdnd sectidn 

describes the pdlitical ecdndmy df price cdntrols—reasons and implications. 

The third section describes some of the welfare economics issues that pertain 

to the proposed study. The fourth section deals with economic growth, 

starting from a closed economy and progressing into open economy growth 

issues. The fifth section addresses some of the implications of the WTO dn 

trade and incdme distributidn in general, as well as in cdttdn and textiles. 

The final sectidn deals with bdth Cdnceptual and empirical cdnsideratidns in 

elasticity estimatidn, which can aid in gaining perspective dn effects df 

pdlicies. 
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Cotton Price Policies 

The types of policies toward raw fiber markets in the world can be 

effectively divided into four primary categories: (1) pdlicies td raise farm 

incdme and minimize price distdrtidns, (2) extensive state cdntrdl df prices, 

(3) managed ddmestic prices, and (4) free market pdlicies (Tdwnsend and 

Guitchdunts, 1994). Included in the extensive state cdntrdl categdries are 

China, Egypt, and Syria. These gdvernments cdntrol the cotton and textile 

sectors by determining national targets for production and consumption, 

then encouraging the achievements of these targets through legal sanctions 

and price incentives. 

The group of countries that practice managed domestic prices include 

Pakistan, India, and Zimbabwe, among others (Townsend and Guitchounts, 

1994). These countries use government policy to insure low and stable 

market prices for raw fiber, while allowing stocks not used by the textile 

sector to be exported at international market prices. Prices paid to growers 

are usually well below world market prices. An average of approximately 

60% of the world cdttdn prdductidn dver the 1988-1993 peridd was grdwn 

under the cdnditidns df bdth extensive state cdntrdl and managed ddmestic 

prices. 
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The Cdttdn industry in Pakistan can be effectively subdivided intd two 

compdnents: the raw fiber sectdr and the textile (mainly cdttdn yarn) sectdr. 

Accdrding td Qureshi (1994), raw cdttdn fiber is grdwn dn apprdximately 

2.835 miUion hectares (7.01 miUion acres), of which 70-80% is irrigated 

(Ender, 1990). Majdr areas df cdttdn prdductidn in Pakistan and their 

percentages df production are shown in Figure 2.1. The cotton industry is 

currentiy supplying 319 spinning mills with about 8.1 million spindles, 1035 

ginning factories, and about 5000 oil expellers. Qureshi (1994) estimates that 

the textile industry is currentiy employing over 35% of the industrial labor 

force, and, from 1991-92, the export earnings from cotton and its value added 

products (yarn, cloth, apparel, etc.) amounted to 68% of total exports. The 

quality of Pakistani cottdn is typically shdrt td medium staple and is 

cdmparable td West Texas cdttdn in the US (U.S. Department df State, Varidus 

Issues). 

Given that a primary mdtivatidn df gdvernments df develdping 

Cduntries is td secure fdreign exchange (Bhagwati and Srinivisan, 1979; 

Andersdn, 1992) and that cdttdn plays a majdr rdle in the ecdndmy of 

Pakistan (ICAC, 1992), it is important to understand how the cottdn price 

pdlicies dperate. Accdrding td Qureshi (1994), ICAC (1992), and Ender 
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Figure 2.1. Cdttdn Prdductidn Regidns df Pakistan. 

Sdurce: Regmi and Rdbersdn, in press. 
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(1990), the primary policy components consist of production input subsidies 

and an export tax on the raw fiber market. Because of gdvernment cdntrdl, 

the internal price df fertilizers has been beldw the world adjusted price, 

indicating a (at least imphcit) subsidy td the cdttdn prdducer (Ender, 1990). 

Hdwever, Qureshi (1994) states that the fact that fertilizer prices have been 

beldw internatidnal levels has led td fertilizer shdrtages, which may imply 

producers are not using the amount desired under current prices. Ender 

(1990) also points out that the agricultural sector has ordinarily consumed 

approximately 20% of the electricity in Pakistan, for which it has paid a rate 

equivalent to about 60% of the national average. 

The Government of Pakistan also uses a price support mechanism 

similar to that of the Commodity Credit Corporation's (CCC) loan in the US 

(ICAC, 1992). The Government agrees under this program to purchase all of 

the Cdttdn prdducers wish td sell when the market price falls beldw a given 

level. The instances when prices fall beldw this level in Pakistan are rare, 

rendering the price suppdrt a symbdlic measure (ICAC, 1992; Ender, 1990). 

This price suppdrt may bdlster cdnfidence, which cduld lead td marginal 

increases in prdductidn (Tdwnsend and Guitchdunts, 1994). That is, the 

existence df a "flddr price" may lead Sdme prdducers td increase prdductidn if 

that flddr price is at dr abdve the cdst df prdductidn. 
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The secdnd, and mdst impdrtant, cdmpdnent df the price pdlicy in 

Pakistan's raw fiber sectdr was the expdrt tax dn cdttdn lint (ICAC, 1992; 

Ender, 1990; Tdwnsend and Guitchdunts, 1994; Qureshi, 1994). This was ndt 

a direct tax, per se, but an indirect tax thrdugh the use df a "twd-price" pdlicy. 

There were two relevant prices under this system—the benchmark price and 

the Minimum Export Price (MEP). The benchmark price was set periodically 

by the Government (usually once a year) and was merely a reference price. 

That is, it was not derived from the market, but was used in conjunction with 

the MEP to calculate the export tax on raw fiber. The MEP was set daily by a 

Government committee, which established the minimum price at which the 

base grade of Pakistani cdttdn (Afzal 11/32 inches) cduld be expdrted. The 

MEP was anndunced in terms df US <C/lb df lint and was highly cdrrelated td 

the Cdtiddk B Index and tiie New Ydrk futures price (ICAC, 1992). This 

might lead td a cdnclusidn that this implied a cldse linkage between 

internatidnal prices and cdttdn prdductidn in Pakistan. Hdwever, the 

difference between the whdlesale cdttdn price in Pakistan and the Cdtiddk B 

Index was large endugh sd that dne canndt say that internatidnal price signals 

are being passed undistdrted (Ender, 1990). 

The expdrt tax was the difference between the benchmark price and 

the MEP. Fdr example, if the benchmark price was 50 <t/lb and the MEP was 
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55 <t/Ib, the expdrt tax would be 5 <t/Ib. Between 1988 and 1991, expdrters 

were required td pay 100% of the export tax (ICAC, 1992). Thus, in periods 

when ddmestic prices were abdve the benchmark price, private expdrters 

cduld ndt affdrd td purchase cdttdn, and the ddmestic supply was effectively 

reserved fdr the ddmestic spinning industry. Alternatively, if the 

Gdvernment df Pakistan wished td encdurage expdrts, the benchmark cduld 

be mdved abdve ddmestic prices, thus narrowing the difference with the 

MEP and reducing the export tax per pound of cotton. 

The objective of the two-price system was to depress prices of raw 

cotton to the benefit of the textile producers (Townsend and Guitchounts, 

1994). The ability to purchase cotton below world market levels confers a 

substantial competitive advantage dn Pakistani cdttdn spinners. The cdst df 

acquiring cdttdn accdunts fdr apprdximately 50%^ df the tdtal cdst df yarn 

prdductidn (Tdwnsend and Guitchdunts, 1994; ICAC, 1992). Given that 

Pakistan enjdyed an average cdst advantage dver spirmers in dther cduntries 

df apprdximately 24% in the purchase df raw materials in the 1980s (Ender, 

1990; Tdwnsend and Guitchdunts, 1994; ICAC, 1992; Hamid et al., 1990), 

Pakistani cdttdn spinners have enjdyed a tdtal cdst advantage in the 

prdductidn df cdttdn yarn df abdut 12%. A cdst advantage df 12% cduld be 

^ The figure df 50% may represent a Idwer bdund in cduntries such as 
Pakistan where the cdst df cdttdn is relatively mdre expensive than labdr. 
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decisive because the productidn df cdttdn yarn is a high vdlume/Idw margin 

industry. This may help explain the fact that cdttdn yarn expdrts frdm 

Pakistan accdunted fdr 1/3 df the world trade in cdttdn yarn in the early 

1990s (Townsend and Guitchdunts, 1994; Hamid et al., 1990; Ender, 1990). 

The Gdvernment df Pakistan ceased dperatidn df the twd-price pdlicy 

in January of 1995 (U.S. Department of State, 1995). This means that 

producers of cdttdn will now be receiving at or close to world prices. The 

other elements of Pakistan's policy (support price, input subsidies, etc.) 

remain, but the export tax is no longer in effect. There is no Uterature 

available on the expected effects of this policy shift. However, Regmi and 

Roberson (1997) expect that production of cotton should remain stable to 

increasing, depending on the effects of the leaf-curl virus in Pakistan. The 

elimination of the two-price policy in Pakistan also means that yarn spinners 

must now pay at dr cldse td wdrld prices fdr raw cdttdn. There is nd 

literature td suggest what impact this will have dn the yarn industry in 

Pakistan. 

The Gdvernment df Pakistan used an expdrt tax dn cdttdn yarn; 

hdwever, this tax was small relative td the subsidy given td spinners by the 

twd-price system. ICAC (1992) estimates that the expdrt tax dn cdttdn yarn 

has averaged 2.4 US C/lb, dr 1/10 df tiie subsidy dver the 1988-1991 peridd. 
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Thus, the export tax is expected to have a negligible effect dn cdttdn yarn 

exports (ICAC, 1992). The Government of Pakistan alsd used a system df 

import and export quotas, which are still in place. Hdwever, tiiese dnly 

amount to a distributidn system of the rents that accrue from the price 

pdlicies. 

Ender (1990) provides sdme estimates df the effects df these pdhcies dn 

the Cdttdn industry in Pakistan. Using Prdducer Subsidy Equivalents (PSEs) 

and Cdnsumer Subsidy Equivalents (CSEs), the authdr estimates the effects df 

the price pdhcies, taking accdunt df all subsidies, including the electricity 

subsidy, fertilizer subsidy, etc. He estimates that, in mdst recent years, the 

Cdntrol of exports and the support prices together resulted in an implicit tax 

of 15 to 40% on Cdttdn prdducers. The CSE indicates a 36% subsidy td Cdttdn 

Cdnsumers. Ender (1990) alsd states that the dvervaluatidn of the rupee from 

being pegged td the U.S. ddllar has amdunted td an additidnal tax on 

producers of cdttdn, since their pdtential expdrts were less cdmpetitive than 

they cduld have been and the cdmpeting impdrts were cheaper. 

Cdmpetitidn amdng cdttdn spinners in Pakistan meant that the benefit 

df the subsidy dn raw material purchases was passed aldng td yarn 

Cdnsumers in the fdrm df Idwer prices (Asian Develdpment Bank, 1991). By 

displacing sdme cdttdn mill use in yarn impdrting cduntries, Idwer prices df 
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yarn frdm Pakistan prdbably resulted in Idwer raw cdttdn prices. Hdwever, 

the Asian Develdpment Bank (1991) ddes ndt prdvide quantitative estimates 

df these effects. 

Littie hterature exists dn the effects df the price pdhcies in Pakistan in 

terms df incdme distributidns, trade, dr ecdndmic grdwth. The fdlldwing 

sectidn addresses the general problems arising from price contrdls in a 

pdlitical ecdnomy. 

The Pdlitical Ecdnomy of Price Controls 

Price Cdntrdl has been a tdpic that has received much attentidn in the 

literature df pdlicitical ecdndmy. Whether in a thedretical dr applied cdntext, 

Cdntrdls are ndt limited td cdmmddity markets, but extend td any market 

where such cdntrdls are administratively feasible. Any analysis which 

invdlves markets where prices are cdntrdUed in one fashion or another 

requires an understanding of the rationale fdr and the implicatidns df price 

Cdntrdl. 

A cdmmdn dbjective df price cdntrdls is td keep the prices df gddds 

low fdr the benefit df cdnsumers df thdse gddds (MacAvdy and Pindyk, 1975). 

Price Cdntrdls require an dvert act by the gdvernment td intervene in the 
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exchange prdcess. Cdnsequentiy, the ratidnale behind interventidn is, in 

almdst all cases, pdlitical. 

Swinnen (1994) argues that ratidnal pdHticians dffer pdlicies in return 

fdr political support from their constituency. Individuals in the economy 

have different factor endowments, and potiticians exploit these differences in 

establishing redistributive policies, while maximizing support. This may not 

seem to apply to the cotton production sector in Pakistan on the surface since 

the sheer number of cdttdn prdducers implies a majdrity dver dther interests 

such as textile mills. As Cline (1990) pdints dut, however, the textile sectors 

in developing countries that produce cdttdn are much mdre drganized and 

centralized than the prdductidn sectdrs, leading td mdre dppdrtunities td 

apply pdlitical pressure. The benefits accruing from the price policies 

discussed in the previous section are concentrated in a highly organized 

textile sector, while the costs are dispersed over a larger, less organized 

Cdttdn prdductidn sectdr. Pdliticians realize this, and attempt td maximize 

pdlitical returns by redistributing incdme frdm the cdttdn prdductidn sectdr 

td the textile sectdr. 

A secdnd pdlitical mdtivatidn td suppdrt the textile sectdr in 

develdping cduntries is that the higher value-added expdrts cdming frdm the 

textile dr related sectdrs bring in greater quantities df needed fdreign 
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exchange than the Idwer value-added primary godds expdrts (Bhagwati and 

Srnivisan, 1979; Tdwnsend and Guitchdunts, 1994). The strdngly felt need fdr 

increased fdreign exchange further reinfdrces the pdlitical base df 

manufacturers, which predispdses central gdvernments tdward micrd-

management df prdduct markets like textiles. 

Hillman and Ursprung (1988) state that the mddel df prdtectidnist 

prdpdsals as an equilibrium dutcdme df pdlitical cdmpetitidn shdws tiiat 

export restraints facilitate the types of redistributive compromises and 

dppdrtunities fdr mutual cdllusive gain favored in political outcomes. The 

restraints on expdrts df raw cdttdn resulting frdm the two-price poUcy in 

Pakistan leads to a redistribution of income from the cotton producing sector 

to the textile sectdr, which is pdlitically favorable given the nature of the 

pdlitical drganizatidn in these develdping cduntries. 

Price Cdntrdls achieve the dbjective df depressing prices beldw 

Cdmpetitive prices, but with sdme Cdsts. First, price cdntrdls reduce dutput 

(Devarajan et al., 1989) by reducing the price paid td prdducers df a prdduct. 

At the same time, the Idwer price means that cdnsumers will be willing td 

purchase mdre. The gap between prdductidn and quantity demanded means 

that there will be shdrtages, which can lead td several prdblems that have 

cdsts (Deacdn and Stdnstelie, 1989,1991). 
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A secdnd cdst df the price cdntrdls are rent transfers dr incdme 

redistributidns. Deacdn and Sdnstelie (1989) state that a price ceiling 

transfers rent frdm the sellers td the buyers, the difference between the 

uncdntrdUed and ceiling price is the amdunt transferred per unit sdld. The 

existence df these ecdndmic rents dd lead td sdcially wasteful rent-seeking 

(Brander and Spencer, 1985; Pdsner, 1975). Pdsner (1975) uses the analdgy df 

theft td explain this. The transfer df incdme frdm victim td thief invdlves nd 

artificial limitatidn dn dutput, but it ddes ndt follow that the social costs of 

theft are zero. The opportunity for such transfers draws resources into 

thieving and in turn into protection against theft, and the opportunity costs of 

resources consumed are the social cdsts df theft. 

Krueger (1974) states that there are general cdnclusidns that can be 

drawn abdut cdmpetitive rent-seeking: it (1) leads td the operation of the 

economy inside its transfdrmatidn curve and (2) results in a divergence 

between private and sdcial cdsts df certain activities. Thus, price cdntrdls dd 

lead td certain cdsts and inefficiencies in the ecdndmy. 

An example df the dutcdmes df price cdntrdls is given by Kapadia 

(1969) in his analysis df price cdntrdls in Indian industries. He states that 

price Cdntrdls have failed td reach their desired dbjectives df cdnsistent prices 

with Cdnsistent prdductidn. He alsd states tiiat price cdntrdls have tended td 
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dnly disrupt the ecdnomy by mis-allocating resources, encouraging corrupt 

practices by discduraging production, and accentuating the inflationary 

pressures in the ecdndmy. One failing is that the scheme df price cdntrdls 

ddes ndt accdunt fdr the interrelatidnships between industries (Kapadi, 1969). 

The price df dne industry are the cdSts df another, etc., until the final 

consumer is reached. If all prices are ndt accdunted fdr, the price cdntrdl 

Idses pdwer (Muckherjee and Kanungd, 1965). 

This may alsd have been a prdblem with the system df price cdntrdls in 

the Pakistani cdttdn industry (Qureshi, 1991). The authdr states that because 

df the subsidized prices df cdttdn lint td yarn spinners, the textile industry 

has ndt put fdrth much effdrt td cdmpete in internatidnal markets td secure 

mdre fdreign exchange. Since the industry was getting its raw prdducts at a 

reduced price and then selling the end prdduct cheap, the textile industry 

was passing the benefits df the price cdntrdl dn cdttdn lint td the importers of 

Cdttdn yarn frdm Pakistan. 

Salvatdre (1993) states that it is ndw beheved that tdday's internatidnal 

trade is based dn cdmparative advantage created by industrial pdlicies rather 

than by traditidnal cdmparative advantage based dn inherited differences in 
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factdr enddwments acrdss natidns.^ If this is true, there is a strdng case fdr 

mdst types df industrial pdhcy that attempt td make a natidns industries 

more cdmpetitive (Krugman, 1993). 

The effects df these industrial policies are not limited to the home 

country. Josling (1981) states that one country's policy helps to set the market 

for andther cduntry's gddds. Any poticy that sets a price for domestic 

prdducers that ddes ndt respdnd directiy td world price changes-as with 

pdlicies that fix cdnsumer prices dr trade prices—in effect reduces the sldpe df 

the trade "curve" exhibited by that cduntry. The implicatidn of this is that if 

an exporting cduntry has a fixed price pdlicy, the importing countries must 

absorb all the price effects frdm shifts in global supply (McCalla and Josling, 

1985). Thus, the literature points to the conclusion that the effects of price 

contrdls are not limited to the home country, but are spread through trade 

mechanisms to the rest of the wdrld. The effects df price and dther cdntrdls 

are ndt limited td the market in which they are placed. These effects are 

filtered thrdugh the marketing charmel, changing incdme distributidns aldng 

the way (Tayldr et al., 1980; Wisecarver, 1974; Kaiser et al , 1988; Just and 

Hueth, 1979; Gardner, 1975). 

^ Factdr enddwments are, nd ddubt, still impdrtant. Hdwever, the 
point here is that industrial pdlicies can and dd play an impdrtant rdle in 
explditing and maintaining cdmparative advcmtage. 
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Incdme Distributions and Measurement 

The fundamental concepts of "welfare" economics are well estabUshed 

(Hicks, 1950; Pigou, 1950). Adam Smiti\, in The Wealth of Nations, first printed 

in 1776, even made references to changes in incdme assdciated with trading 

activity. Sdme differences dd dccur when the thedry is apphed (e.g., 

Andersdn, 1976; Wisecarver, 1974). This sectidn outiines some of the 

concepts df welfare ecdndmies, as well as addresing sdme df the differences 

in measurement df incdme distributidn changes. 

Measurement of Changes in Income Distribution 

The measurement of changes in income distribution centers around 

the measurement of producer and consumer surplus (Gardner, 1990; 

Helmberger, 1991). Producer surplus is usually described as the area abdve 

the supply curve and beldw the price line (Figure 2.2). Cdnsumer surplus is 

usually described as the area beldw the demand curve and abdve the price 

line (Figure 2.2). When a pdlicy is implemented that changes these 

relatidnships, changes in welfare (incdme) dccur. The analysis df these 

changes is sdmetimes called cdst-benefit analysis, because it measures the 

decreases in incdme dr cdSts df a pdlicy td dne grdup, while alsd measuring 

the increases in incdme dr benefits td the dther grdup. 
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Figure 2.2. Graphical Representatidn df Prdducer and Cdnsumer Surplus. 
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The measurement df welfare in a multi-market framewdrk is df 

particular cdncern td the proposed study since raw cottdn fiber and cdttdn 

yarn are traded independently. Just and Huetii (1979) discuss incdme 

distributidn measures in this fashion. The framework the authdrs cdnsidered 

involves a vertically structured competitive sector of an economy where each 

industry in the sector produces a single product using one major variable 

input prdduced within the sectdr, and a number df dther variable inputs 

driginating in other sectors of the economy. The paper examines the income 

distribution significance of the "classical" triangles behind demand and 

supply curves as well as the possibility of measuring both direct and indirect 

effects of intervention. 

The overall impact df intrdducing a distdrtidn in sdme intermediate 

market is reflected by the sum of the areas behind the general equilibrium 

supply and demand functions in that market. The authors begin by 

presenting the argument from the consumer surplus side of the equatidn, 

which they say that tdtal cdnsumer surplus is represented by: 

N 

AC. = S ATT^ + AC^ , (2.1) 

where ATI^ is the change in quasi-rent, AC^ is the change in final cdnsumer's 
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surplus, and ACj is the change in cdnsumer's surplus df market]. The change 

in the Cdnsumer surplus triangle in market j assdciated with an alteratidn in 

Pj measures the sum df the changes in final prdduct cdnsumer's surplus plus 

quasi-rents fdr all industries (related by imperfectiy elastic demands) 

invdlved in transfdrmtng the cdmmddity in market j intd final cdnsumptidn 

fdrm. 

The change in producer surplus is expressed by: 

AS. = ASo + E ATT^ , (2.2) 

where ASQ is the change in the initial resource supplier's surplus, ATT^ is the 

change in quasi-rents, and ASj is the change in producer surplus in market j . 

Thus, the change in the producer surplus triangle in market j associated with 

a change in P̂  measures the sum of the changes in the initial resource 

supplier's surplus plus quasi-rents for all industries (related by imperfectiy 

elastic supplies) involved in transforming the raw resource into the 

Cdmmddity at market level j . 

At the sectdr-wide level. Just and Hueth (1979) say that the tdtal 

change in incdme distributidn is represented by: 
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N 

E 
M = l 

AĈ  . AS. = AC^ - AS„ . S A7:„ . (2.3) 

Hence, where market 0 is a resdurce market, and market N is the final gddds 

market (sd that the related chain df markets, n=0,.. .,N, cdmprises an 

ecdndmic sectdr), it is fdund that the sum df changes in prdducer's and 

Cdnsumer's surpluses in the distdrted market actually measures the change in 

tdtal sectdr welfare (where nd intervening supphes dr demands are perfectiy 

elastic). Further, if other sectors are unaffected by this change, the change in 

income distribution for the economy as a whole is obtained. 

The authors conclude that the classical triangles provide an overall, 

rather than a partial picture of welfare. The failure of perfect elasticity ^ 

assumptions in a vertical market structure has no serious consequences so 

long as dne is interested in aggregate changes in incdme distributidn df a 

particular set df prdducers and cdnsumers. If sectdr disaggregatidn is 

desired, the authdrs prdvide three alternatives: (1) the use df general 

equilibrium curves in adjacent markets, (2) the use df drdinary demand and 

supply functidns fdr given segments df the industry, and (3) the ex post use df 

value-added data, realizing that the change in value-added is simply the 

change in quasi-rents dr restricted prdfits. 
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There appears td be dne primary limitatidn df the apprdach used by 

Just and Hueth (1979)-the analysis hinges dn the assumptidn df mdndtdnical 

price transfdrmatidn. That is, prices are translated thrdugh the market dn a 

dne-fdr-dne basis. This may ndt hdld in sdme industries such as cdttdn. 

Kaiser et al. (1988) fdund that changes in incdme distributidn were different 

at various levels of the marketing chain for milk in the U.S. In an analysis of 

mandatory supply control, the authors found that the effects of the program 

were not evenly distributed through the marketing channel. They did 

conclude, however, that the effects were dispersed through the entire 

marketing chain. Thus, the analysis of Just and Hueth (1979) does appear to v/ 

have some merit. 

Wisecarver (1974) points out some of the implications of input market 

distortions. This is relevant to the proposed analysis in that the raw fiber 

cotton market can be viewed as an input market for the cotton yarn industry. 

The author uses a two-sector general equilibrium model and the concept of a 

social loss function td depict the aggregate cdsts that are caused by an input 

market distdrtidn. He defines the aggregate cdsts td be the decrease in utility 

that sdciety incurs when it is fdrced td move from an indifference curve, 

which is tangent td the ecdndmy's undistdrted transfdrmatidn functidn, td a 
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Idwer sdcial indifference curve, which may dr may ndt be tangent td the 

inferidr transfdrmatidn functidn that is dictated by the distdrtidn. 

Frdm the viewpdint df derived demand thedry, Wisecarver (1974) 

states that any attempt td add td the input-market measure df sdcial Cdst a 

further element df Idss that is alleged td dccur in the dutput market when the 

supply price df the industry's prdduct is fdrced td an (indirectiy) distdrted 

level will entail dduble cdunting df the actual cdsts involved. Inputs are 

demanded solely because they can be used to provide those finished 

products that do yield utility to the final consumers. Thus, any utility that 

might be attributed to the area under a factor's demand curve is necessarily a 

mere reflection of the utility that its services ultimately provide. 

Wisecarver (1974) also examines the effects of a tax on the input. In 

the case of a tax on one factor of production with fixed proportions, he states 

that the effects can easily be measured either in the directiy distorted factor 

market, or in the indirectiy distorted output market; the decision is arbitrary. 

Although the case of variable prdpdrtidns is mdre cdmplicated, the basic 

^ Cdnclusidn is that the errdr df dduble cdunting still hdlds. The authdr alsd 

states that factdr taxes entail bdth a Idss df "reflected" utility due td resulting 

prdduct-price distdrtidn and a waste df pdtential dutput due td the sdcially 
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ndn-dptimal input mix that the tax will induce prdfit maximizing firms td 

utilize. 

Accdrding td Wisecarver (1974), there are sdme interesting 

implicatidns when factdrs can be substituted. That is, when factdrs can be 

substituted, the sdcial Cdst df the taxed input will exceed the sdcial cdSt df the 

untaxed input by what is called the "substitutidn-in-prdductidn" effect. This 

cdst would be omitted if the social costs were calculated in the dutput market. 

The above result implies that even if there were no scale effects in the 

demand for the taxed input, a tax on that input would induce a move to 

intensive use of the other inputs. This effect is captured when the analysis is 

conducted in the input market. 

According to the author, the only direct distortion is that in the factor 

market. While it is true that the factor tax causes a shift of the product 

supply curve, this shift occurs in a market which is itself not distorted, and 

hence entails no additional component of social cost. However, these 

considerations were made in a closed economy context. Opening the 

economy up may have different results. 

Van Kooten and Taylor (1989) state that an important cdnsideratidn in 

welfare measurement are the marginal welfare leakages. The authdrs say 

that studies indicate that in the case df incdme redistributidn thrdugh taxatidn 
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the marginal welfare leakages can be much higher than the average welfare 

cdsts. They state that average welfare measures prdvide littie infdrmatidn in 

an envirdnment where (1) the current industry structure is ndt abdut td be 

changed and (2) the existing structure has been in place fdr such a Idng time 

that it wduld not be easy to find the competitive equilibrium, assuming that it 

did exist sometime in the past or that it cduld be implemented ndw. Van 

Kooten and Taylor (1989) state that the advantage of the marginal welfare 

leakage approach criterion developed by the authors is that only knowledge 

of the demand price, supply price, and the point elasticity of demand are 

needed. The disadvantage of this approach is that if the above criteria are 

not met, the marginal leakage approach loses its robustness. 

Nelson and Panggabean (1991) provide another alternative to the 

traditional welfare analysis called the Pdlicy Analysis Matrix (PAM). 

Accdrding td the authdrs, this new technique addresses the prdblems df over-

summarization. PAM makes it possible to identify the net effect of a set of 

complex and contradictory policies and to sort out the individual effects of 

these policies. 

The authors state that PAM consists of twd accdunting identities. The 

first is that prdfit is equal td revenue minus cdsts, measured in either private 

or sdcial terms; the secdnd identity measures the differences between 
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dbserved values and the levels that wduld exist if the divergences between 

private and sdcial prices (caused by distdrting pdlicies dr market failure) 

were removed. A positive sdcial prdfit indicates that the system uses scarce 

resdurces efficientiy and Cdntributes td natidnal incdme. 

Nelsdn and Panggabean (1991) state that if market-failure cdrrectidn 

pdlicies by the gdvernment dd ndt exist, any differences in values at sdcial 

and private prices must be caused by distdrting pdlicies. The divergence 

between private and sdcial calculatidns is the transfer between prdducers dn 

dne side and the gdvernment treasury and cdnsumers dn the dther. 

A principle weakness df PAM is the assumptidn df fixed input-dutput 

cdefficients. Prdductidn is characterized by a series df techniques, each of 

which has fixed input-output coefficients and represents some share of total 

production. Another primary limitatidn df the PAM apprdach is that it is ndt 

pdssible td directiy indicate prdducer and cdnsumer respdnses td pdlicy 

changes that reduce distdrtidn. 

Income Distribution and Trade 

Changes in income distributidn cdming frdm changes in price (either 

artificial changes dr natural) dd ndt stdp at a cduntry's bdrders. Any pdlicy 

dr actidn that changes the ddmestic relatidnships alsd alter the relatidnships 
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in trade markets because the sldpes df the excess supply and demand 

functidns depend dn the sldpes df the ddmestic supply and demand functidn 

(McCalla and Jdsling, 1985). It fdlldws then that any changes in incdme 

distributidn may be translated intd internatidnal markets if the cdmmddity in 

questidn is either expdrted dr impdrted. 

Jdsling (1981) demdnstrates this pdint with an example df supply 

Cdntrol. Supply control by the exporter can become profitable (under certain 

conditions relating to the importer's price level and import demand 

elasticity), as does import control by the importer (depending on the 

corresponding export parameters). Thus, the structure of the markets is 

determined by the interaction of policies. The choice and effectiveness of 

domestic policy instruments in one country is constrained and influenced by 

others in the same international market. The effect of these policy 

interactions can also be expressed as a transfer. Transfers are passed through 

the trading system and represent hidden, yet dbvious linkages among 

pdlicies in different cdimtries. 

Cdrden (1974) prdvides an example df the effects df an expdrt tax, 

which is especially relevant td the current study. The authdr states that an 

expdrt tax Idwers the ddmestic after-tax price df expdrtables. This causes 

ddmestic resdurces td shift dut df expdrt industries, causing the cdnsumptidn 
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pattern td shift tdward expdrtables away frdm impdrtables. This is impdrtant 

in twd ways. First, the expdrt tax artificially alters the price df the prdduct, 

changing the ddmestic incdme distributidn df prdducers and cdnsumers. 

Secdndly, since the expdrt tax reduces expdrts, it alters trade fldws and 

pdssibly prices in internatidnal markets, which alters internatidnal incdme 

distributidns. Therefdre, the internal pdlicies in cduntries change incdme 

distributidns internally and internatidnally. 

Exchange Rates and Trade 

Exchange rates are andther important aspect that affect trade and 

income distribution changes in an open economy. Chambers and Just (1981) 

analyze changes in patterns of trade in US commodities resulting from 

changes in exchange rates using two different assumptions. The authors 

found that a devaluatidn results in pdrtfdlid adjustments, but cdncluded that 

it ddes ndt seridusly affect the trade balance using mdnetarist assumptidns. 

Under ndn-mdnetarist assumptidns, the authdrs fdund that the same 

devaluatidn Cduld have impdrtant effects dn bdth the fdreign Cdmpdnent and 

the ddmestic cdmpdnent df the agricultural sectdr. Results df their analysis 

indicated that exchange rate fluctuatidns have had a significant real impact 
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dn agricultural markets by altering the vdlume df expdrts and ddmestic use 

df the Cdmmddities. 

Schuh (1974) alsd fdund that exchange rates have been impdrtant td 

U.S. agriculture. Impdrtant td the current research, the authdr discusses the 

rdle df dvervaluatidn df currency in trade. He states that dvervaluatidn leads 

td reduced exports because the exportable item is priced higher than the 

same commodity in other cdimtries. This was alsd pdinted dut by Ender 

(1990) in the exports of raw cotton from Pakistan. This author stated that the 

overvaluation of the rupee meant an implicit tax to the producers of raw 

Cdttdn, because the cdttdn in Pakistan was dvervalued Cdmpared td the rest df 

the world. This meant decreased exports of raw fiber, which lowered 

producer incomes. 

Pakistan followed an exchange rate regime similar to the managed 

float as of 1992 (U.S. Department of State, 1992). The state bank regularly 

adjusts the value of the rupee against major international currencies, using 

the US dollar as an intervention currency. The rapid depreciation of the 

rupee (25% over the 1991-1992 peridd) is the majdr sdurce df general (i.e., all 

prdducts) expdrt grdv^th in recent years (U.S. Department df State, 1992). 
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Ecdndmic Grdwth 

Accdrding td Jdhnsdn (1955), "ecdndmic expansidn" is defined as the 

growth in output, whether as a result df pdpulatidn grdwth, capital 

accumulatidn, dr technical prdgress. It is usually assumed that these causes 

df expansidn can, in principle, be isdlated frdm dne andther, and that certain 

technical difficulties in defining them can be igndred. 

Mdst df the literature fdcuses dn ecdndmic grdwth in the cdntext df the 

ecdndmy in general. Sdldw (1969) discusses grdwth thedry by begiruiing 

with a simple mddel such as: 

y = F(K L) , (2.4) 

where Y is tdtal dutput, K is an aggregate capital gddd, and L is labdr. The 

functidn is assumed td be cdnstant returns td scale, which implies 

hdmdgeneity df degree dne. Part df each instant's dutput is saved and 

invested, while the rest is cdnsumed. The savings rate is assumed cdnstant, 

Sd that the tdtal savings is a functidn df dutput, and dutput is understddd td 

be net after depreciatidn. The Sdldw (1969) mddel has been the standard 

basis fdr nedclassical tiiedry df ecdndmic grdwtii since its driginal 

publicatidn. 
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Swan (1969) discusses sdme df the impUcatidns df the nedclassical 

model. He states that the fdrces df cdmpetitidn drive the rate df prdfit r and 

the (real) wage rate w intd equality with their marginal prdductivities. Td 

demdnstrate this point he uses the Cdbb-Dduglas prdductidn functidn: 

y = AK" LP , (2.5) 

where Y is dutput, K is capital, L is labdr, a and p are prdductidn elasticities, 

and A is the cdnstant techndldgical prdgress term. Frdm this functidn. Swan 

(1969) derives the fdlldwing: 

r = a | , (2.6) 

w = P-^ ' (2.7) 

such that the rate df prdfit, r, is prdpdrtidnal td dutput per imit df capital, 

Y/K, dr the dutput-capital ratid; the wage rate, w, is prdpdrtidnal td the 

dutput per imit df labdr, Y/L, dr the dutput per capita. 

Bdth Sdldw (1969) and Swan (1969) pdint td the impdrtance df savings 

dr capital accumulatidn in ecdndmic grdwth. This pdint is further 

demdnstrated by Jdnes (1975) whd states that "steady-state" grdWth hinges dn 

the capital-labdr ratid. When the ecdndmy is dver-capitalized per wdrker. 
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more use of labdr will ensue until the pdint where savings per wdrker exactiy 

matches the quantity required td keep the growing labor force equipped. At 

that point, the rate of change df the capital-labdr ratid will equal zerd and 

will remain at the cdnstant level df k* (Figure 2.3). This alsd wdrks in reverse, 

Sd that whatever the initial level df the capital-labdr ratid, a process of smodth 

Cdnvergence td balanced grdwth can be expected. 

This point is reiterated by Bean (1993). He states that in a Solow, 

closed-economy growth model, when the economy reaches "balanced 

growth" equilibrium, both the output-capital ratio and the capital-labor ratio 

will be constant, and all ecdnomies are growing at a rate n equal to the 

growth in population. In contrast to Jones (1975), Bean (1993) states that once 

the economy reaches that point, growth depends neither on the savings 

behavior nor government policy. Jones (1975) argues that even in the steady-

state, changes in savings behavior (the savings rate) will lead to new levels of 

dutput aldng the same steady-state path. 

King and Rebeld (1990) prdvide an example df the use df the 

nedclassical grdwth mddel in their analysis df the effects df taxatidn dn 

ecdndmic grdwth. The authdrs use a Schultzian type mddel, which has the 

prdperty that mddest variatidns in the tax rate are assdciated with larger 

variatidns in the Idng-run grdwth rate. They state that the enddgendus 
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y=Y/L 

k*>0 

0 

k*<0 

Figure 2.3. The Cdnvergence df the Change in the Capital/Labdr Ratid td a 
Steady-State Equilibrium. 
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growth model used has two key properties. First, it has the existence df a 

Cdnstant asymptdtic growth rate. Secdnd, it has the cdincidence df 

Cdmpetitive and dptimal alldcatidns in the absence df public interventidns. 

The crucial attribute df this class df mddels is that there is a "cdre" df capital 

gdods that can be prdduced withdut the direct dr indirect cdntribiitidn df 

ndn-reprdducible factdrs. 

King and Rebeld (1990) begin by taking the fdlldwing prices td be 

exdgendus: wage rate per unit df human capital, the price df investing in 

human capital, and the real interest rate dn cdnsumptidn loans. The 

influence of pdlicy dn the rate df return is the final factdr affecting ecdndmic 

grdwth. 

The authdrs begin by defining the preferences in cdnsumptidn dver 

time td be: 

.t 1 L7 = E p^_L_(C/-° - 1) for 0 < o < oc , (2.8) 
f=o l - o 

With this utility functidn, cdnstant cdnsumptidn is dptimal if the real interest 

rate is cdnstant dver time. The assumptidn df perfectiy inelastic per capita 

labdr at N is alsd used. The twd-factdr, nedclassical prdductidn functidn was 

defined as fdlldws: 
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y, = F(x, NL;) , (2.9) 

where Ŷ  is dutput, K̂  is capital, and L, is labdr. Technical prdgress dccurs at 

a Cdnstant rate, and its effects on prdductivity are captured by the variable X̂ , 

which grows at tiie rate YX, X^ = y^X^.,. The assumptidn tiiat techndldgical 

progress is labdr augmenting is used td ensure that steady-state grdwth is 

feasible. This is similar td the labdr augmenting technical progress employed 

by Bean (1993) to explain rising capital-labor ratios in developed countries. 

The fimctional representatidn of this analysis is: 

^t = ^t ^ h ' (2.10) 

^..1 = .̂ M l - m, > (2.11) 

where Î  is the investment at time t, Cj is the consumption at time t, and 6 is 

the rate of depreciatidn. 

King and Rebeld (1990) state that there are twd mddes df ecdnomic 

growth. First, in the steady-state, cdnsumptidn, investment, dutput, and 

capital all grdw at the rate YX- Secdnd, frdm a Idw initial level df the capital 

stdck, the ecdndmy may exhibit grdwth rates exceeding YX during the 

transitidn peridd in which the ecdndmy cdnverges td its steady-state grdwth 
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path. Frdm their analysis, the authdrs cdnclude that public pdlicies can exert 

a quantitatively large influence dn the average grdwth rates df ecdndmies 

dperating in isdlatidn. The incentive effects df taxatidn are reinfdrced in dpen 

ecdndmies that have access td internatidnal capital markets. Finally, the 

effects df taxatidn depend importantiy on aspects of the production 

technoldgy fdr new human capital, abdut which there is presentiy insufficient 

infdrmatidn. 

It appears frdm the literature that savings rates (dr capital 

accumulatidn) and gdvernment pdlicy can play a rdle in determining the 

rates df ecdndmic grdwth, especially in develdping cdimtries where they have 

ndt likely reached the steady-state equilibrium df ecdndmic grdwth. An 

impdrtant segment df grdwth thedry analysis is the effects df expdrts dn 

grdwth. 

Segments df the Hterature suggest expdrts are an impdrtant cdmpdnent 

of ecdndmic grdwth and develdpment in the less develdped cduntries 

(LDCs). Hdwever, the evidence here seems td be mixed. Fdr example, 

Tayldr et al. (1980) state that incentives and subsidies given td expdrts in 

Brazil have led td distributidnal deteridratidn since thdse mechanisms benefit 

the prdprietdrs df scarce resdurces, tiius cdncentrating wealtii. They suggest 

that this may lead td a reduced supply df thdse resdurces in the future. 
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Cdrden (1965) states that trade thedry has nd precise answer as td why 

growth in expdrts have dften failed td stimulate grdwth. Accdrding td the 

authdr, the failure df expdrt grdwth td stimulate general ecdndmic grdwth is 

that the "linkage" between expdrts-their factdr prdpdrtidns, whether they 

require extensive prdcessing, etc.-and tiie extent df market imperfectidns in 

the ddmestic ecdnomy preclude the translatidn df export earnings into 

increases in total dutput. 

On the dther side df the argument, Bhagwati and Srinivisan (1979) 

state that cduntries that have managed td shift td imprdved expdrt 

perfdrmance by reducing export bias have managed to register acceleration 

in their growth rates, whereas countries that have not done so exhibit lower 

grdwth rates. Clark et al. (1993) alsd find an impdrtant place fdr exports. 

These authors used a two-stage approach in their analysis of diffusion of 

industrial sector grdwth. In the first stage, Idgistic functidns df the share df 

manufacturing value added in GDP dver time were estimated fdr each 

Cduntry in the sample td prdvide measures df the rate at which the industrial 

sectdr has diffused intd develdping ecdndmies. In the secdnd stage, the 

authdrs empldy the estimated sldpe cdefficients frdm stage dne as the 

dependent variable in a "new nedclassical" grdwth mddel (Grossman and 

Helpman, 1990) to determine factdrs respdnsible fdr intercdimtry differences 
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in the dbserved (estimated) rates df industrial diffusidn. Clark et al. (1993) 

Cdncluded that the results emphasize the impdrtance df gdvernment pdlicies 

in suppdrt df bdth human capital develdpment and expdrt prdmdtidn. 

Feder (1982) ndtes that Sdme dbservatidns df expdrt grdwth shdw that 

it tends td cdntribute mdre than its dWn increase td natidnal incdme. 

Explanatidns fdr the beneficial effect df expdrts dn grdwth include greater 

capacity utilizatidn, the availability df ecdndmies df scale, the creatidn df 

incentives fdr techndldgical imprdvements, and mdre efficient management 

generated by cdmpetitive fdrces from abroad. Others argue that exports 

contribute td ecdndmic grdwth because the expdrt sectdr is ndt dnly mdre 

prdductive than the ndn-expdrt sectdr, but alsd because it generates external 

effects that tend td enhance the prdductivity df the ndn-expdrt sectdr (Chen 

and Tang, 1990). 

Adelman (1984) prdvides an alternative td the "expdrt-led" strategies 

discussed abdve. The authdr states that when searching fdr alternative 

strategies, dne shduld distinguish between an open-development strategy, 

where exports are an element of growth, and an export-led strategy, where 

expdrts are the majdr sdurce df grdwth. A realldcatidn df investment 

resdurces within the ecdndmies df the LDCs in favdr df an dpen-develdpment 
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strategy, which is agriculturally driven rather than expdrt driven, can lead td 

superidr results under current ecdndmic cdnditidns. 

The develdpment strategy advdcated by Adelman (1984) cdnsists df a 

public investment prdgram designed td induce a prdgressive ddwnward shift 

df the supply curve df the ddmestic agricultural seCtdr. The argument in 

favor df this strategy rests bdth dn its linkage effects, in creating mass 

markets fdr industrial prdducts thrdugh intermediate and final demand 

linkages, and dn its distributidnal impacts, thrdugh increasing the supply df 

wage gddds and the incdmes df the pddrer members df sdciety. 

The Effects of GATT 

The Wdrld Trade Organizatidn (WTO) (fdrmerly kndwn as the 

General Agreement dn Tariffs and Trade [GATT]) has pdtentially impdrtant 

implicatidns fdr the wdrld ecdndmy as a whdle, as well as the trade and 

incdme distributidn in cdttdn and textiles. Accdrding td tiie U.S. Department 

of Agriculture (1992), internal prdductidn subsidies must be reduced by 20% 

as measured by an Aggregate Measure df Suppdrt (AMS) witii tiie 

implementatidn df GATT. This is ndt expected td significantiy alter U.S. 

pdlicy, since tiie needed reductidns have already been made. Hdwever, it is 

expected td alter the prdductidn df cdttdn wdrldwide. Increases in cdttdn 
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exports frdm tiie U.S. are expected td be between 0.3 and 0.4 billidn ddllars 

by 1998. Jurenas (1993) pdints dut, hdwever, that industry critics (e.g.. The 

Natidnal Cdttdn Cduncil of America) Cdunter that the assumptidns used by 

tiie U.S. Department df Agriculture (1992) include large acreage set-asides, 

unreahstically high market prices, and a base period df adjustment tiiat dther 

Cduntries are ndt likely td accept. Additidnally, the U.S. cdttdn industry is 

alsd cdncerned that the GATT agreement may give less develdped cdimtries, 

which have significant prdductidn pdtential for raw cotton, textiles, and 

clothing, special trade treatment at its expense. 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (1992) states that global textile use 

would increase due to economic growth stimulated by an overall GATT 

agreement and by increased market access to textiles. Foreign cotton 

productidn would fall due to cuts in internal price supports and some shift of 

acreage from cotton to grains is expected because of higher prices. 

Confirming the concerns expressed in the Jurenas (1993) paper, the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (1992) states that refdrms df textile and apparel 

trade pdlicies are expected td leave U.S. cdttdn use slightiy beldw tiie level 

prdjected under a cdntinuatidn df current pdlicies. A GATT textile agreement 

wduld alldw further reductidns in trade barriers, with a mddest increase in 

U.S. Cdttdn textile impdrts. 
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Varangis and Thigpen (1995) state that the incdme gains frdm GATT 

are estimated td be in the range df $213 billidn and $270 biUidn (in 1992 US$). 

Varangis and Thigpen (1995) alsd estimate that the volume of wdrld trade 

will increase by 12% under the Uruguay Rdund (UR) agreement. The largest 

increases in trade, accdrding td these authdrs' estimates, will be in textiles 

and cldthing. Under the UR agreement, trade in cldthing and textiles cduld 

increase by $100 billidn by 2005. 

In the Cdttdn market, the UR agreement is ndt expected td significantiy 

decrease the level df prdtectidn fdr raw cdttdn. This suppdrts the estimates 

put forward by the U.S. Department df Agriculture (1992). Hdwever, 

estimates shdw that the U.S. cduld see increases in expdrts df between 500,000 

td 1 millidn bales df cdttdn by 2005 (Varangis and Thigpen, 1995). 

Accdrding td Varangis and Thigpen (1995), the effects dn textiles and 

cldthing are expected td be mdre prdndunced. The UR agreement calls fdr 

three stages in which textile and cldthing impdrt categdries will be integrated 

intd the GATT until 51% df the prdducts traded in 1990 will be qudta free 

after seven years. The remaining prdducts will becdme qudta free after 10 

years, when the Multifiber Agreements (MFAs) are eliminated. With tiie 

reductidn df qudtas, the UR agreement alsd makes prdvisidns fdr Idwering 

tariff levels. 
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These authdrs pdint td several pdtential impUcatidns df the WTO dn 

trade in cldthing and textiles. First, trade hberalizatidn cduld increase 

develdping cduntry expdrts df cldtiiing by 135% and textiles by 78%. Secdnd, 

MFA export qudtas have the effect df transferring rents frdm impdrting td 

expdrting cduntries. Using Pakistan as an example, the authors quoted 

estimates that the quota premium ranged from 50% to 80% of the FOB value 

df cldth and cldthing items. While the eliminatidn df the MFA is expected td 

increase exports, it would lead to the elimination of the quota premiums. 

Finally, within developing countries, the export quota allocation schemes 

appear to exhibit considerable stickiness that can often lead to substantial 

economic inefficiency. Ingco (1990) estimated the gains from the elimination 

of the MFAs. These gains increase significantiy when the effects of the 

internal quota alldcatidn systems are incdrpdrated intd the estimates. 

Varangis and Thigpen (1995) argue that develdping cduntries as a 

grdup will benefit frdm the abdlitidn df the MFAs. Hdwever, the distributidn 

df benefits between cduntries will vary. Sdme Sdutheast Asian cdimtries 

(Inddnesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapdre, and Thailand), China, and 

the dynamic cduntries df Sduth Asia are the big gainers frdm the abdlitidn df 

the MFA. Big MFA expdrters such as Kdrea, Taiwan, and Hdng Kdng stand 

td suffer substantial Idsses frdm the abdlitidn df the MFAs. Hdwever, the ten-
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year phase dut peridd is likely td alleviate the impacts dn these cdimtries. In 

the end, the autiidrs cdnclude that hberalizatidn df trade in textiles is Ukely td 

reduce prices, spurring worldwide consumption. 

Bell and Gillam (forthcoming) imply the same conclusidns as Varangis 

and Thigpen (1995) and Ingcd (1990). These autiidrs state tiiat tiie distdrtidns 

frdm the internal price poHcies are cdmpounded by the distortions from the 

MFAs. This imphes that the situatidn will be improved with the dissolution 

of the MFAs. 

Elasticity Estimation 

Elasticities are a very important part of any policy or trade analysis, 

and are the core compdnent df the analysis df changes in incdme distributidn. 

Many df these cdncepts are well established (Mdsak, 1938). Leftwich (1961) 

gives fdur basic factdrs that influence the elasticity df demand. First is the 

availability df gddd substitutes. If gddd substitutes are available, demand for 

a given commddity will tend td be mdre elastic. Secdnd is the number of uses 

to which a given cdmmddity can be put. The wider the range df uses fdr a 

given Cdmmddity, the mdre elastic the demand will tend td be. Third is the 

price df the cdmmddity relative td cdnsumers' incdmes. Demand fdr gddds 

that take a large amount of cdnsumers' incdmes is mdre likely td be elastic 
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than demand fdr gddds which take a small pdrtidn df incdme. Finally, it is 

important whether the price established is tdward the upper end df the 

demand curve dr tdward the Idwer end. If the ruling price is tdward the 

upper end df the demand curve fdr a cdmmddity, demand is mdre Ukely td 

be elastic than if it were tdward the lower end. 

The estimatidn df elasticities df ddmestic supply and demand is 

cdvered in mdst marketing dr price thedry textbddks. On the dther hand, the 

measurement df trade elasticities (expdrt and impdrt supply and demand) is 

ndt. McCalla and Jdsling (1985) treat this tdpic extensively. They state tiiat 

the first thing needed are the identities: 

S = D , (2.12) 

where Ŝ , is the tdtal world supply and D^ is the total world demand. For 

any one cduntry, in an dpen system, supply and demand can differ by the 

amdunt traded: 

S. + M. = D, -̂  X, , (2.13) 

where M^ is the impdrts intd cdimtry A and X^ is the expdrts frdm tiiat 

Cduntry. The left hand side df Equatidn 2.13 can be viewed as the tdtal 

availability and the right hand side can be seen as the tdtal disappearance. 
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These identities wiU always hold ex post (subject to some errors in 

measurement). The same relationships are presented as ex ante equilibrium 

or market clearing cdnditidns. For two countries trading with one another: 

^A-^A^^A-^A^^B-^B^^B- h (2.14) 

Let country A be a net exporter and country B be a net importer. Then for 

convenience, McCaUa and Josling (1985) define X^ and Mg as net exports and 

imports, respectively, and simpUfy the identities to: 

SA - D, - X^ . Mg . D, - S, (2.15) 

The authors use the assumption that the prices are the same 

throughout the system. Since price changes are needed to restore the system 

to balance after any disturbance, the authors establish the sensitivity 

quantities to the prices changed as: 

dX, 

dP 

dS, 

dP 

dD, 

dP 
, and (2.16) 

dM 

~dP 
B 

dD B 

dP 

dS^ 

dP 
(2.17) 
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The authors cdnvert Equatidns 2.16 and 2.17 intd: 

dX^ p 
' — , and '^A'P ^p X (2.18) 

dM B P 
'M^,P dP M 

(2.19) 
B 

These equatidns can be rewritten in terms df the ddmestic elasticities df 

supply and demand: 

E = E 
^x„p ^s„p 

/ _ \ 

v^^^y 
- E D^,P 

, and (2.20) 

E = £ 
'M,,P D„,P 

M R 

/ ^ \ 

- £ s^,p 
X ^ B . 

(2.21) 

The terms (SJX^), etc., are the weights that must be applied td the ddmestic 

supply and demand elasticities td get tiie elasticity df trade with respect td 

price. 
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Altiidugh McCalla and Jdsling (1985) prdvide a systematic cdnceptual 

example df trade elasticities, their estimatidn ddes ndt cdme withdut caveats. 

For example, Orcutt (1950) states tiiat tiie price elasticity of demand for 

imports and expdrts is probably much larger for large price changes than for 

small price changes. This deals primarily with the range of experience (range 

of dbservatidns) used td estimate the elasticities. Extrapolation beyond the 

range of data is always risky and subject to potentially substantial error. 

In addition to the range of data concern, Orcutt (1950) states that there 

are two additional reasons for the expectation that the demand schedule for 

imports is more elastic fdr larger price variatidns. There are usually cdsts 

assdciated with the cdnsumer shifting frdm dne sdurce df supply td another. 

Producers also incur cdsts in establishing new trade cdimectidns dr in 

mddifying machinery and techniques by which the impdrted prdduct is used. 

Secdnd, entirely new cdmmddities may be brdught intd internatidnal trade by 

large price shifts and existing prdducts may becdme cdmpetitive in mass 

rather than luxury markets. Thus, littie shifting wiU take place dn either side 

of the equatidn until the price differential is at least sufficient td cdver the 

CdSts df switching, whereas large and permanent changes wduld result in 

substantial substitutidn. 
-sa 
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Approaches td Estimating FlastiHtiP*; and Demand 

The standard methods of estimating the elasticities of demand and 

supply are covered in mdst ecdnometric or price theory texts-structural 

econometric models, both single and simultanedus equatidns. These 

prdcedures are weU develdped and weU ddcumented. The methdds 

described in this sectidn have received Umited df attentidn in ecdndmies text 

bddks. 

Several studies pdint td the applicability df the Armingtdn framework 

for elasticity estimatidn and demand analysis (Sirhan and Jdhnsdn, 1971; 

Davis and Kruse, 1993; Duffy et al., 1990). The Armingtdn framework 

distinguishes products by their country of origin, on the assumption that 

country df drigin enters intd the impdrters buying behavior function. The 

Armington framework carries three basic assumptions (Duffy et al., 1990). 

First, it is assumed that the marginal rate of substitution between any two 

prdducts is independent df the quantity df any dther prdduct. Secdnd, the 

elasticity df substitutidn between any twd prdducts in dne market equals the 

elasticity df substitutidn between any twd dther prdducts in the same market. 

Finally, the elasticity df substitutidn between any twd prdducts in a given 

market is cdnstant. 
en 
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Duffy et al. (1990) provide a useful example of the Armington 

framework as appUed to the elasticity df expdrt demand fdr U.S. cdttdn. The 

authdrs state that the export demand facing a particular country supplying a 

gddd can be dbtained by hdrizontaUy summing aU product import demand 

curves facing that country. This specificatidn implies that the dwn-price 

elasticity of demand fdr exports in the jth county is the share-weighted sum 

of the dwn-price elasticities df demand in aU importing countries. This is 

expressed mathematically as: 

v ^ ; / 
N. 

y; ' 
(2.22) 

where Nj is the own-price elasticity df demand fdr expdrts in cduntry j , X̂j is 

the expdrts td cduntry i by cdimtry j , Xj is the tdtal expdrts df cduntry j , and 

Njjj is the direct price elasticity df demand in cduntry i. This is ndt a tdtal 

elasticity df demand because prices df dther prdducts are assumed td remain 

Cdnstant in respdnse td a change in price df the prdduct frdm the expdrting 

Cduntry in questidn. The authdrs cdnclude that, thrdugh the fdrmulatidn of 

the estimatable market share equations, the tdtal shdrt-run demand fdr cdttdn 

fiber is inelastic. They state that the reasdn fdr this is that spinning 
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technoldgy is largely fixed in tiie short-run, limiting substitution df dtiier 

fibers. 

Sirhan and Jdhnsdn (1971) alsd use an Armingtdn-type framewdrk td 

examine the shdrt and Idng-run elasticities df demand fdr US cdttdn in a 

selected group of cduntries. Taking the share df cdttdn in an impdrt market 

as a function of the price df American cdtton and the price of competing 

fdreign cdttdn in that market, the authdrs formulate their model as: 

^a = A^a' Po) ' (2.23) 

where M^ represents the US cotton share in an import market, or M=o^JCX, 

where qa is the quantity of American cotton imported by a given country and 

Q is the total cotton imports from all sources by that country, P̂  is the price of 

American cottdn, and PQ represents the weighted average price df cdttdn frdm 

dther sdurces in the given cduntry's impdrt market. The authdrs find large 

estimates df the shdrt and Idng-run elasticities df export demand for the 

United Kingdom and Germany, which indicates a high degree of price 

sensitivity to changes in the price of US cotton. 

Although the Armington framework appears to have been used with 

some degree df success in cdttdn, Davis and Kruse (1993) criticize this 

methdd fdr having two primary empirical limitations: (1) prdducts frdm 
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varidus expdrt sdurces are ndt treated as imperfect substitutes, but 

inadvertentiy as perfect substitutes, and (2) parameter restrictidns required td 

make the twd-stage budgeting prdcedure cdnsistent with a single-stage utility 

maximizatidn prdblem are ndt impdsed and tested. Each df these miscues, 

accdrding td the authdrs, cduld lead td biased inference. 

A secdnd cdncern with the Armingtdn framework can be inferred 

from Mdnke and Petzel (1984). In a test df internatidnal market integratidn in 

Cdttdn, the authors find what could mean the inapplicability of the 

Armington framework to cotton. These authors state that a homogeneous 

product obeys the Law df One Price, in which prices acrdss cduntries can 

differ by nd mdre than the cdst df cdmmddity arbitrage. If differentiated 

prdducts demdnstrate a high degree df substitutabiUty in prdductidn dr 

Cdnsumptidn, the shdcks frdm changes in the supply dr demand df dne 

prdduct are transmitted td dther prdducts in the cdmmddity grdup. Td test 

the ndtidn that cdttdn faUs within this hdmdgenedus grduping, dr at least a 

high degree df substitutabiUty, tiie autiidrs use a twd-step prdcedure. The 

first step empldys a bivariate regressidn analysis between time series df 

prices fdr different qualities td prdvide dne indicatidn df cdnstancy df 

discdunts and premia fdr the prices df differentiated prdducts. The secdnd 

test empldys a heddnic index estimatidn. Mdnke and Petzel's (1984) analysis 
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indicates that markets in cdttdn are not differentiated by countrv^ after 

controUing for staple lengtii. If tiiis is tiie case, tiie Armington framework 

may not be appUcable because importing countries wiU not purchase cotton 

based on the country of origin. 

Given that the cotton and yam industries in tiiese developing 

countries represent a primary-derived demand relationship (assuming tiiat 

the yarn industry is the primary demand source), an alternative approach at 

analyzing these markets may be to examine the farm-retail (primary- market) 

price spreads. Gardner (1975) gives an example of the farm-retail price 

spread modeling in beef. He states that no simple markup pricing rule-a 

fixed margin, a fixed absolute margin, or a combination of the two—can, in 

general, accurately depict the relationship betu^een the farm and retail price. 

This is so because these prices move together in different ways depending on 

w^hether the events that cause the movement arise from a shift in retail 

demand, farm supply, or the supply of marketing inputs. 

Wohlgenant and MuQen (1987) suggest an alternative path for 

modelling the farm-retail price spread in beef. They state that farm level 

demand for beef is influenced by bdth cdnsumer demand and the farm-retail 

price spread. This suggests an empirical specificatidn in which the price 

spread is related td retail price and marketing input prices. They begin by 
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specifying derived demand for beef as: 

Pf = AQr P^ q , (2.24) 

where Pf is the farm price of the commodity (beef), Q is the quantity of tiie 

commodity prdcessed, P, is the retail price, and C is the vectdr df marketing 

inputs. This can be rewritten as: 

^1 ' Q, 
\ 

(2.25) 

which is called the farm-retail margin. Using Equatidn 2.25, the relative price 

spread can be seen as: 

= ^ -g Q, 
c 

(2.26) 

or in terms df an absdlute spread: 

M = P,(l - g{Q, C/P^)) , (2.27) 

where M = R - P r -̂  f-

In cdntrast td the markup pricing mddel, this mddel indicates that 

there is nd fixed relatidnship between the price spread and the retail price. 
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Wohlgenant and MuUen (1987) conclude that quantity affects margin 

behavior mainly through its effect on the percentage markup-a larger 

volume leads to a higher percentage markup and vice versa. 

Marsh (1991) provides an alternative to tiie marketing margin 

approach. The author compares three approaches of estimating derived 

demand elasticities-fixed absolute margins, relative farm-retail price 

spreads, and inverse demand functions. The econometric model used to 

estimate the inverse demand functions was an incomplete demand system 

consisting df inverse demand equatidns at the farm and retail levels. The 

authdr states that the farm demand elasticities can be estimated frdm the 

ecdndmetric mddel df farm prices (inverse demand) with supplies assumed 

fixed. The inversidn of the price flexibility coefficients serves as a lower 

bound to the elasticities of demand. The traditional approach (using the 

marketing margins) entails multiplying retail price elasticities of demand by 

the elasticities of price transmissidn between retail and farm prices. 

Based dn quarterly data df cattie prices frdm 1975-87, Marsh (1991) 

found that econometric estimates df the elasticity df demand based dn the 

incdmplete demand systems mddel were sdmewhat larger cdmpared td thdse 

estimated by the traditidnal and mddified marketing margin prdcedures. 

The authdr ddes ndt state which prdcedure he feels td be mdre apprdpriate. 
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However, given tiie discussion of Gardner (1975) and Wohlgenant and 

Mullen (1987), it seems tiiat tiie econometric approach should carry more 

weight given tiie poor performance of tiie fixed marketing margin 

approaches in explaining tiie farm-retail price spread in beef. 

Bredahl et al. (1979) discuss the issue of Price Transmission Elasticity 

(PTE). These autiiors state that many studies of foreign elasticity estimates 

do not Cdnsider gdvernment pdlicies that insulate domestic producers and 

consumers frdm external price fluctuations. They suggest the foUowing 

formula for the elasticity of export demand: 

£./ - E« £ £ S± -EE — di pi Q SI pi Q (2.28) 

where Ê f is the elasticity of export demand, E^ and Egj are the elasticities of 

ddmestic demand and supply in cduntry i, Q̂y and Q̂^ are the ith cduntry's 

level df demand and supply, and Q̂ f is the level df U.S. expdrts. The PTE 

(respdnse df the ith cduntry's price td changes in the U.S. price) is Ep̂ . 

The authdrs state that the assumptidn df perfect price transmissidn 

elasticity (Epj=l) is a cdnvenient simplificatidn, but can have a prdfdund 

impact dn the calculated elasticities and raises questidns abdUt their 

applicability td the real wdrld. The price transmissidn elasticity will usually 
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be bdunded by zerd and one. In the classical fiee-trade model with zero 

transportation costs, the US and foreign prices wiU be equal (Epi=l). This also 

holds if the foreign price varies proportionally with the U.S. price (Pp^ePus). 

In cases where governments insulate internal production and consumption 

prices from world prices, the Epj wiU be at or near zero. 

Elasticity Estimates in Cotton 

Elasticity measurements for both exports and domestic supply and 

demand for US cotton are prevalent in the literature (Sirhan and Johnson, 

1971; Duffy et al., 1990; Zhang, 1991). However, elasticity estimates for 

countries other than the US are less common. Coleman and Thigpen (1991) 

provide sdme estimates fdr the price elasticity df demand fdr several 

Cduntries, including the US (Table 2:1). The price elasticities df demand fdr 

Pakistan is -0.04, indicating inelastic demands. This can be compared to the 

US elasticity of demand of -0.30, which is considerably less inelastic. 

According td the authdrs, this may reflect the use df mdre mddern prdcessing 

facilities in the US and dther mddern cduntries, which enable manufacturers 

td quickly change the mix df fibers prdcessed in respdnse td changes in 

relative prices. In Cdntrast, Hamid et al. (1990) state that tiiey estimate the 
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Table 2.1. Price Elasticity df Demand Estimates fdr a Selected Grdup df 
Cduntries. 

Region 

Elasticitv of Cotton Ike with Respprt fn-

Cdttdn Price Pdlyester Price 

Argentina 
Australia 
Brazil 
Central Africa 
China 
Egypt 
EEC 
India 
Japan 
Korea, Rep. df 
Mexicd 
Pakistan 
Turkey 
United States 

-0.07 
-0.06 
-0.18 
-0.04 
-0.08 
-0.17 
-0.14 
-0.02 
-0.04 
-0.33 
-0.09 
-0.04 
-0.13 
-0.30 

0.07 
0.06 
0.17 
0.04 
0.08 
0.17 
0.14 
0.02 
0.04 
0.33 
0.09 
0.04 

0.22 

Sdurce: Cdleman and Thigpen (1991). 
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uncdmpensated price elasticity df demand fdr cdttdn in Pakistan td be -0.59, 

which is cdnsiderably different than the estimate df Cdleman and Thigpen 

(1991). 

Cdleman and Thigpen (1991) dd ndt give an indicatidn df the elasticity 

df supply. They dd, hdwever, give some indications as to the elasticities of 

areas planted in response to the changes in cotton price. They state that the 

short-run elasticity of cotton area in Pakistan is 0.08. This compares to an 

elasticity of cotton area in the United States of 0.48. 

Tweeten (1985) supplies some estimates df the elasticity df supply fdr 

Pakistani cdttdn. He states that the Idng-run elasticity df supply fdr cdttdn 

with respect td cdttdn price is 1.0, dr unitary. This implies that a 10% increase 

in the price df cdttdn will mean a 10% increase in the supply df cdttdn. In the 

shdrt-run, the authdr states that the elasticity df supply with respect td price 

is equal td 0.30. 

The differences in estimates may be attributed td the different sdurces 

of data. Cdleman and Thigpen (1991) were wdrking witii cdnsiderably mdre 

aggregated data than Tweeten (1985). Thus, tiiere wduld be differences 

expected in the results. Ndnetiieless, Tweeten (1985) has been tiie dnly 

sdurce df supply elasticities fdund in the hterature, sd nd cdmparisdns can be 

made with dther sdurces. 
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CHAPTER III 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The cdnceptualizatidn df the impacts df the two-price policy in 

Pakistan involves two major compdnents. The first sectidn addresses the 

impacts df the two-price policy on changes in income distribution. The 

second section outiines the impacts of the two-price policy on economic 

growth. 

Changes in Income Distribution 

The cotton market in Pakistan can be divided into two subsections: (1) 

the raw fiber market and (2) the cotton yarn market. The raw fiber market 

represents the production and sale of raw cotton fiber to either domestic yarn 

spinners or exporters. The cotton yarn market represents the production of 

Cdttdn yarn fdr either expdrt dr ddmestic mill cdnsumptidn. 

Bdth the raw fiber and yarn markets are assumed td be cdmpetitive in 

nature. Cdmpetitive markets in internatidnal trade appears td be a valid J 

general assumptidn (Martin, 1937; Cheng, 1988). The cdnceptual analyses 

presented in the fdlldwing subsectidns igndre transpdrtatidn cdsts and 
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exchange rate effects, althdugh exchange rate effects will be addressed by the 

empirical mddel. 

Cotton Fiber Market 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the cotton fiber market, where the panel labeled 

"Pakistan" represents the market in Pakistan, the panel labeled ROW 

represents the Rest Qf the i^orld, and the center panel represents the trade 

market. It is assumed for this analysis that Pakistan is a large-country 

exporter, meaning exports fiom Pakistan can influence the world price for 

cotton fiber (Gardner, 1990; Helmberger, 1991). Sirhan and Johnson (1971) 

state that each country that trades cotton is to some degree a price maker. 

Hdwever, nd cduntry has mdndpdly pdwer because its cdttdn has cldse 

substitutes. 

In Figure 3.1, the excess supply (XS) functidn shdws the quantity 

available fdr trade dver the ddmestic equilibrium. This is derived by taking 

the difference between the ddmestic demand (Dc) and supply (Sc) functidns 

in Pakistan. The excess demand (XD) functidn is derived in a similar fashidn 

frdm the supply and demand df cdttdn fiber in tiie ROW. Withdut trade 

interference dr transpdrtatidn cdsts, the intersectidn df these twd functidns 

yields a wdrld price (Pw) and a quantity traded (X). This results in a tdtal 
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quantity prdduced in Pakistan equal td Qe. Ddmestic spinner cdnsumptidn 

in Pakistan is equal td Qd and the quantity expdrted is equal td Qe-Qd. This 

quantity is alsd equal td X in the center panel. In the ROW, the tdtal quantity 

demanded at Pw is equal td Qi. Producers in the ROW wiU supply Qp, while 

the remainder (Qi-Qp) wiU be imported (which is also equal to X in the 

center panel. 

Assume that Pakistan conducts a two-price policy with respect to raw 

cotton fiber. There is a Minimum Export Price (MEP), which is the minimum 

price that the base grade of cotton in Pakistan can be exported. This price is a 

subjective estimation of the world price that is set by a government 

committee [in practice, this price is related to the Cotiook B Index and the 

New York Futures Price (ICAC, 1992; Townsend and Guitchounts, 1994)]. It 

is assumed for this analysis that the MEP is analogous to the "world price." 

There is also a benchmark price, which is the internal price of cotton FOB 

port df expdrt. This price ddes ndt represent a price given td prdducers. 

Rather, it is the price used by the Gdvernment df Pakistan td calculate the 

expdrt tax dn raw fiber. The tax is equal td the difference between the 

benchmark price and tiie MEP. The tax wiU be equal td tiie world price 

minus the benchmark price because it is assumed that the MEP is equal to the 

world price. 
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There are two possible scenarios considered here for the twd-price 

system. First, the benchmark price can be set abdve the ddmestic equilibrium 

price. Expdrters may purchase the cdttdn in Pakistan fdr less than the 

benchmark price and sell at the world price. Because the exporter is 

purchasing the fiber for less than the benchmark, the revenue fiom resale in 

the export market is sufficient td cdver the tax impdsed by the government, 

and expdrts are pdssible. 

Figure 3.1 shdws the effects df the twd-price system when the 

benchmark is set abdve the internal market equilibrium price. Assume that 

the benchmark price is set at a level such as Pb. The excess supply functidn 

wduld Cdntinue aldng the same path as the driginal supply functidn until it 

reached the pdint where the benchmark price intersected the ddmestic supply 

functidn. At that pdint, the tax dn exports would be larger than the revenue 

the exporter cduld dbtain, making expdrts nd Idnger be feasible. This would 

cause the excess supply function to become vertical (perfectiy inelastic) at 

that point (XS'). This shift in expdrt supply wduld cause a decrease in 

expdrts frdm X td X' in the trade (center) panel and an increase in world price 

fiom Pw to Pw'. This causes a decrease in total cotton production in Pakistan 

from Qe to Qe'. Hdwever, ddmestic cdnsumptidn increases fidm Qd td Qd'. 
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The total quantity demanded in the ROW decreases to Qi'. However, cotton 

production in the ROW increases to Qp'. 

These changes cause income redistributions that can be seen in Figure 

3.1. Because the benchmark price (Pb) lowers the effective price of raw fiber 

to yarn spinners, there is an increase in domestic consumer surplus. This is 

shown as area A. Cdnversely, the benchmark price Idwers the effective price 

that the prdducer can receive, thus reducing the prdducer surplus by area 

(A+B+C+D). The gdvernment gains area C as revenue frdm the expdrt tax. 

The remainder (B+D) represents a net Sdcial Idss frdm the pdlicy. Because 

ddmestic prdducers wduld have been willing td prdduce mdre, and ddmestic 

Cdnsumers wduld have been willing td buy less at the driginal wdrld price, 

the area (B+D) is transferred td the ROW. The export tax effectively raises 

the world price, which causes producers in the ROW to produce more and 

decrease imports. Therefdre, the rents frdm the twd-price system accrue td 

the ROW. This rent is given by (F+G) in Figure 3.1. Hdwever, the cdnsumers 

of Cdttdn in the ROW wduld Idse area E due td higher wdrld prices. Thus, 

the net effect df the pdlicy dn the ROW wduld be (F+G-E). Whether this 

effect is pdsitive dr negative wduld depend dn the area (F+G) relative td area 

(E). If (F+G) is larger tiian (E), tiiere is a net benefit td tiie ROW; if (E) is 

larger than (F+G), there is a net Idss. 
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In general, the net effect df the twd-price system used in the raw fiber 

market in Pakistan is td cause a net Idss in Pakistan that is transferred td the 

ROW. The net effect dn the ROW becdmes an empirical questidn depending 

on the elasticities of demand and supply. Exports from Pakistan are 

decreased as is the total quantity df cdttdn supplied in Pakistan. This 

stimulates prdductidn in the ROW and decreases reliance dn impdrts frdm 

Pakistan. This pdlicy alsd tends td increase the wdrld price df cdttdn, ceteris 

paribus. 

The secdnd scenarid with the twd-price system is that the benchmark 

price is set beldw the ddmestic market equilibrium price. In this case, 

hdwever, the revenue that an expdrter can dbtain frdm buying ddmestic 

Cdttdn and seUing it at the wdrld price is ndt sufficient td cdver the expdrt tax. 

This is because the difference between the benchmark price and MEP is 

larger than the difference between tiie internal price and tiie wdrld price. 

Thus, expdrts are ndt feasible, and tiie entire cdttdn supply is reserved fdr 

ddmestic spinners. This scenarid is likely when tiie Gdvernment df Pakistan 

feels tiie ddmestic spinners wiU require tiie entire crdp. The price paid by 

spinners wiU be equal td tiie ddmestic equilibrium price, which was beldw 

tiie Wdrld price during tiie 1980s (ICAC, 1992). Thus, tiie ddmestic spinners 

still retain a cdst advantage dver the ROW. 
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A secdnd aspect df Pakistan's policy towards raw cotton exports are 

export quotas. Gardner (1990) gives an example of a marketing quota. In the 

context of the current analysis, the export quota is of secondary importance 

because the two-price system dictates how much cotton is to be exported. 

The export quota would only distribute the licenses td export that quantity. 

Thus, the rents from a restricted export supply and the quota would accrue to 

the exporters who hold the licenses. Thus, the export quota wiU be ignored 

for purposes of this analysis. 

Cotton Yarn Market 

Policies employed in the raw fiber sector have direct impacts on the 

yarn spinning sector. The demand for raw cotton is a derived demand from 

the yarn spirming sector. These two sectors are being presented here as 

separate entities for graphical simplicity. However, it should be noted that 

these two sectors are highly related in terms of costs and revenues (demand 

and supply functions). 

The cotton yarn market depicted in Figure 3.2 represents the 

production and sale of cotton yarn in Pakistan and in the ROW. The 

prdducers in this case are yarn spinners, and the cdnsumers are dther textile 

mills that prdduce cdttdn fabrics, garments, etc. Thus, the textile miUs are 
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viewed as the final cdnsumers df raw fiber. The ddmestic demand functidn 

fdr Cdttdn yarn in Pakistan is given by Dt in the Pakistan panel while supply 

is given by St. This graph is similar in its drgaruzatidn td Figure 3.1. 

Without a two-price system in the raw fiber market, the world price of 

cotton yarn is given by Pw and exports are given by X. Spinners in Pakistan 

produce the quantity of yarn equal to Qe. Domestic consumers consume Qd, 

and exports equal Qe-Qd. The quantity demanded by tiie ROW is Qi. The 

ROW produces Qp, and the remainder (Qi-Qp) is imported. 

Assume now that the two-price system is implemented in the raw 

fiber market in Pakistan. Because this policy lowers the cost of raw fiber to 

the spinning industry in Pakistan, an outward shift in the supply function for 

cotton yarn would occur. Therefore, the supply function in Figure 3.2 is 

shifted from St to St'. This shift in the total supply function for yarn in 

Pakistan also shifts the excess supply function (XS) to XS'. This shift 

decreases the world price of cotton yarn to Pw' under a large exporter 

assumption, which also results in an increase in exports from X to X'. 

The total quantity of cotton yarn produced increases from Qe to Qe' in 

Pakistan. Domestic consumption of cotton yarn is also increased from Qd to 

Qd'. The total quantity demanded df yarn in Pakistan increases frdm Qi td 

Qi'. Hdwever, prdductidn in the ROW is decreased frdm Qp td Qp'. 
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The twd-price pdlicy in the raw fiber market alsd has incdme 

distributidn implicatidns in the cdttdn yarn market. Figure 3.2 shdws that the 

prdducer surplus accruing td the cdttdn spinners equals (C+D-A-B). There 

appears td be a gain in prdducer surplus in this figure. In a multi-market 

framework in which one industry produces one raw product that is a major 

part of a second industry, the consumer surplus in the lower market may 

equal to the producer surplus in the higher market (Just and Hueth, 1979). 

Thus, the increase in producer surplus (C+D-A-B) in Figure 3.2 may equal 

the increase in the consumer surplus (A) in Figure 3.1. However, this 

conclusion is subject to some stringent assumptions, such as monotonical 

price transformation between market levels, which may or may not hold in 

this situation. Nevertheless, the surplus to consumers of cotton yarn in 

Pakistan is increased by area A (Figure 3.2). 

Area B represents a net social loss in the cotton yarn market. This 

amount is transferred to the ROW in the form of an increase in the consumer 

surplus of foreign textile mills. These mills now have the ability to purchase 

cotton yarn at a lower price. This displaces some foreign production of 

Cdttdn yarn (as depicted by the decrease in the quantity df cdttdn yarn 

prdduced by fdreign mills in Figure 3.2). Hdwever, the increase in Cdnsumer 

surplus appears td dffset the decrease in prdducer surplus in the ROW. This 
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may ndt always hdld—the empirical result depends dn the elasticities df 

supply and demand. 

In drder td capture Sdme df the rents accruing td the fdreign cdnsumer, 

assume the Gdvernment df Pakistan alsd implements an expdrt tax dn cdttdn 

yarn. Althdugh this tax dnly reduces the subsidy given td yarn spirmers by a 

fractidn, it ddes have the effect df capturing sdme of the income transfer to 

foreign consumers. Figure 3.3 shows the same situation as depicted in Figure 

3.2 except that the initial supply shift resulting from the two-price system in 

the raw fiber market has been exaggerated so that the income distribution 

effects of the export tax are easier to discern. 

The export tax shifts the excess supply function from XS' to XS". 

Because the tax only represents a portion of the subsidy, the shift will not 

take the excess supply function back to its original level of XS. This change in 

excess supply has the effect of raising the world price to Pw" and decreasing 

exports from X' to X". If it is assumed that the export tax is equal to Pw"-Pw', 

there will be no change in the quantity produced in Pakistan. However, the 

quantity demanded in the ROW decreases from Qi' to Qi", and production 

increases from Qd' to Qd". The net effect is to offset some of the changes in 

Figure 3.2. 
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The Government of Pakistan collects area (B+C) as a tax on the 

quantity Qe'-Qd' (Figure 3.3). This represents part of area B in Figure 3.2. 

However, area (A+D) stiU represents a net social Idss td Pakistan that is 

transferred td the ROW. This gain td the ROW is represented by area E in 

Figure 3.3. Befdre the expdrt tax, the ROW was gaining that area between the 

supply and demand functidns equal td Pw-Pw' (Figure 3.2). After the expdrt 

tax, they still receive a transfer frdm Pakistan equal td Pw'-Pw" (Figure 3.3), 

which is less than befdre the tax. 

The net expected effect df the two-price policy in the raw fiber market 

is to decrease fiber production and exports, transfer income from the 

producers of cotton to cotton spinners in the form of a subsidy, and to 

transfer income from Pakistan to foreign purchasers of raw fiber and yarn. 

This policy also generates revenue for the Government of Pakistan from the 

export tax on raw fiber. 

The two-price policy in the cotton fiber market stimulates the 

production of cotton yarn by decreasing the cost of the raw fiber to the textile 

mill. The magnitude of this change is affected by the elasticity of demand for 

raw fiber, and is also affected by the productive efficiency of the mill in 

handling larger volumes of raw fiber. The increased prdductidn df yarn alsd 

lowers the wdrld price df cdttdn yarn. The extent td which the wdrld yarn 
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price changes alsd depends dn the elasticity df expdrt demand df the ROW 

and the elasticity df expdrt supply in Pakistan, which is derived frdm the 

ddmestic demand df the ROW and ddmestic supply in Pakistan, respectively 

(Helmberger, 1991). 

The two-price policy appears to have the effect of increasing market 

share in the yarn market. However, it also has the potential of generating 

economic losses through income transfers from Pakistan to the ROW by way 

of lower yarn prices. The magnitudes of these transfers depend on the 

relative elasticities of supply and demand. The export tax captures some of 

those transfers, but only a small portion relative to the overall size of the 

transfer. 

Economic Growth Impacts 

Effects of a two-price policy are not limited to trade markets. This 

policy also affects economic growth of the cotton and textile sectors, as well 

as the economy as a whole. Bhagwati and Srinivisan (1979) state that many 

countries have managed to increase their export performance, causing 

acceleration in their growth rates. The previous analysis of the trade effects 

of the two-price policy indicate that an increase in exports of cotton yarn are 

expected. However, as Cdrden (1965) ndtes, the linkages between exports 
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and other economic variables may preclude an increase in economic growth. 

Thus, increased exports of cotton yam may or may not necessarily lead to 

increased economic growth. For the purpose of this discussion, the term 

economic growth refers to the growth in output in a particular sector and not 

the multiplier effects in other markets. 

Raŵ  Fiber Sector 

The aggregate production function for cotton fiber is represented by: 

y^=f(K^,L^,T), (3.1) 

where Ŷ  is the production of raw fiber, K̂  is the amount of aggregate capital 

used in the production of cotton, L̂  is the labor used to produce cotton, and T 

is the amount of land used in cotton production. A profit function for the 

raw fiber sector is defined as: 

71 = P^y^ - rK^ - wL^ - zT , (3.2) 

where n is real profit, P̂  is the real price of cotton, r is the real price of capital, 

w is the real wage rate, z is the real cdst df land. Prdfit is assumed td be net 

after depreciatidn sd that r represents the real price df capital used during 

each unit df time. 
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Equatidn 3.2 is refdrmulated td express real tdtal dutput: 

RTO^ = 71 + rK^ + wL^ + zT , (3.3) 

where RTO^ is the real (deflated) price df cdttdn multiplied by the dutput df 

Cdttdn. The sign on all partial derivatives is assumed to be positive. The item 

of interest in terms of growth is the change in real total output, which is 

found by taking the total differential of Equation 3.3: 

PiTT drK drK dwL 
dRTO = —dTZ + -dr + -dK + -dw 

' dn dr dK ' dw 
c 

^^'K,j dzT, dzT,^ + dL^ + dz + dT . 
dl^ ' dz dT 

(3.4) 

The effects of the two-price policy on growth in real total output of the 

cotton industry is linked to the accumulation of capital through the savings of 

industry profit. Consider the accumulation of capital to be specified as: 

dK^ = sdn , (3.5) 

where s is the industry savings rate. This says that the change in the capital 

stock (after covering depreciation) is some proportion, s, of the change in the 

real industry profit. Substituting Equation 3.5 into 3.4 and simplifying 

results in: 
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dRTO^ = d7i(l + sr) + K^dr + Idw + wdl^ + Tdz + zrfT . (3.6) 

Marginal changes in the use of capital are assumed to have no impact on the 

real price of capital. That is, the change in the real price of capital is assumed 

to be zero (dr = 0). There is substantial evidence to suggest that real rates of 

interest do not change with changes in capital demand (Krugman and 

Obstfeld, 1994), but these observations are generally confined to 

industrialized countries. There is no reason to believe that this does not hold 

in Pakistan.^ 

The change in the real wage rate (dw) is also assumed to be equal to 

zero. This appears to be a reasonable assumption for Pakistan because of the 

relative abundance of unskilled labor. That is, cotton production primarily 

requires unskilled labor. Increases or decreases in the amount of labor 

employed by the cotton sector are not likely large enough relative to the 

overall unskilled labor pool to affect real wage rates. Likewise, employment 

in the cotton sector is not likely to change (dL = 0). In a developing country, 

a certain portion of the population is expected to be employed in agriculture 

no matter the level of production. Marginal changes in the quantity of cotton 

* Note that the real price df capital (e.g., real interest rate) is being 
discussed. Change in the empldyment df capital wduld likely have sdme 
impact dn ndminal rates, but ndt the real rates. 
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being prdduced would not likely alter the amount df labdr empldyed td 

prdduce that cdttdn. This amdunts td assuming that Pakistan has ndt yet 

reached the diminishing marginal returns threshdld dn the labdr that it 

currentiy has employed in cotton production. Evidence from Pakistan 

suggests that this is the case for cotton (Memon, 1993). Thus, the change in 

the amount of labdr used in cdttdn prdductidn is assumed td be zerd. 

Finally, the change in the real rental rate of land (dRz) is assumed to 

be zero. Land is not considered a constraining resource in developing 

countries (Solow, 1969). Thus, increases in land use would not lead to 

increases in the real rental rate. Likewise, shifts of land out of the production 

of cotton are not expected to lower the real rental rate of land because this 

land will be shifted into the production of other crops (this assumes that net 

returns of other crops are comparable to that of cotton). Given the above 

assumptions. Equation 3.6 reduces to: 

dRTO^ + dnil + sr) + zdT . (3.7) 

Thus, changes in real total output are directiy related to changes in real profit 

and land used in cotton production. 

The key element to be observed from this analysis is that the changes 

in real total dutput are affected by changes in real industry prdfit and land 
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area in cdttdn. Understanding the effects df the twd-price pdlicy dn these 

variables gives insight intd the impact df the twd-price pdUcy dn ecdndmic 

growth in the cotton sector. Changes in industry profit are related to changes 

in the price of cotton and how the costs of production respond to the quantity 

of cotton produced. It is assumed that total revenue decreases faster than 

total costs as the price of cotton decreases (i.e., demand is inelastic). Thus, 

profit decreases as cotton price decreases, which leads to lower rates of 

capital accumulation and lower real total output, ceteris paribus. Likewise, 

decreases in the price of cotton lead to decreases in the area of land devoted 

to cotton production. Therefore, the reduction in cotton price to the cotton 

grower expected with the two-price policy is expected to lead to smaller 

changes in real total output in the cotton sector, implying a slower rate of 

economic growth in that sector. 

Yarn Sector 

The aggregate production function for the yarn sector is seen as: 

Y,-f{K^,l,,Q. (3.8) 

where Yy is the production of cdttdn yarn, Ky is the amdunt df aggregate 

capital used in the prdductidn df cdttdn yarn, Ly is the amount of labdr 
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employed in tiie production of cotton yarn, and C is tiie amount of cottdn 

used in the prdductidn of cotton yarn. 

A similar approach to that above is used here, resulting in a general 

differential equation: 

f^-jr drK ' drK dwL 
dRTO^ = ^dn ^ Idr - IdK - —Idw 

^ dn dr dK^ ^ dw 
dwL^ dPC dPC P-^) 

+ '-dl^ ^ —^dP^ + —^dC , 
dL ' dP^ ' dC 

where P̂  is the real price of cotton. The assumption of no change is the real 

price of capital or real wage rates is maintained here. It is also assumed that 

dK = s(dR7r). Thus, Equation 3.9 reduces to: 

dRTOy = dnil + sr) + wdL^ + CdP^ + P^dC . (3.10) 

Changes in the amount of labor employed in the textile sector are expected to 

occur with change in yarn production in contrast to the fiber sector. This is 

because labor in textile mills requires more specialized training that is not 

likely to be as relatively abundant as the unskilled labor in the cotton sector. 

Thus, some alteration in the amount of labor employed is expected with 

changes in yarn production (dLy ^ 0). Real total output is assumed to 

respond directiy to all variables except real cottdn price. As real cdttdn price 
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increases (dP^ > 0), real tdtal dutput in the yarn sectdr is expected td decrease, 

ceteris paribus. 

Equatidn 3.10 shdws that changes in the real tdtal dutput df the yarn 

sectdr are affected by changes in real industry prdfit, empldyment, 

Cdnsumptidn of cotton, and the real price of cotton. The reduced price of 

cotton from the two-price policy in the raw fiber sector has several impacts. 

First, the decrease in cotton price leads to increased cotton consumption, 

ceteris paribus, which leads to increased yarn output. Also, the decreased 

price of cotton leads to higher industry profits (assuming the price elasticity 

of demand for cotton in inelastic), which leads to larger amounts of capital 

accumulated and higher real total output. Increases in yarn production 

expected with the two-price policy lead to higher levels of employment in the 

yarn industry, which mean greater capacity for increases in real total output. 

The net effect of the reduction in cotton price associated with the two-

price policy in the fiber sector is to increase consumption of cotton, 

employment, and profits, thus leading to an increase in real total output in 

the yarn sector. 
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Overall Imparts 

The combined effect of the two-price policy depends on the 

magnitudes of the changes in the real total output in the raw fiber and yarn 

sectors. If the positive impacts in the yarn sector are more than the negative 

impacts on the fiber sector, the overaU effect of the two-price policy is 

positive, and vice versa. 

The impacts of the two-price policy on the economy as a whole are 

more difficult to discern. The reason for this is that the linkages between 

these industries (fiber and yarn) and the allied industries (chemical suppliers, 

seed dealers, electricity cooperatives, etc.) are not clearly defined. For 

example, if land is shifted out of cotton production into wheat production, an 

adverse impact on cotton seed dealers is expected. However, if these same 

cotton seed dealers are dealers in wheat seed, the impact on them becomes 

more ambiguous. Because these issues are beyond the scope of this study, 

they are not directiy addressed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

The methods and procedures are divided into six sections: (1) model 

specification of the raw fiber and yam markets, (2) model validation, (3) 

elasticity derivations, (4) effects of current policies as well as the effects of 

GATT, (5) growth effects, and (6) data considerations. The first section 

presents the simultaneous system specification for domestic consumption, 

stocks, and export functions for an individual country/region, as well as the 

domestic production of raw fiber (which is exogenous to the simultaneous 

system). This is then linked to the simultaneous system for the yarn market. 

The first section also addresses estimation techniques. The second section 

presents the methods of model validation. The third section addresses the 

derivation of elasticities from the estimated equations. The fourth section 

presents the method to be used in the estimation of the policy effects. The 

fifth section addresses the analysis of growth effects. Finally, data 

considerations such as sources and types of data are addressed. 
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Model Specification 

The cotton industry in Pakistan is effectively divided into two distinct 

segments-raw fiber production and yarn production-operating 

simultaneously. Each of these can be subdivided into the domestic and 

export portidns df the market. This sectidn presents the raw fiber and yarn 

markets separately, but the linkages between the two markets are discussed. 

Raw Fiber Market 

Fiber Production. The production of raw fiber is assumed to be 

determined outside the simultaneous system (exogenous). Planting decisions 

are primarily based on prices in the previous period so that the largest 

portion of production is predetermined. Total production is expressed by the 

identity: 

PC^ = AR^ * YLD^ , (4.1) 

where PCt = domestic production of raw cotton fiber (thousands of metric 

tons) at time t, 

ARt = thousands of hectares (ha) planted to cotton at time t, and 

YLDt = quantity of cdttdn prdduced per hectare (kUdgrams (kg)/ha) at 

time t 
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This formulation is similar to Evans and Bell (1978). The area response 

functidn is specified as: 

AC, = giP V„ RS,_,, e,) , (4.2) 

where Pj.^ = relevant price df cdttdn td the prdducer (expressed as rupees/40 

kgs) at time t-1, 

RSj.i = ratid df the revenue df cdttdn per ha td the revenue df sugarcane 

per ha in the previous period , and 

6t = the error term. 

This specification hypothesizes that area responds to the price of cotton and 

the ratio of cotton and sugarcane revenue per hectare in the previous period. 

The lag on the price is because of production lags and planting times. 

Sugarcane is used because it is the primary competitor with cotton for land 

area in Pakistan (Townsend, 1996). This ratio represents a proxy for the 

relative prdfitability df cdttdn td sugarcane in the previous period. As this 

ratio increases, this indicates an increase in the relative profitability of cotton, 

and is expected to lead td increases in the current peridd alldcatidn df land td 

Cdttdn. 

The Pj.i is different than a "market" price df cdttdn due td the price 

policies practiced by Pakistan. There have been twd relevant prices td the 
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producer—the benchmark price^ and the internal seed cotton market price. If 

the benchmark is higher than the internal market price, producers are 

expected to produce td the benchmark price. If the benchmark price is Idwer 

than the internal market price, prdducers are expected td prdduce td the 

internal market price. Thus, F^^ represents the higher df the internal market 

price dr the benchmark price in seed cdttdn terms. 

Yield is specified as: 

YLD^ = hiP,\ TP^, DRAT^ t) , (4.3) 

where YLDt = kgs/ha df cdttdn lint prdduced at time t, 

Pt̂  = prdducer price df cdttdn (rupees/40 kgs) at time t, 

TPt = tdtal prdductidn cdst (rupees) df cotton per hectare, 

DRATt = departure of rainfaU from the period average (mm per year), 

and 

ê  = the error term. 

As the price of cotton increases, producers are expected to increase tiie usage 

of variable inputs, which increases yield. On tiie otiier hand, if total 

production costs per hectare increase, tiie usage of variable inputs decreases. 

^ Note that the benchmark price is expressed in terms of lint ratiier 
than seed cotton prices. Therefore, the benchmark price was adjusted to seed 
cotton equivalent assuming a 35% gin turnout. 
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decreasing yield. That is, increases in the price of variable inputs decrease 

their consumption, ceteris paribus. Less input usage is expected to lead to 

decreased yields. The departure df rainfaU frdm average was a sUght 

mddificatidn of the "weather" variable cdmmdnly found in yield functions. 

In this case, this variable represents a departure of rainfaU from tiie period 

average. Cottdn is a crop that is sensitive to timing of rainfall. If too much 

(littie) rainfall occurs in selected portions of the plant growth cycle, yields 

can be reduced. Additionally, varieties and other aspects of production 

systems have likely been developed for "average" rainfall conditions. 

Deviations from those averages could affect yields. 

From a simulation standpoint. Equation 4.2 poses the difficulty that 

the area response is not based on current period cotton prices. To handle 

this, expectations are assumed td be represented by a simple static mddel. 

That is, E(Pt'') = P^^ Thus, the prdductidn respdnse is based dn price 

expectatidns. Under static expectatidns, the prdductidn respdnse represents 

the respdnse as if the previdus peridd's price were the current price. This is 

justified because df the admirustered nature df prices in Pakistan. The 

prdducer has littie fdundatidn dn which td base expectatidns abdut future 

prices. Given the uncertainty inherent in gdvernmental decisidns, the dnly 

certain variable is the previdus price df cdttdn. Thus, prdducers are 
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hypothesized to behave as if the previous price is the best basis for a planting 

decision. 

Consumption/Stocks/Export Price. Domestic consumption of raw 

cotton fiber is specified as fdlldws: 

DC, = f,(LP;, PY,_,, Policy, u,) , (4.4) 

where LP̂ t = internal market price df Cdttdn lint (rupees/40 kgs) at time t, 

PYt.i = tdtal prdductidn df cdttdn yarn (millidns df metric tdns) at time 

t -1 , 

Pdlicyt = a binary indicatdr fdr the existence df the expdrt price pdlicy 

(l=years the pdlicy was in place; 0 dther wise), and 

Uj = the errdr term. 

The pdlicy framewdrk alldws ddmestic yarn spinners td purchase cdttdn at 

the internal price rather than the wdrld price. Thus, LPt represents the 

internal price df cdttdn lint. The expected relatidnship between tiiis price and 

the demand fdr raw fiber is inverse. 

The tdtal quantity df cdttdn yarn prdduced at the peridd t-1 (PYt-i) 

represents an expectatidns variable. As yarn spinners purchase cdttdn in the 

current peridd, they are aware df the previdus year's tdtal yarn prdductidn. 

The spinners are expected td adjust their cdnsumptidn df cdttdn fiber in tiie 
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current peridd based dn previdus yarn prdductidn. The expected 

relatidnship between this variable and raw fiber cdnsumptidn is direct. The 

binary indicatdr fdr the existence df the pdlicy is included td accdunt fdr the 

structural shift in ddmestic cdnsumptidn that dccurred with the 

implementatidn df this pdlicy. 

The nature df the price pdlicy practiced by Pakistan results in twd 

relevant prices. The first is the ddmestic market price specified in Equatidn 

4.4. The secdnd is the minimum expdrt price (MEP). This price is set by a 

gdvernment cdmmittee, but is highly cdrrelated td the Cdtiddk B Index and 

the New Ydrk Futures price (Tdwnsend and Guitchdunts, 1994). This implies 

that althdugh it ddes ndt respdnd directiy td wdrld market prices, it ddes 

appear td have sdme degree df sensitivity td thdse prices. Thus, the expdrt 

price df Cdttdn is specified fdr this mddel as fdUdws: 

USEXC^ = f^iCBI^ ASUPC^ u^) , (4.5) 

where CBIt = Cdtiddk B Index price (in US C/lb) at time t, 

ASUPCt = available supply df cdttdn (thdusands df metric tdns) fdr 

expdrt in Pakistan, and 

u, = the errdr term. 
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Note that USEXC is the weighted average export price of cotton (weighted by 

exports to each region, discussed later, converted to $US). That is, the MEP 

was only in place from 1988-1993. Thus, during that period, USEXC is set 

equal to the MEP, otherwise it is equal td the weighted average expdrt price 

(in thdse years when the MEP was in place, the weighted average expdrt 

price was different fidm the MEP by less than l<t/Ib). 

The variable ASUPC is included td accdunt fdr the institutidnal 

cdnstraints placed dn cdttdn exports. That is, ASUPC is equal to the 

production of cotton fiber plus beginning stocks plus imports minus 

domestic consumption and ending stocks. This reflects the government's 

desire to reserve domestic production for domestic consumption. As this 

variable increases, export prices are expected to decrease to encourage 

exportation of the remaining cdttdn, and vice versa. 

The expdrt price enters intd the final twd estimatable equatidns df the 

raw fiber pdrtidn df the simultanedus system, altiidugh in differentTdrms. 

First is the stdck equatidn, which is specified as fdlldws: 

SC^ -UPD, PC, SC,_^,u^) , (4.6) 

where SC^ = stdcks df raw fiber (thdusands df metric tdns) at the end df tiie 

current peridd, and 
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U3= the errdr term. 

PDf is given by the identity: 

PD^ = LZSEXC, - USLPC^ , (4.7) 

where USLPC^ = lint price df cdttdn in Pakistan expressed in $US/lb. 

This price difference represents the speculative demand decisidn variable. 

When the price difference is wide (USEXC much greater thanUSLPC), cdttdn 

is expected td be drawn away from stocks to exports. However, as the 

difference in prices narrows, more cotton is expected to be retained for 

domestic stocks because the profitability of exports declines. 

The domestic production of raw fiber (PCj) is used to account tor the 

"operational demand" for stocks. That is, this variable states that the demand 

for stocks is expected to vary proportionally with the quantity of cotton 

produced. The previous stocks of cotton represent a decision variable by 

textile miUs that represents how much cotton they demanded in carryover in 

the last period. That is, yarn spinners require so much carryover to sustain 

production. Previous stocks also embody government and other stoclcs, 

which may or may not respond to the same set of forces as do yarn stocks. 

Exports. The second set of relationships that is affected by tiie expdrt 

price is expdrts. In the specificatidn df this general equatidn, expdrts are 
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divided intd individual expdrt functidns fdr each importing region. These 

regions are: (1) Europe and (2) Asia. Japan and Hong Kong are modeled 

using individual functidns fdr each because df their large individual 

Cdntributidn td expdrts frdm Pakistan. Expdrts td the Western natidns such as 

the U.S. were ndt deemed large enough (less than 1% of total cdttdn expdrts 

frdm Pakistan on average) to warrant an individual or regional export 

function. Thus, they were grouped with the rest of the world. Finally, the 

rest of the world and socialist countries are treated exogenously. This is 

similar to the approach fdlldwed by Zhang (1991), and is a mddified 

Armingtdn approach to estimating export functions. Generally, the export 

functions are specified as: 

£ X \ . = flUSEXC, IMP^, ASUPC^, u) , (4.8) 

where EX\i = exports of raw cdttdn fiber (thdusands df metric tdns) td the ith 

regidn at time t, 

USEXCt = weighted average expdrt price df cdttdn frdm Pakistan in 

$US/lb, 

IMPt i' = tdtal impdrts df raw cdttdn fiber (thdusands df metric tdns) by 

regidn i at time t. 
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ASUPCt = the available supply df cdttdn (thdusands df metric tdns) fdr 

export in Pakistan at time t, and 

Uj = the error term for equation i. 

As USEXC increases, the quantity of raw fiber exports is expected to 

decrease. Total imports of raw fiber in the ith country represent the total 

excess demand of the ith country. As total cotton imports by country i 

increase, imports of cotton by country ifrom Pakistan are expected to 

increase, ceteris paribus. 

The exchange rate between countries is an important determinant of 

exports. Exchange rate effects are not explicitiy modeled here. Hdwever, 

exchange rate effects are implicitiy included in the model through the export 

price. That is, exchange rate effects are captured by the export price because 

it is expressed (converted to) $US/lb. The disadvantage of this approach is 

that it does not allow for explicit consideration of exchange rate effects. 

However, this approach has the advantage of expressing the export price in 

terms which the global cotton market uses. It is, therefore, realistic to expect 

import/export behavior to respond to prices expressed in those terms 

($US/lb). 

Because of explicit attempts by the government in one form or another 

to reserve domestic prdductidn fdr internal use, ASUPC is used td accdunt for 
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this restriction. As ASUPC increases, more cottdn is available fdr expdrt and 

regional exports are expected to increase. 

An identity is needed to represent total exports (excluding the ROW) 

since there is an individual export function for each importing region. Thus, 

total exports of raw cdttdn are given by: 

N 

I 
/ = 1 

E X ^ . E £X; , , . (4.9) 

Tdtal expdrts are simply a summatidn of the individual export functions. The 

identity to close the raw fiber portion of the system is given by: 

£X^^ = PC^ - DC^ + Sq.^ + IM% - Sq. ^4.10) 

This identity says that total exports must equal total production minus 

domestic consumption plus beginning stocks plus imports minus ending 

stocks. This formulation arises because of the nature of the price policy. That 

is, no cotton can be exported until all domestic consumption of raw fiber has 

been satisfied. Imports are taken to be exogenous in this system since they 

were minimal, and were only present when domestic consumption exceeds 

ddmestic prdductidn. Fdr example, Jdseph (1993) states that imports of staple 
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length 1 inch or greater are aUowed into Pakistan when needed, but are 

quantitatively regulated by restrictive import quotas. 

Cotton Yarn Market 

Production. The cotton yarn market is similar to the raw fiber market 

except that there is no artificial price established by the government. Unlike 

raw fiber, the domestic quantity of yarn produced is modeled endogenous to 

the system of equations, and is specified as: 

Py, = f,(DPY, LP;, PP, PY,_^, u,) , (4.11) 

where DPYj = market price of cotton yarn (rupees/metric ton) at time t, 

PPt = the world price of polyester ($US/lb) at time t, and 

U4 = the error term. 

The domestic (internal) price of raw cotton fiber (LPJ is an input cost in the 

production of cotton yarn. All prices are current period prices because the 

production of cotton yarn is continuous and without substantial time lags. 

That is, raw cotton fiber is converted into cdttdn yarn quickly (within dne 

year), thus the relevant price is the current peridd prices df cdttdn fiber and 

yarn. 
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Consumption. Domestic consumption of cotton yarn is derived from 

the textile manufacturers' market. Much of Pakistan's cotton yam production 

is exported. However, some yarn remains in the country for production of 

cotton textiles such as fabrics and clothing. The domestic consumption of 

cotton yarn is specified as: 

DY, = /5(DPy^ PP, PF^_^ ,u,) , (4.12) 

where PFt.̂  = total quantity of cdttdn fabrics prdduced (thdusands df metric 

tdns) at time t, and 

U5 = the errdr term. 

The ratidnale fdr including the lagged tdtal production of cotton textiles is 

similar to the rationale for including the lagged total production of cotton 

yarn in Equation 4.4. That is, past production of a higher product is used in 

the formulation of expectations about the current production of cotton 

textiles, and thus how much yarn is needed to produce those textiles. 

Stocks. Stocks of cdttdn yarn are specified in a similar fashion to the 

stocks of raw cotton fiber: 

SV, = feiSy>.^, DPY, PY, u^ . (4.13) 

where u^ = the error term. 
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Previous stocks are expected to have a positive impact dn current ending 

stdcks under ndrmal cdnditidns. Hdwever, the increase in expdrts df yarn 

expected with the expdrt pdlicy in the raw fiber market may actually serve td 

draw ddwn stdcks. Increases in the price df yarn are expected td increase 

stdcks. This is because increases in price lead td increases in prdductidn, but 

decreases in ddmestic Cdnsumptidn and expdrts. Increases in current yarn 

prdductidn are expected td increase stdcks. 

Exports. Export functions for cotton yarn are also specified for 

individual countries or regions. The generalized export function is specified 

as: 

£X\^. = /;.(DPy^ IMP\., Mills, w.) , (4.14) 

where IMP̂ ,̂) ̂  total imports of cotton yarn by country/region j (miiUons of 

metric tons) at time t, 

MillSt = the number of textile mills operating in Pakistan that were 

producing cotton yarn at time t, and 

iL = the error term for equation j . 

Unlike cottdn, the internal price df cdttdn yarn is equal td the export price 

(note the export price is Free On Bdard) fdr mdst df the time peridd. When 

there were differences between internal and expdrt prices (2 df the 23 years 
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examined), this variable was adjusted td reflect the expdrt price in this 

equatidn. As price increases, expdrts are expected td decrease. As tdtal 

imports by country/region j increase, exports of yarn from Pakistan to 

country/regidn j are expected td decrease. 

Fdr the yarn sectdr, the regidns were (1) capitalist Western industrial 

ecdndmies (Europe, North America, Australia, and New Zealand) and (2) 

Asia. European countries imported a significant portion df Pakistani yarn, 

especially in the latter part df the peridd df analysis. Ndrth American 

Cduntries, Australia, and New Zealand did ndt impdrt large quantities df 

yarn in the early part df the peridd, but increased impdrts thrdugh time. 

These cduntries were cdmbined with Eurdpe because df the relatively small 

level df impdrts dver the entire peridd. This is justified because (1) ecdnomic 

behavior between all the countries involved is likely to be similar and (2) this 

process explicitiy accounts for imports by the United States. Hong Kong and 

Japan were handled using separate equations for each. Similar to the cotton 

sector, Japan and Hong Kong individually accounted for a large share of 

imports of Pakistani yam. 

Prdductive capacity df the expdrting natidn (Pakistan) helps determine 

what can be expdrted. The number df mills prdducing cdttdn yarn in 

Pakistan is used as a prdxy fdr prdductive capacity (direct estimates df 
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capacity are ndt available). The disadvantage df this variable is that it ddes 

not directiy account for differences in technical efficiency across plants, but it 

does approximate the potential vdlume that can be prdduced in any given 

year. It is dbvious that increases in the number of mills should lead to 

increases in yarn production, leading to increased exports. A less obvious 

impact is in terms of importer confidence. That is, increases in productive 

capacity may serve to increase confidence by importers in Pakistan's ability 

to satisfy orders. 

The total quantity of exports of cotton yarn is given by the identity: 

E X ^ . £ ^^\, • (4.15) 
/ = 1 

This states that the total exports of yarn (excluding the rest of the world) is a 

summation of the individual export functions. 

To close the cotton yarn portion of the system of equations, the 

following identity is used: 
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As with the raw fiber portion of the system, imports df cdttdn yarn (IM^̂ ) are 

taken as exdgenous because of the limited use of imports and institutional 

constraints preventing imports. 

Estimation 

This system of equations is over-identified because the number of 

exogeneous variable exceeds the number of endogeneous variable, thus 

limiting the estimation techniques. The over-identification eliminates the use 

of Indirect Least Squares (ILS) because it is only applicable to just-identified 

systems (Pindyk and Rubinfeld, 1991). The primary options available are 

Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) and Three-Stage Least Squares (3SLS). Both 

techniques were used. Equations 4.2 and 4.3 (the exogenous cotton area and 

yield response functions) were estimated using the Ordinary Least Squares 

(OLS) technique. OLS parameters from these equations are consistent and 

unbiased because only exogenous variables appear on the right hand side of 

the equations. 

Model VaUdation 

Mddel validatidn is an impdrtant cdmpdnent df any analysis utilizing 

ecdndmetric mddels td make determinatidns. In this analysis, the standard 
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means df testing (i.e., t tests, F tests, R^s, etc.) are utiUzed where applicable. 

However, to analyze the dver-all reliability df each mddel, twd primary 

techniques were employed. First is the Root Mean Squared Percentage Error 

(RMSPE). The RMSPE is formulated as foUows: 

RMSPE = 

i 
^ / ^2 

jy-Tt-.i 

Y\ - Y\ t t 
/ 

(4.17) 

where Ŷ^ = simulated value of the endogenous variable at time t, 

Ŷ t = actual value of the endogenous variable at time t, and 

T = number of periods in the simulation. 

This formulation gives the percentage error of the prediction. Although there 

is no formal criteria for the values of the RMSPE, the smaller the values the 

more accurate the estimation. 

The second model validation technique employed is the Theil's Uj 

coefficient. This test was formulated as: 

U. 

N 

E (y: - y:f 
J__z=l 

^ E (v; - ŷ )̂  
1=1 

(4.18) 
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The Uj-statistic has a lower bdund df zerd, but nd upper limit. Hdwever, a 

value of one means that the model does no better than a random guess. 

Thus, the closer the value of Uj to zero, the more accurate the model. 

A third, less formal, approach is to evaluate turning points. That is, 

for every turning point (change in direction df the variable) in the data, the 

model is checked to see if it predicts the turning point. The more turning 

points the model predicts, the more accurate the model. 

Elasticity Derivations 

The derivation df elasticities fdlldws the general form: 

ay X 
nr/x = ^ — • (4-19) 

An example of the derivation of an elasticity from one of the structural 

equations is given by assuming that the estimated domestic consumption 

function for raw fiber appears as: 

D q = 6 + t i ^ P / + ^iPPf ^ tg^o/zq/ . (4.20) 

The derivation of the own-price elasticity of demand for raw fiber appears as: 

LPl 

6 + •?,?/ + ^2^^, * Impolicy 
^Dc,/LP,' = t i • — : ^ i -^r— • (4-21) 
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AU of the elasticity derivations appear as above except for the export 

elasticity. The price elasticity of exports fdr raw fiber td cduntry i appears as: 

_ X USEXC^ 
'^Ex^./usExc, - % ' z : -^ • (4.22) 

tjf + <i>^USEXC^ + <i>JMP^^ ^ (i>^ASUPC^ ^ ^ 

The tdtal price elasticity df expdrts appears as: 

N 

I 
1=1 

"HEX yUSEXC, l^^i ' "^EX'^^/USEXC^ > (4-23) 

where ^̂  is the share df tdtal expdrts gding td cduntry/regidn i. Equatidn 4.23 

yields the share-weighted price elasticity df expdrt demand. 

Each df the final estimates df the elasticities are presented as an 

average elasticity, thdugh elasticities at any pdint can be cdmputed. That is, 

the elasticities are cdmputed with the variables held at their mean levels. 

This provids an indication of the average elasticity over the sample period, 

giving an indication of what td expect in the future if cdnditidns remain 

similar td the present. 
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Price Pdlicy and GATT Effects 

The pdlicy effects are divided intd twd cdmpdnents—the twd-price 

pdlicy effects as cdmpared td a cdmpetitive market situatidn, and the 

expected effects df GATT. Once the structural equatidns were estimated, the 

results were used td estimate the prices and quantities described in the 

Cdnceptual analysis. These estimates were used td fdrm an apprdximatidn df 

the changes in incdme distributidn. 

One example df these calculatidns is given by the change in prdducer 

surplus. The two-price policy has the effect of lowering the effective price to 

producers, thus reducing their potential income. The change in producer 

surplus is estimated by: 

] (£XC, - LPC^)] 
APS = i [ (Q, + Q;)-1000]-[ 

40 
•lOOO] , (4.24) 

where Q^ = quantity of cotton produced (thousands of metric tons) before the 

implementation of the policy, 

Q'g = quantity of cdttdn prdduced (thdusands df metric tdns) after the 

implementatidn df the pdlicy, 

EXCR = expdrt price df cdttdn (rupees/40 kgs), and 

LPCR = internal price df cdttdn (rupees/40 kgs). 
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This formulation is a direct translation df the change in prdducer surplus 

fdund in Figure 3.1, Chapter III. The quantity effect is cdnverted frdm 

thdusands df metric tdns td metric tdns, and the price effect is cdnverted frdm 

rupees/40 kgs td rupees/metric tdn. 

The change in cdnsumer surplus requires a slightiy different 

calculatidn apprdach because df the empirical specificatidn df the ddmestic 

Cdnsumptidn functidn abdve. Mathematically, this is as fdlldws: 

ACS' = iPoficy ' 1000) 
Ly\.Lp Li Ln 

40 
•1000 (4.25) 

where Policy is the estimated parameter fdr the pdlicy variable in Equatidn 

4.4. This parameter represents the average cdnsumptidn respdnse due td the 

expdrt price pdlicy (dr the average difference between cdnsumptidn befdre 

and after the implementatidn df the pdlicy). This term is multiplied by 1000 

td Cdnvert it td metric tdns (rather than thdusands df metric tdns in which 

Equatidn 4.4 is expressed). This is then multiplied by the difference between 

expdrt and internal prices df cdttdn, which represents the difference between 

what yarn spinners wduld have paid fdr cdttdn under cdmpetitive cdnditidns 

and what they actually paid. 
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All other surplus calculations (transfers, government, as weU as all 

surplus measures for the yarn market) are direct translations from the figures 

in Chapter III. Once all of the individual surplus estimates are made, an 

over-all estimate is calculated. This is found by comparing all positive 

surplus changes to aU negative surplus changes, taking account of aU 

transfers and deadweight losses. After completion, one estimate of the net 

effect df the price pdlicies is given for the yarn and raw fiber markets. 

The second portion of the income distribution analysis is the 

estimation of the effects df GATT. The eliminatidn df the twd-price pdlicy by 

Pakistan in 1995 makes the GATT effects mddt. This, hdwever, ddes not 

negate the impacts of GATT for two reasons. First, if Pakistan had not 

eliminated the policy, the phase-out of the Multi-Fiber Agreements 

associated with GATT would have eliminated the policy anyway. Second, 

Pakistan can reimplement the policy, in which case GATT would become 

relevant again. Thus, understanding the impacts of GATT on the two-price 

policy in Pakistan is still important. 

The advantage of the analysis of the changes in income distribution 

outiined above is that it readily lends itself to the analysis of the GATT 

effects. This is because the results of the above analysis (worked in reverse) 

represent the movement from the two-price pdlicy td an dpen market, w^hich 
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is the end result df tiie phase-dut df the Multi-Fiber Agreements. Thus, the 

results df the abdve analysis with dpposite directions of change can be used 

as an estimate of the effects of GATT. 

Two points of caution should be noted, however. First, these 

measures represent only the unilateral effects df the eliminatidn of tiie two-

price policy. That is, it only measures what Pakistan's response to the 

elimination of the policy is in isolation, not including the response of other 

countries. Second, because Pakistan umlaterally eliminated the two-price 

policy, these impacts cannot strictiy be attributed to GATT or the WTO. That 

is, these effects cannot strictiy be considered benefits of GATT because 

Pakistan eliminated the policy itself. 

Effects on Economic Growth 

Growth in the Raw- Fiber Sector 

The effects of the two-price policy on economic growth are analyzed in 

two scenarios using the results of the structural equations above. Growth in 

the raw fiber sector is represented by the change in real total output (ARTO) 

as described in Chapter III. The first scenario involves estimating ARTO at 

each year using the estimated structural equations. This is accomplished by 

estimating the production (through the yield and area equations) and 
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multiplying that by the real seed cotton price (lint price equivalent) in each 

year. This generates a series for real total output of the cotton sector. Then, a 

first difference of that series is taken, resulting in ARTO. After completion of 

this calculation, an average is taken, resulting in the annual average change 

in real total output of the sector under the two-price policy. For descriptive 

purposes, the determinants of growth outiined in Chapter III (change in real 

profit, ARE; change in area of cotton, AT) are also calculated and averages 

taken. These are presented to add insight into what effect the two-price 

policy has had on the cotton sector. 

The second scenario involves estimating the change in real total output 

under an open market situation. That is, the structural equations are used to 

estimate production using "world" price in place of the internal price. 

Cotton production in Pakistan would have been larger if growers had been 

receiving world prices over the entire period. To account for this, an 

elasticity of -0.121 was used to adjust prices at the end of each year so that 

yearly world prices would reflect the change in production in Pakistan.^ 

Price is adjusted based on the percentage increase from the actual world 

production and the estimated world production under open market 

^ The elasticity is a weighted average of the price elasticity of demand 
of major consuming countries in Coleman and Thigpen (1991) (weighted by 
average percentage of the group of countries' total consumption). 
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conditions in Pakistan. This approach introduces price dynamics into the 

simulation of growth effects. However, it also models these dynamics with 

Pakistan in isolation. That is, the assumption that the rest of the world would 

not have changed their productidn is implicit in this analysis. 

The second scenario results in an estimate of the average change in 

real total output of the cotton sector under open market conditions in 

Pakistan. This estimate is then compared to the result found in the first 

scenario. If the average change in real total output under the two-price 

policy is larger than that under open market conditions, the two-price pdlicy 

is judged td have had a pdsitive growth impact on the cotton industry and 

vice versa. 

Growth in the Yarn Sector 

As in the cotton sector, two scenarios were estimated for the yarn 

sector as above. The first scenario estimates changes in real total output in 

the yarn sector under the two-price policy. The two-price policy holds the 

internal price of cotton below world price levels, which enters this scenario 

through the structural equation for yarn production. 

The second scenario estimates changes in real total output in the yarn 

sector under open market conditions in the raw fiber sector. In this scenario. 
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the "adjusted" world prices for cotton found above were used in the 

structural equation for yarn production to estimate yarn production as i/yarn 

spinners had been paying world prices for raw cotton. 

Similar to the cotton sector, changes in yarn production in Pakistan 

would be expected to have some impact on world prices. However, there are 

no available estimates of a global price elasticity of demand for yarn 

available on which to base price changes. There is some a pnon theoretical 

reason to believe that the price elasticity of demand for yarn would be more 

elastic than for raw cotton because of marketing margins, but there is no 

sound empirical basis on which to base an estimate because there is no data 

on the "world" price of cotton yarn. Thus, yarn prices were not adjusted in 

this analysis.^ 

Both estimates from the first and second scenario in the yarn sector are 

compared. If the average change in real total output is larger for the two-

price policy scenario, the two-price policy is judged to have had a positive 

growth impact on the yarn sector, and vice versa. 

" The empirical implications of this assumption are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter IV (Results). 
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Overall Impacts 

The difference in changes in real total output between the two-price 

policy and open market conditions in both the cotton and yarn sectors were 

then compared. That is, the positive or negative impact in the cotton sector 

was compared td the pdsitive dr negative impact in the yarn seCtdr td 

determine if the overall impact of the two-price policy is positive or negative. 

This final estimate shows the overall impact of the two-price policy on the 

average annual change in real total output for both sectors combined. 

Data Considerations 

Data for this analysis were obtained from several different sources. A 

large portion of the data-area, yield, production, domestic consumption, and 

exports of cotton by country of destination, as weU as yarn and fabric 

production-were obtained from Documents oftJwICACon CD-Rom (ICAC, 

1995), an electronic database produced by the International Cotton Advisory 

Committee (ICAC). The remainder of tiie coti:on and yarn data were 

obtained fiom Cotistics, annual statistical buUetin published by tiie Pakistan 

Central Cotton Committee (Various Issues). Employment data, tiie number 

of operating textile miUs, Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and prices and 

production of other crops were obtained from \he Economic Survey, an annual 
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statistical bulletin produced by the Finance Division of the Government of 

Pakistan (Various Issues). 

Production costs for raw cotton fiber were obtained from the Survey of 

Costs of Production, a bi-annual survey of production costs in cotton 

producing countries published by the ICAC (ICAC, Various Issues). 

Exchange rate data were obtained from the International Financial Statistics 

Yearbook (International Monetary Fund, Various Issues). GDP, income, and 

exchange rate data on Hong Kong were obtained from the Asian 

Development Bank (Various Issues), and the same data on Taiwan were 

provided by the Council for Economic Planning and Development (1995) in 

Taipei. Although these data were not used in final estimations, they 

provided essential information for initial estimates. Data on polyester fiber 

prices were obtained from the Cotton and Wool Situation and Outlook Yearbook 

published by the Economic Research Service of the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 

(Various Issues) and Cotiook, Ltd. (1996), a private price analysis and 

reporting organization. 

When multiple copies of data were available from different sources, 

they were cross-checked for consistency. No major deviations between 

sources were found. Most differences were found to be related to different 

periods of time used for accounting (e.g., crop year versus calendar year). 
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One limitation of this data set is that it is annual data. Information is lost in 

using annual averages rather than finer units of measurement, such as 

quarterly data, but those were unavailable. Inspection of the data also led to 

discovery of other items that potentiaUy Umit the conclusions of this study. 

One obvious example is in yarn prices. The published annual yarn prices 

produced by the Paksitan Central Cotton Committee were a simple average 

of the annual average prices of yarns of different counts. This average would 

only be strictiy valid if Pakistan produced equal amounts of each count yarn, 

which it does not. Since data were not available for the production of yarn 

by count, this could not be corrected. The precise effect this has on the results 

is not known, but it likely does not alter the general relationships. Therefore, 

this should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. 

A second inconsistency comes in the definition of domestic 

consumption of cotton yarn. In the data, domestic consumption is mill and 

non-mill use of cotton yarn rather than simply mill-use. This does not 

drastically alter any interpretation that comes from the estimated 

relationships. Nevertheless, this definition should be kept in mind when 

interpreting the results. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

This chapter is divided into three major sections. The first section 

addresses the estimates and interpretations of the structural equations, along 

with the elasticities that are derived from them. The second section presents 

the simulation and interpretation of the changes in income distribution using 

the estimated structural equations. The final section presents the results of 

estimation and simulation of the growth effects. 

Structural Equations Results 

Summary 

Table 5.1 shows a summary of the model validation statistics for the 

estimated equations. The models performed generally well with R '̂s 

typically above 0.70 and all U2 coefficients below 1.0. Most relationships 

were either consistent with a priori reasoning or were not statistically 

significant. The models generally followed movements in endogenous 

variables, with most errors occurring in the yarn export equations. 

Relationships are presented in greater detail below. 
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Table 5.1. Summary Statistics of Model VaUdation Procedures for Structural 
Equations. 

Dependent Equation 
Variable Number R̂  RMPE% U 

Cotton Sector 

YLD 
AR 
DC 
USEXC 
SC 
EEXC 
ASEXC 
HKEXC 
JEXC 

Yarn Sector 

PY 
DY 
SY 
CAPEXY 
ASEXY 
HKEXY 
JEXY 

5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
5.5 
5.6 
5.7 
5.8 
5.9 

5.10 
5.11 
5.12 
5.13 
5.14 
5.15 
5.16 

2. 

62 
83 
96 
71 
82 
80 
86 
71 
74 

21.0 
7.0 
12.1 
16.6 
30.9 
62.2 
43.5 
46.1 
33.4 

~ 

— 

.85 

.45 

.49 

.74 

.34 

.44 

.44 

97 
83 
64 
94 
87 
74 
92 

11.0 
17.3 
42.1 
22.7 
43.9 
35.3 
24.4 

.72 

.89 

.62 

.56 

.84 

.78 

.84 
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Raw Fiber Sector 

The statistical results of the raw fiber sector are presented below, 

divided into subsections according td the pdrtidn df the sectdr that are 

explained. 

Prdduction/Supply. The cotton production subsector, which was not 

part of the simultaneous system, was represented by two estimated 

equations. The first estimated equation was for yield (kg/ha), which was 

found to be: 

YLD = 214.07 + 1.5277 P^ - .017824 TP, - .47271 DRAT ,̂ (5.1) 

(4.41)* (3.09)* (-1.21) (-3.10)* 

where the t-values are in parentheses and the asterisk denotes statistical 

significance from zero at the 5% level (degrees of freedom=20; F=11.16). The 

R̂  of this equation is 0.63, indicating that 63% of the variation in yield was 

explained by the variables included in the model. The root mean percent 

error (RMPE) is 22.1%, indicating 22.1% average error. Figure 5.1 shows the 

relationship between estimated and actual yield over the period of analysis. 

There is a significant direct relationship between price and yield, as expected. 

There is a significant inverse relationship between the departure of rainfall 

from period average and yield, but production costs do not appear to 

significantiy affect yield (although the sign is as expected). 
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Figure 5.1. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Yields in Pakistan, 
1971-1993. 

The second estimated equation was for the area of cdttdn: 

AR = 1526.3 + 3.3705 PC .̂i + 965.28 RŜ .̂  
(14.59)* (6.65)* (1.23) 

(5.2) 

The R̂  df tills equatidn is 0.83 (degrees df freeddm-21; F=52.169). The 

average error of this model was 7%. The relationship between estimated and 

actual area is shown if Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Cotton Area in 
Pakistan, 1971-1993. 
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Area is significantiy (directiy) related to the previous period price df cdttdn. 

Consumption/Export Price/Stocks. The estimated equation for the 

domestic consumption of cdttdn was: 

DC = 151.29 + 0.039434 LP, + 0.9384 PY .̂i + 296.93 PdUcy. 
(3.06)* (0.27) (7.96)* (6.65)* 

(5.3) 

The R̂  for this equation is 0.96, indicating a high degree of explanatory 

power. There was an average error of 12.11%, with a U2 coefficient equal to 

0.85. Figure 5.3 shows the relationship between the estimated domestic 

consumption of cotton and the actual over the period of analysis. The model 

missed changes in direction in 1974,1975, and 1978. The reason for these 

divergences is unknown, but may be related to minor shifts in policy 

emphasis. The Government of Pakistan had national control of the ginning 
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Figure 5.3. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Cotton Consumption 
in Pakistan, 1971-1993. 
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industry until 1976 (Hamid et al., 1990), which may have affected these 

relationships over that period. The sign dn the price df cdttdn is incdrrect, 

but not statistically significant. In contrast, domestic consumption is 

significantiy related to previous yarn production and the existence of the 

two-price policy. 

The second estimated equation in the simultaneous model was the 

export price of cotton in Pakistan: 

USEXC = -0.018485 + 0.0094122 CBI, - 0.00017036 ASUPC, 
(-0.23) (7.89)* (-2.22)* 

(5.4) 

The relationship between estimated and actual export price in terms of US 

C/lb. is shown in Figure 5.4. The model missed the direction of change in 

1986 and 1990. The U2 for this equation is 0.45, and the RMPE shows 16.6% 

average error. The R̂  is 0.71. The export price of cotton in Pakistan is 
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Figure 5.4. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Export Price of 
Pakistani Cotton in Terms of US C/lb, 1971-1993. 
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significantiy and directiy related to the Cotiook "B" Index price. Export price 

is significantiy inversely related td the available supply df cdtton for export in 

Pakistan. 

The estimated stocks of cotton were estimated to be: 

SC = -52.649 - 68 PD, + 0.30052 PQ +0.047318 SC,.i - 0.038798 PY^.i. 
(-1.82) (-0.92) (11.68)* (0.55) (-0.62) 

(5.5) 

Figure 5.5 shows the relationship for the stocks of cotton. The model missed 

the direction of Change in 1973,1974,1976,1978,1986, and 1989. The relative 

concentration of errors tend to be correlated with the nationalization of the 

ginning industry up to 1976 (Hamid et al., 1990), but the extent to which that 

may be causing these errors is unknown. The model did tend to follow 

changes more closely after that point. The R̂  of this equation was 0.82, with 

an average error of 30.91% and a Uj of 0.49. The error appears high in 
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Figure 5.5. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Stocks df Cdttdn in 
Pakistan, 1971-1993. 
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percentage terms, but the Uj indicates a relatively Idw simulatidn errdr. 

Stdcks are ndt statistically related td the price difference between expdrts and 

internal use, but are significantiy (directiy) related td the current peridd's 

prdductidn of cotton. 

Exports. There were four export functions for the cotton sector coming 

from the general specification in Chapter IV. The first estimated equation 

was for cotton exports to Europe: 

EEXC = -245.64 + 5.7884 USEXQ + 0.2401 EIMP, + 0.18995 ASUPC, (5.6) 
(-4.43)* (0.15) (5.27)* (7.24)* 

This equation generally followed actual exports to Europe, but missed 

turning points in 1972,1975,1981,1988, and 1991 (Figure 5.6). Errors in the 

early years are likely due to a government monopoly on cotton exports 

Years 

Figure 5.6. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Exports of Raw 
Cotton from Pakistan to Europe, 1971-1993. 
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(Hamid et al., 1990). As a national monopoly, the government would not 

necessarily be expected to behave economically rational. The R̂  for this 

equation is 0.80. There is an average error of 62.24% with a U2 coefficient df 

0.74. In terms df error, this model exhibited more error than any of the 

previous models, but the U2 coefficient and R̂  indicate that the model is stiU 

reUable. Exports to Europe are not significantiy related to export price. 

However, there is a significant direct relationship between European cotton 

imports, the available supply of exports in Pakistan, and the exports of cotton 

to Europe. 

The second estimated export relationship was for Asia: 

ASEXC = 17.561 -182.12 USEXQ + 0.099894 ASIMP, + 0.20266 ASUPQ (5.7) 
(0.68) (-4.40)* (5.82)* (6.18)* 

The R̂  for this equation is 0.86 and the U2 coefficient is 0.34. There is an 

average error of 43.45%. In terms of all measures, this model is superior in 

performance to exports to Europe (in fact, superior to aU export equations). 

This is likely due to the: (1) relative geographic proximity of Asian countries 

to Pakistan, which may reduce problems with transportation time and 

distance, and (2) estabUshed trade relationships that have evolved through 

commerce within the region. The relationship between estimated and actual 

exports to Asia is shown in Figure 5.7. The model missed turning 
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Figure 5.7. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Exports of Raw 
Cotton from Pakistan to Asia, 1971-1993. 

points in 1972 and 1986. As indicated by the U2 coefficient and the turning 

points, this model is effective in explaining exports of cotton to Asia. Exports 

to Asia are significantiy (inversely) related to the export price of cotton, and 

are significantiy (directiy) related to total Asian imports of cotton and the 

available supply of cotton for export from Pakistan. 

The estimated equation for exports of cotton to Hong Kong was: 

HKEXC = 20.92 - 59.861 USEXQ + 0.13187 HKIMP, + 0.091615 ASUPQ . (5.8) 
(1.06) (-2.35)* (1.80) (4.74)* 

The R̂  for this equation is 0.71, with an average error of 46.1% and a U2 

coefficient equal to 0.44. Figure 5.8 shows the relationship between actual 

and estimated exports of cotton to Hong Kong. The model missed turning 

points in 1972,1975,1985,1986, and 1990. Errors in the later years are likely 

due to the increasing trade ties and political relationships between Hong 
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Figure 5.8. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Exports of Raw 
Cotton from Pakistan to Hong Kong, 1971-1993. 

Kong and China that are not reflected in the specified model. Political 

relationships are difficult to model, and data on China are scarce and 

unreliable. Thus, no direct evidence can be offered to support this 

hypothesis. 

Finally, the exports of cotton to Japan were: 

JEXC = 35.747 - 73.744 USEXC, + 0.042677 JIMP, + 0.065885 ASUPC,. (5.9) 
(1.36) (-3.70)* (1.46) (5.31)* 

The relationship between estimated and actual exports of cotton to 

Japan is shown in Figure 5.9. The model missed turning points in 1972,1981, 

1982, and 1990. The R̂  for this equation is 0.74, with an average error of 

33.37% and a U2 coefficient of 0.44. Exports to Japan are significantiy 

(inversely) related to cotton export price, but are not significantiy related to 

the total Japanese imports of cotton. There is a significant direct relationship 
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Figure 5.9. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Exports of Raw 
Cotton from Pakistan to Japan, 1971-1993. 

between the available supply of cotton for export in Pakistan and Pakistani 

exports of cotton to Japan. 

Yarn Sector 

Production. The estimated relationship for domestic production of 

cotton yarn was: 

PY = -22.561 + 0.002251 DPY, - 0.0737 LP, + 0.51688 PP, +1.0021 PY,.i. (5.10) 
(-0.53) (1.85) (-0.65) (0.71) (15.03)* 

Figure 5.10 shows the relationship between estimated and actual production 

of cotton yarn. The model missed turning points in 1974,1976,1978,1983, 

and 1984. As can be seen, the divergences are generally random. The R̂  for 

this equation is 0.97, with an average error of 10.99% and a Uj coefficient of 

0.72. The errors in turning points do not appear significant given the relative 

accuracy of the model based dn the RMPE and the U2. The prdductidn of 
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Figure 5.10. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Production of 
Cotton Yarn in Pakistan, 1971-1993. 

yarn is not significantiy related to any of the variables except previous yarn 

production (note that the relationship between yarn production and the price 

of yarn is statistically significant between the a=.05 and a=.10 level of 

significance). 

Consumption/Stocks. The estimated relationship for the domestic 

consumption of cotton yarn was: 

DY = 121.41 - 0.00095085 DPY, - 0.80355 PP, + 0.04 PF,.i 
(14.51)* (-4.47)* (-5.65)* (1.71) 

(5.11) 

The R̂  for this equation is 0.83, with an average error of 17.28% and a U2 

cdefficient df 0.89. The relatidnship between estimated and actual ddmestic 

Cdnsumptidn df cdttdn yarn is shdwn in Figure 5.11. The mddel missed 

turning pdints in 1973,1981,1983,1985,1987, and 1991, but tiie divergences 

are ndt large. One explanatidn might lie in the data fdr ddmestic 
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Figure 5.11. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Domestic Yarn 
Consumption in Pakistan, 1971-1993. 

consumption. These data represent both miU and non-mill use (power loom 

and hand loom sectors). Although mill-use is the predominant source of 

consumption, non-mill use will not necessarily respond to the same set of 

variables, thus introducing some degree of error. Data were not avaUable in 

all years to allow the distinction between mill and non-mill use, so the 

specification of total domestic consumption was chosen. 

There is a significant inverse relationship between domestic 

consumption and yarn price, as expected. The same relationship holds 

between yarn consumption and the price df pdlyester. Previdus fabric 

prdductidn has the expected sign, but the significance is Idw (a>.05). 

The estimated stdck equatidn is given by: 

SY = 10.213 - 0.3832 SY,.i + 0.0039329 DPY, + 0.46962 PY, 
(0.19) (-2.33)* (1.42) (2.74)* 

(5.12) 
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Figure 5.12 shdws the relationship between estimated and actual stocks df 

Cdttdn yarn. The model missed turning points in 1974,1979, and 1990. The 

R̂  for this equation is 0.64, with 42.11% average error and a Uj coefficient df 

0.62. Stdck are inversely (and significantiy) related td previdus stdcks. Stdcks 

are alsd significantiy directiy related to current period's yarn production. 
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Figure 5.12. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Stocks of Cotton 
Yarn in Pakistan, 1971-1993. 

Exports. The estimated equation for exports of yarn from Pakistan to 

Western industrial capitalist economies (including the United States) was: 

CAPEXY = -17.622 -18.533 USEXY, - 0.0109 CAPIMpy, + 0.3104 MiUs,. (5.13) 
(-3.94)* (-4.20)* (-1.14) (13.37)* 

The relationship between estimated and actual yarn exports to Western 

industrial nations is shown in Figure 5.13. The model missed turning points 

in 1974,1977,1978,1983,1984,1986, and 1993. The magnitude of tiiese errors 
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Figure 5.13. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Exports of Cotton 
Yarn from Pakistan to Western Industrial CapitaUst Economies, 
1971-1993. 

is small, and may be due to the use of annual data. That is, the fact that 

cotton yarn production and consumption is a continual process may mean 

that annual data lose some of the details, causing these models to exhibit 

small errors in picking up turning points. An alternative explanation might 

be the relative geographic distribution of this region (Europe, North America, 

Australia, and New Zealand). Nonetheless, the model accurately reflects 

overall behavior as indicated by the Uj coefficient (0.56). The R̂  for this 

equation is 0.94, with a RMPE of 22.7%. Exports to Western industrial 

countries are significantiy inversely related to the export price of yarns. They 

are also not significantiy related to the tdtal impdrts df yarns by these 

Western cdimtries. The number df dperating mills in Pakistan (a prdxy for 

productive capacity) significantiy (directiy) affect exports to the West. 
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The estimated relationship for exports df cdttdn yarn td Asia was: 

ASEXY = -42.122 - 34.91 USEXY, + 0.004262 ASIMP^, + 0.57176 MiUs,. (5.14) 
(-3.85)* (-4.40)* (0.07) (8.82)* 

The R̂  fdr this equatidn is 0.87, with 43.93% average errdr and a U2 cdefficient 

df 0.84. Figure 5.14 shdws the relatidnship between estimated and actual 

exports of yarn to Asia. The patterns appeared very similar to those found in 

the Western industrial region. Again, the distribution of the errors may be 

suggesting a limitation with using annual data for a market such as yarns. 
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Figure 5.14. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Yarn Exports from 
Pakistan to Asia, 1971-1993. 

Nevertheless, the model effectively shows the movements that occurred over 

the period. Exports of cotton to Asia are inversely (and significantiy) related 

to the export price df yarn. Expdfts are alsd directiy related td the number df 

operating mills in Pakistan. 
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The estimated relationship for exports of yarn to Hong Kong was: 

HKEXY = -42.369 + 0.8281 USEXY, - 0.4514 HKIMP^, + 0.8829 MiUs,. (5.15) 
(-2.12)* (0.05) (-5.84)* (8.49)* 

Figure 5.15 shows the relationship between estimated and actual exports of 

cotton yarn to Hong Kong. The model missed tuming pdints in 1975,1979, 

1984,1985,1986, and 1992. As with cdttdn fiber, the errors in the latter years 

are Ukely due to changing relationships witii China. Nevertheless, the model 

appears to effectively foUow the movements. The R̂  for this equation is 0.74, 

witii an average error of 35.26% and a U2 coefficient of 0.78. Price does not 
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Figure 5.15. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Exports of Cotton 
Yarn from Pakistan to Hong Kong, 1971-1993. 

have a significant impact on exports of yarn to Hong Kong, but total yarn 

imports in Hong Kong and the number of operating miUs in Pakistan do 

have a significant impact. 
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Finally, exports of yarn to Japan are given by: 

JEXY = -27.557 - 23.588 USEXY, + 0.5686 JIMP^, + 0.30195 MiUs,. (5.16) 
(-1.37) (-1.36) (7.78)* (3.01)* 

The R̂  for this equation is 0.92, with 24.44% average error and a U2 coefficient 

of 0.84. The relationship between estimated and actual yarn exports to Japan 

is shown in Figure 5.16. The model missed turning points in 1973,1974,1975, 

1976,1977,1979,1980,1984,1986, and 1990, but tiie magnitude of tiiose errors 

is small as indicated by the U2 coefficient (Q.85). One interesting relationship 

shown in Figure 5.16 is that predicted peaks and troughs seem to occur on a 

one-year lag to the actual. This may be the Umitation imposed by the annual 

data. That is, Japan, due to its just-in-time inventory control tendency, may 
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Figure 5.16. Relationship Between Estimated and Actual Exports of Cotton 
Yarn from Pakistan to Japan, 1971-1993. 

have been using a great deal of forward contracting and dther prdcedures 

that are ndt captured by the data. Nevertheless, mdvements are adequately 
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captured. Price ddes not have a significant impact on exports td Japan, but 

tdtal Japanese imports of yarn and the number of operating mills in Pakistan 

do have a significant impact. 

Elasticity Estimates 

In the following discussions of elasticities, all variables except for 

prices were held at their mean levels except for the appropriate prices. Thus, 

the following elasticity estimates represent average elsticities. 

Raw Cotton. Table 5.2 shows a summary of the elasticities of each 

dependent variable with respect to the appropriate (cotton or yarn) price, 

which were derived from the estimated structural equations along with dther 

available elasticity estimates fdr cdmparisdn. The elasticity df yield with 

respect td current cotton price is 0.66 (inelastic). Tweeten (1987) found the 

short-run yield response to cotton price to be 0.25, and the long-run to be 

0.49. The estimate found in this study is more elastic; the differences may be 

due to (1) the time period of analysis, and (2) the estimation technique. This 

study covered the time peridd 1971-1993, while the Tweeten study cdvered 

the late 1960s td 1985. Alsd, Tweeten used a matrix analysis in which he 

Cdmbined previdus elasticity estimates with his dwn td establish a cdmpdsite 

average. 
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Table 5.2. Summary of Price Elasticity Estimates. 

Attribute Estimated Elasticity^ Previous Estimate 

Cotton 

Yield 
Area 
Production 
Consumption 

Exports 
Europe 
Asia 
Hong Kong 
Japan 

Yarn 

Production 
Consumption 

Exports 
West 
Asia 
Hong Kong 
Japan 

0.66 
0.25 
0.62 
N / A 

-0.73 
N / A 
-1.13 
-0.74 
-0.85 

0.13 
-0.55 

-0.74 
-1.01 
-1.12 
N / A 
-0.33 

0.25', 0.49' 
0.08^ 0.10^ 0.54' 
0.35^ 1.03', 0.50' 
-0.09̂ ^ 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

^ Elasticity of each dependent variable with respect to the appropriate (cotton 
or yarn) price. 

' Short-run elasticity from Tweeten (1987). 
' Long-run elasticity from Tweeten (1987). 
'̂  Coleman and Thigpen (1991). 
' Gardiner etal. (1989). 
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Area is less responsive to cotton price than yield, with an elasticity of 

cotton area with respect to the previous price of cotton of 0.25. Coleman and 

Thigpen (1991) found an area elasticity (short-run) in Pakistan of 0.08, whUe 

Tweeten (1987) found a short-run elasticity of 0.10. Tweeten's long-run 

elasticity was 0.54. The estimate in this study lies between Tweeten's short-

and long-run estimates. These divergences may also be explained by 

different time periods of analysis and estimation technique. 

The yield and area functions were multiplied together (with all other 

variables held at their mean levels) resulting in: 

PQ = 220.915 + 2.588 P / + 0.4396 P^\ + 0.0051 (P/)(P,!i) • (4.17) 

thus, total production is a function of both current and previous period's 

price. That is, because yield is a function of current period cotton price, and 

area is a function of the previous period cotton price, total production is a 

function of both prices. This implies that cotton producers in Pakistan 

respond to both prices in making production decisions. The elasticity is 

given by: 

P ' 

Tc Tip = [2.588 + 0.0051(P,'i)]-^ , (4.18) 
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which, when P,./ is held at its mean level, results in an elasticity of 

productidn with respect td current cdttdn price df 0.62. Tweeten (1987) 

estimated the shdrt-run elasticity df supply td be 0.35 aiid the Idng-run td be 

1.03. Gardiner et al. (1989) estimated the medium-run (3-5 years) supply 

elasticity td be 0.50 fdr Sduth Asia (excluding India and China) df which 

Pakistan is the primary producer of cotton. Thus, the supply elasticity found 

in this study is comparable to previous studies. Again, reasons for 

differences lie in different samples and estimation techniques. The Gardiner 

et al. (1989) study ended in 1989 and was a compilation of previously 

published elasticities on Pakistan. The properties (i.e., sample, estimation 

techniques, etc.) of the elasticities presented in Gardiner et al. are unknown. 

An elasticity of cotton consumption with respect to cotton price was 

not generated because the price variable was ndt statistically significant and 

has a sign incdnsistent with a priori reasdning. An elasticity df Cdttdn expdrts 

td Eurdpe with respect td the export price df cdttdn frdm Pakistan was ndt 

generated either fdr the same reasdns. Expdrts td Asia are elastic, with a 

price elasticity df -1.13. Expdrts td Hdng Kdng and Japan were less 

respdnsive td price than Asia. The difference may be explained by the fact 

that neither Hdng Kdng ndr Japan prdduce cdttdn themselves. Thus, they are 
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likely more "reliant" on Pakistani cdttdn Cdmpared td the prdducing 

Cduntries df Asia. 

A tdtal expdrt functidn was generated by summing aU of the 

individual export functions (hdlding all variables at their mean levels except 

price), resulting in the following: 

£X; = 377.26619 - 308.9366 L7SEXQ . (4.19) 

The total elasticity df cdtton exports from Pakistan with respect to price is 

found to be -0.73, which is inelastic. Normally, export elasticities are 

expected to be elastic. The lower value found here is due to the absence of a 

price response in exports to Europe, which lowered the overall elasticity. 

Yarn. The elasticity df yarn prdductidn with respect td yarn price is 

0.13, which is highly inelastic. Ddmestic cdnsumptidn df yarn exhibits a price 

elasticity df -0.55, alsd inelastic. There are nd previous estimates with which 

to compare. 

Exports of yarn to Western industrial countries show a price elasticity 

of -1.01, which is close to unitary. Exports to Asia are more price responsive, 

with an average price elasticity of -1.12. Price did not significantiy affect 

exports to Hong Kong; thus, no elasticity is presented. The price effect for 
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exports to Japan was dnly marginally significant, but the resulting price 

elasticity is -0.33. 

Hdlding all factdrs at their mean levels except price and summing all 

yarn export functions results in the total export function: 

£X/ = 169.20191 - 76.2029 USEXY^ . (4.20) 

At the mean export price, the total elasticity for yarn exports with respect to 

price is equal to -0.74. This suggests more price responsiveness in total 

exports than in domestic consumption, which is as expected. However, the 

export price elasticity for yarn is approximately equal to the export price 

elasticity for cotton. Normally, a more elastic price response for yarn would 

be expected given marketing margins. However, the absence of a price effect 

in Hong Kong and the marginal price effect for Japan in yarn likely kept this 

elasticity estimate lower than normally expected. That is, the price effect in 

the estimated equations for Hong Kong and Japan, where summed with the 

other equations, resulted in a price elasticity that was more inelastic that 

expected. 
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Interpretations 

The cotton yield equation (Equation 5.1) shows that as the current 

period price df seed cotton increases by 1 rupee per 40 kilograms, yield 

increased by 1.5 kilograms per hectare. The relationship also shows that an 

increase in tdtal prdductidn cdst df 10 rupees/ha was assdciated with a l 

kg/ha decrease in yield althdugh it was statistically significant dnly at the a > 

0.10 level. The reasdn fdr the relatively weak statistical significance may lie 

in the fact that mamy of the inputs were heavily subsidized by the 

Government over much df this time peridd (Ender, 1990) sd that their effects 

are masked td some degree. 

As rainfall increased above the period average by 1 mm, yield 

decreased by 0.47 kg/ha. This can be explained in two ways. First, cotton 

yield is responsive to the timing of rainfall. In years when rainfall is above 

average, the rainfall may have occurred in periods that were detrimental to 

yields. Alternatively, varietal developments in the area were likely 

developed with average rainfall or below (e.g., drought resistant varieties) so 

that greater-than-planned rainfall could lower yields. Both are plausible, but 

to what extent each reflects reality requires further study of weather patterns 

and varietal development in the country. 
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The relatidnship for the area devoted to cotton (Equation 5.2) shows 

that as the previous period's price of seed cottdn went up by dne rupee per 40 

kildgrams, an additidnal 3,371 hectares df cdttdn were brdught intd cdttdn 

prdductidn. Althdugh only marginally significant (a > 0.10), an additional 

9,653 hectares were brought into cotton production as the ratio df cdttdn td 

sugarcane revenue per hectare increased by 1%. This indicates that sUght 

changes in the relative prdfitability df cdttdn cdmpared td sugarcane appear 

td have a large impact dn the number df hectares that are moved in and out 

of cotton production. 

The estimated relationship for the domestic consumption of cotton 

(Equation 5.3) shows that there is a direct relationship between the lint 

equivalent price of cotton and cotton consumption, but it was not statistically 

significant. This is an important result from the simulation standpoint 

because this implies that Pakistani yarn spinners did not respond to changes 

in cotton price in making consumption decisions (over the range of prices 

observed). This may have been because the internal price of cotton was well 

below international levels so that yarn spinners needed not respond to cdttdn 

price changes. 

The prdductidn df cdttdn yarn in the previdus time peridd is directiy 

related td the cdnsumptidn df cdttdn, implying that increases in prdductidn df 
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cotton yarn in the previous period lead to expectations of increased yarn 

production in the current period. This, in turn, leads to increased 

consumption of cotton fiber. The binary indicator for the export price policy 

indicates that the implementation of the two-price policy effectively reserves 

the supply of cotton for, and in fact, encourages domestic consumption. 

There is a strong direct relationship between the Cotiook B Index and 

the export price of cotton from Pakistan (Equation 5.4) indicating that export 

prices tend to be strongly related to "world" prices. There is a significant 

inverse relationship between export prices and the available supply of cotton 

for export in Pakistan. This is likely because as the margin of available cotton 

above domestic consumption increases, both pdlicy cddrdinatdrs and/dr 

marketers (whichever is applicable) will reduce the expdrt price td encdurage 

expdrts. 

Only the prdductidn df cdttdn is significantiy related td ending stocks 

of cotton (Equation 5.5) indicating that the production of cotton is the driving 

force behind cotton stocks. It is plausible that the price difference (between 

export and internal prices) would have no impact given that price had no 

impact on consumption. This may also be suggesting that consumption and 

stocks are largely driven by bureaucratic inertia, and only marginally 

affected by domestic supply. 
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The estimated relationship for cotton exports to Europe shows tiiat 

price is not a factor in European imports of Pakistani cotton (Equation 5.6). 

What appears to be driving exports df cdttdn frdm Pakistan td Eurdpe is the 

tdtal Cdttdn imports of cotton by Europe. That is, as the total imports of 

cotton by Europe increase, exports of cotton from Pakistan to that region 

increase. What may be happening is that, given Europe's relatively small 

cotton production, the need to import cotton dominated the price effects. 

Increased available supply of cotton for export from Pakistan (either from 

increased production or decreased domestic consumption, or both) are 

associated with increased exports of cotton to Europe. The magnitude of the 

coefficient on this variable indicates that an average df 19% df the available 

supply df Cdttdn in Pakistan was exported to Europe. 

There is a significant inverse relationship between export price and 

exports of cotton to Asia, indicating that exports to that region are responsive 

to price. Total cotton imports by Asia have a significant direct impact on 

exports of cotton from Pakistan to Asia. This implies that increases in total 

imports by Asia reflect an increase in total import demand, which lead to 

increases in purchases of cotton from Pakistan, ceteris paribus. The available 

supply of cdttdn in Pakistan has a direct impact dn expdrts td Asia, with an 
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average df 20.27% of Pakistan's available supply df cdttdn expdrted td Asian 

Cduntries dver the study period. 

The estimated relationship for exports of cdttdn td Hdng Kdng shdw 

that expdrts td Hdng Kdng are less respdnsive td price than the rest df Asia, 

reflected by a price elasticity df exports to Hong Kong equal to -0.74. The 

difference between the price responses in Asia and Hong Kong is likely due 

to the fact that Hdng Kong does not produce cotton itself. It has less access to 

substitutes than Asian countries (no cdttdn df its dwn), implying less price 

respdnsiveness, ceteris paribus. 

Tdtal impdrts df Cdttdn by Hdng Kong and the available supply of 

cotton in Pakistan both directiy affect exports df cdttdn frdm Pakistan td 

Hdng Kong. However, total imports of cotton by Hong Kong are only 

marginally significant (ot>.05). On average, about 9.2% df the available 

supply df Cdttdn in Pakistan gdes td Hdng Kdng as indicated by the estimated 

parameter fdr ASUPC. 

The estimated relatidnship fdr expdrts df cdttdn td Japan shdw that 

tdtal Japanese impdrts df cdttdn directiy effect expdrts frdm Pakistan td 

Japan, but ndt significantiy (Equatidn 5.9). The price relatidnship had the 

expected sign and was inelastic (r|=-0.85), indicating that Japan exhibited 

mdre price sensitivity than Hdng Kdng, dn average. The available supply df 
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Cdttdn had a significant direct impact dn expdrts df cdttdn td Japan, with an 

average df 6.59% of avaUable supply going to Japan. 

The production of cotton yarn is directiy related to yarn prices, but the 

relationship is weak (a>.05, but a<.10) (Equation 5.10). The inherent 

instabUity in the Pakistani government may lead to rapid shifts in poUcy 

and/or policy objectives; not necessarily in stated policy, but in policy 

implementation. This may have led to distortions that masked price effects. 

Alternatively, the large increase in investment in plant and equipment that 

occurred during this period likely made yarn producers commit to a given 

level of production, with littie regard to yarn prices, in order to cover new 

fixed costs. 

The above relationship is partially exhibited by the variable of 

previous period's yarn production, which reflects what the necessary 

production was to at least cover fixed costs at that time. Additional 

production would have to be added to that level to cover additional 

investment. The magnitude of the coefficient on previous yarn production 

(1.0021) indicates a significant, but small, upward trend in yarn production, 

ceteris paribus. 

The response of yarn production to raw cotton price is not statistically 

significant. This is plausible given that the internal price df cdttdn was Sd 
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Idw relative td world prices that they likely did not bear heavily on yarn 

producers production decisions. Nonetheless, tiiese results show that 

increases in cotton price were associated with marginal decreases in yarn 

production. The marginal response in yarn production to changes in cotton 

price has some implications for the simulation df the welfare effects df this 

pdlicy, which are discussed later. 

Pdlyester price is directiy related td cdttdn yarn prdductidn, but ndt 

significantiy. The sign dn this variable indicates slight substitutidn in 

prdductidn effects, but given the lack df statistical significance dn this 

variable, final judgments dn the true nature df that relatidnship are withheld. 

Ddmestic cdnsumption of yarn was significantiy inversely related with 

the price of yarn (Equation 5.11). The elasticity of yarn consumption with 

respect to yarn price was -0.55, indicating inelastic demand. Unlike cotton, 

yarn prices in Pakistan were relatively close to or equal to world prices, 

which may have led to a higher degree of price sensitivity by yarn 

consumers. 

Domestic yarn consumption is also significantiy inversely related to 

the price of polyester, implying a complement-in-consumption relationship 

between cottdn yarns and pdlyester. This is plausible dver a given range df 

Cdttdn cdntent in yarn (dr fabrics). That is, since cdttdn yarns can be blended 
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witii up td 50% synthetic fiber (and stiU be defined as cdttdn yarn), there is 

likely sdme cdmplementarity. This may be indicating that Pakistaru yarn is 

blended td sdme degree, given the statistical significance df the variable, sd 

that changes in polyester price have an impact on consumption decisions. 

The production of cdttdn fabrics in the previous period (PF,.i) has a 

marginally significant (a>.05) direct impact on domestic consumption of 

cotton yarn. This says, at least to some degree, that previous fabric 

production (through expectations) provides some inertia for domestic 

consumption of cotton yarn. The weak relationship may relate to the 

definition of domestic consumption discussed in Chapter IV. That is, all of 

cotton yarn consumption may not enter fabric production, thus introducing 

some variation that is not captured by this variable. 

Stocks of cotton yarn are inversely related to the previous period's 

ending stocks (Equation 5.12). This suggests that stocks tended to be drawn 

down over the period, ceteris paribus. This is likely because increases in 

exports have tended to outpace increases in production over the period, 

reducing average stocks over time. 

The price of yarn directiy affects the stocks of cotton yarn, but that 

relationship is only marginally significant (a>.05, but a<.10). Because 

increases in price are associated with increases in production, but decreases 
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in consumption and exports, the excess production is put into stocks. 

Because exports were increasing over the period, the tendency may have 

been to cdunter the price effects making price appear less impdrtant. The 

prdductidn df yarn in the current peridd is directiy related td yarn ending 

stdcks. Thus, as yarn production increased, stocks of yarn tended to increase, 

ceteris paribus. 

Exports of yarn to Western industrial capitalist economies are 

inversely related to price in this region, and the relationship is statistically 

significant. Western industrial states are relatively large yarn producers, 

implying they have access to substitutes to imported yarn giving the 

relatively elastic response to Pakistan's export price (-1.01). Pakistan, 

however, is a dominant exporter of cotton yarns in the world implying few 

competitors to act as substitutes in the world market, which may have acted 

to hold the elasticity down to its almost unitary level. 

Total imports of yarn by Western industrial states have an inverse, 

although not statistically significant, effect on exports of yarn from Pakistan 

to that region, ceteris paribus. This implies that, after the otiier factors are 

accounted for, total yarn imports in this region have Uttie or no discernable 

effect. The number of dperating mills spinning cdttdn yarn in Pakistan (a 

prdxy fdr prdductive capacity) has a significant direct effect dn yarn exports 
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to the Western industrial region, implying that productive capacity does tend 

to provide confidence in meeting demand, which is marufested through 

purchases of yarn from Pakistan. 

An inverse and significant relatidnship was fdimd between price and 

expdrts df cdttdn yarn to Asia. Asia, like Western countries, is a relatively 

large producer of cotton yarn, resulting in elastic exports to that region. 

Total Asian imports have no discernible effect on exports df yarn frdm 

Pakistan td Asia, indicating that dnce dther factdrs are accdunted fdr, tdtal 

Asian impdrts df yarn have nd influence. The number df mills dperating in 

Pakistan had a significant direct effect dn expdrts td Asia, indicating that 

increases in prdductive capacity in Pakistan were assdciated with higher 

levels df exports of yarn to Asia. 

Price does not appear to significantiy affect exports of yarn to Hong 

Kong (Equation 5.15). The reason for this is unclear/but the relative 

"reliance" that Hong Kong exhibited on Pakistani yarn may have limited 

price response over this period (an average of about 1/3 of Hong Kong's tdtal 

yarn impdrts came frdm Pakistan dver the study peridd). 

The result that tdtal yarn impdrts by Hdng Kdng having an inverse 

relatidnship with tdtal expdrts frdm Paksitan td Hdng Kdng at first appears 

cdunterintuitive. Hdwever, given the hypdthesis abdut the rdle df the 
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evolving relationship between Hong Kong and China, this result may 

suggest that Hong Kdng is shifting its impdrt share away frdm Pakistan, 

ceteris paribus. Again, nd data are available td suppdrt this hypdthesis, but it 

seems plausible given the andmaUes fdimd bdth in the raw fiber and yarn 

export equations. 

Exports of yarn to Japan are inversely related to the Pakistani export 

price, but this relationship is not statistically significant (Equation 5.16). 

Exports of yarn from Pakistan to Japan make up a substantial portion of total 

Japanese imports (an average of about 60% over the period). As such, 

Japanese importers might be expected to exhibit less price responsiveness 

tiian under normal conditions (i.e., witii yarn being imported from a more 

diverse set of countries). Total Japanese imports significantiy (directiy) effect 

exports of yam to Japan, which is consistent with a priori expectations. 

Changes in Income Distribution 

Changes in income distribution (producer and consumer surplus) 

were calculated for both the raw fiber and yarn markets. Results and 

implications of each of these calculatidns are discussed beldw. 
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Raw Fiber Sprtnr 

Change in prdducer surplus (APS,) was measured by the fdUdwing 

equatidn: 

^P^c ^ -[[((292.8281 + 3.4223 USEXCj) 

(292.8281 + 3.4223 LPC/)-1000)]-(L/S£XC^^ - LPCj)] , 

where USEXCj^ is the export price df raw cdtton expressed in terms df rupees 

per metric tdn and cdnverted td seed cdttdn equivalent, and LPCj^ is the 

internal price df seed cdttdn in terms df rupees per metric tdn.® The 

quantities were multiplied by 1000 td transfdrm them intd metric tdns rather 

than thdusands df metric tdns, which is what the estimated equatidns 

prdduce. This equatidn relates prdductidn at internal and expdrt prices td the 

price difference between internal and expdrt price. All prices are held at their 

mean levels. Therefdre, this calculatidn represents the average annual change 

in prdducer surplus. 

Using Equatidn 5.21, the average change in prdducer surplus is equal 

td -2,009,569,818 rupees (dr - $66,621,905 at 1993 exchange rates) per year. 

The average tdtal value df cdttdn prdductidn in Pakistan dver this peridd was 

^ These prices were cdnverted td seed cdttdn equivalent assuming a 
35% gin turndut td be cdnsistent with the estimated prdductidn functidn for 
cotton fiber. 
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20,748,910,000 rupees ($687,874,567) per year. Therefore, tiie loss in producer 

surplus resulting frdm the export price poUcy in the raw fiber market 

represents about 10% of the average annual value of cotton production. This 

is a substantial loss to producers, but is logical when viewed in terms of the 

magnitude of the average difference between export and internal cotton price 

(2062 rupees or $68 per metric ton). 

The change in consumer surplus in the raw fiber market (or surplus 

accruing to yarn spinners) was calculated by the following: 

ACS^ = (Po/5n/1000)-(liS£XC^^ - LPCj) , (5.22) 

where Policy is the estimated parameter for the policy variable in Equation 

5.3 of the structural model (domestic cotton consumption). The specification 

of Equation 5.3 readily lends itself to this calculation because the estimated 

parameter for the Policy variable represents the consumption quantity 

response with the implementation df the two-price policy. Thus, after 

converting this parameter to reflect metric tons rather than thousands of 

metric tons, this parameter estimate was multiplied by the average price 

difference to estimate the change in consumer surplus. 

Using Equation 5.22, the estimated average annual change in 

consumer surplus was found to be 1,717,972,335 rupees ($56,954,771). This 
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represents a direct transfer df incdme frdm cdttdn prdducers td yarn spinners. 

The average annual value of cotton consumption over the period was 

8,073,130,635 rupees ($267,643,024). Thus/the change in consumer surplus 

represents about 21% of the average annual value of cotton consumption. 

This closely resembles the percentage value of the indirect subsidy that ICAC 

(1992) found to be given to Pakistani yarn spinners (their estimate was 

approximately 27%). 

Because the government collected an export tax on raw fiber, there 

was a change in government tax revenue associated with this pdlicy. This 

was calculated by: 

ATR = [PC at internal price-DC at internal price]'iUSEXCj-LPCj) .(5.23) 

This represents the quantity that is exported multiplied by the average price 

difference. However, according to the model, no exports are expected after 

full adjustment to the policy. That is, after full adjustment to the two-price 

policy in Pakistan, domestic consumption of cotton is expected to equal 

domestic production, resulting in no exports. Thus, the net effect is no 

average change in tax revenue. 

There is a negative impact from the two-price poUcy on producers of 

Cdttdn, pdsitive impact dn cdnsumers, and nd change in tax revenue. The 
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difference between the negative impact dn prdducers and the pdsitive impact 

dn Cdnsumers (-291,597,497 rupees dr -$9,667,134 per year) represents a net 

sdcial loss to Pakistan. It is important to note that this net social loss is an 

upper bound loss estimate. That is, this loss represents the loss assuming 

that aU the area taken out of cdttdn is left idle, vŷ hich is ndt Ukely. The crdps 

used td replace cdttdn are likely df Idwer value, meaning that the $10 millidn 

net Idss is not fully recovered/but some recovery of that loss is made from 

production of other crops. 

There is reason to believe that a portion of this net loss is transferred 

out of Pakistan. That is, reduced cdttdn expdrts frdm Pakistan places upward 

pressure dn wdrld cdttdn prices. Cdttdn exporting countries would benefit in 

the form of higher prices for exports. Because the United States is the world's 

largest exporter of raw cotton, it would receive the largest share of that 

benefit. There is no direct evidence to support this hypothesis, but it seems 

likely given the theoretical understanding of trade markets. 

Yarn Sector 

The change in producer surplus in the yarn market was calculated as 

the production response resulting from the implementation df the export 

price poUcy in the raw fiber market (production at the average price before 
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implementatidn minus the prdductidn at the average price after the 

implementatidn) multiplied by the difference in the average price befdre 

implementatidn minus the average price after implementatidn, dr: 

APSy = ([593.97 - 534.31] • 1000) • (51,126 - 24,255) . (5.24) 

This resulted in an estimate df 1,604,870,618 rupees ($53,205,187) per year fdr 

the change in prdducer surplus. Accdrding td Just and Hueth (1979), the 

change in cdnsumer surplus in an input market (fdr an input that is the 

primary cdmponent of a production process) should equal the producer 

surplus in the higher level market under the assumption df mdndtonical price 

transformation. The assumption of monotonical price transformation was not 

tested here, but the change in producer surplus in the yarn market is close to 

the change in consumer surplus in the raw fiber market ($53 million 

compared to $56 million per year). Most of the difference can be attributed to 

waste of Cdttdn fiber in the prdductidn process and diversion of some cotton 

to end uses other than yarn. Nevertheless, the estimates are sufficientiy Close 

to lend suppdrt td the hypdthesis put fdrward by Just and Huetii. 

The average value df tdtal yarn prdductidn in Pakistan (dver the 

peridd df study) was 17,000,000,000 rupees ($563,000,000). Thus ti>e average 
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change in prdducer surplus that accrued td the yarn spinner represents abdut 

10% of the average value df production. 

The change in consumer surplus in the yarn sector is given by: 

^CSy = i[(60.947 + 35.51)1000]-(26,901) , (5.25) 

which is the estimated consumption df yarn at the average price after the 

implementatidn of the policy plus the estimated consumption of yarn at the 

average price before the implementation of the policy (multiplied by 1000 to 

convert it to metric tons) multiplied by the difference between the average 

price before and after implementation of the policy. Equation 5.25 yielded an 

estimated average change in consumer surplus of 342,140,369 rupees 

($11,342,748) per year. The average tdtal value df cdnsumptidn dver the 

period was 1,700,000,000 rupees ($56,249,969), so the change in consumer 

surplus represents about 20% of that value. This number appears large upon 

first examination. However, it should be noted that mill consumption of 

cotton yarn in Pakistan is small relative to total yarn production. Therefore, 

any transfers that occur as a result df the expdrt price pdlicy in the raw fiber 

market will likely be large relative td the tdtal value df cdnsumptidn. 

The final change calculated is the transfers td the rest df the world 

from the yarn market, which are given by: 
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ATransfer = [(534.31 - 60.95) 1000]-(26,901) , (5.26) 

which is the estimated production of cotton yarn at the average price after the 

implementation df the pdlicy minus the estimated cdnsumptidn at the 

average price after the policy (multiplied by 1000 to indicate metric tons) 

multiplied by the difference in the average price before and after the pdlicy. 

This results in an average transfer (net sdcial loss) of 12,734,050,000 rupees 

($422,163,267) per year. This estimate of the net social loss, as with the cotton 

sector, represents an upper bound loss. Unlike the cotton sector, the yarn 

sector is expanding so that these losses are not coming from lost production. 

Rather, they occur as a result of the indirect subsidy from the export tax on 

raw cotton. This model does not trace the final location df that Idss (because 

it is a partial equilibrium mddel). It cduld have been absdrbed by the yarn 

spinners fdr persdnal wealth accumulatidn, perhaps used for investment in 

other industries, dr passed dn td yarn impdrters ardund the world in the form 

of lower prices. It is Ukely some combination df all these factdrs, but there is 

nd indicatidn df the distributidn from this model. 

The total income distribution loss is calculated by: 

ATotal = ACSy + APS^ - ATransfer^ 

- ACS^ - APS^ + ATR^ - ATransfer^ . (5.27) 
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This results in a total change in income distribution of -11,372,494,042 

($-376,949,600) per year for Pakistan. The average Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) of Pakistan over tiie 1988-1994^ peridd was 526,000,000,000 rupees 

($17,400,000,000) Sd that this Idss in incdme represents abdut 2% df tiiat 

average GDP. The loss appears relatively large, but cdttdn and cdttdn textiles 

make up a significant portion of Pakistan's economy. Thus, changes 

that occur in those sectors would be expected to have a large impact relative 

to the overall economy. 

Summary 

Table 5.3 provides a summary of the results of the estimates of 

changes in income distribution. The two-price pdlicy in the raw fiber market 

had a significant negative impact dn the dverall ecdndmy in terms df incdme 

distributidn. There was a substantial Idss td the producers of cotton (equal to 

about 10% of the value of production). Yarn spinners are capturing the 

majority of this transfer, but about $9 million per year is being transferred to 

the rest of the world. What appears to be happening is that the largest 

impact of the twd-price pdlicy is being passed frdm the Cdttdn market. 

^ This time peridd was selected because Pakistan changed its GDP 
calculatidn prdcedures in 1988 sd that a cdnsistent data set cduld ndt be 
dbtained. 
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Table 5.3. Summary of Estimated Annual Effects on Income Distribution of 
the Two-Price PoUcy. 

Sector 

Cotton 

Producers 

Consumers 

Government 

Transfer 

Yarn 

Producers 

Consumers 

Transfer 

Overall Impact 

Estimated Effects 

Rupees 

-2,009,569,818 

1,717,972,335 

0 

-291,597,497 

1,604,870,618 

342,140,369 

-12,734,050,000 

-11,372,494,042 

DoUars' 

-66,621,905 

56,954,771 

0 

-9,667,134 

53,205,187 

11,342,748 

-422,163,267 

-376,949,^00 

Converted using 1993 exchange rates. 
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tiirough tiie yarn market, to the rest of the world. This is, the direct result of 

tills policy is to lower the price of yarn to the rest of tiie world, which 

transfers an estimated 2% of Pakistan's average GDP. This implies that, 

although changes in the raw fiber market were large, the largest impact 

dccurred in the yarn market. 

Growth Effects 

Raw Fiber Sector 

Table 5.4 summarizes the estimates of the growth effects for the raw 

fiber market. With the two-price policy in place, an average df 40,000 

hectares were added td prdductidn dver the period of analysis. Under the 

open market situatidn, an average df 78,000 hectares is expected td have been 

brdught intd cdttdn prdductidn. Thus, the two-price policy effectively 

reduced the growth in area under cotton production. 

The average change in real profit under the two-price policy was 

estimated to be -834 million rupees. This implies that, on average, the two-

price policy was causing a reduction in the real profit to the cotton industry. 

In contrast, the average change in real prdfit under open market conditions is 

expected to be 2.8 billidn rupees. This indicates that the two-price policy was 

substantially reducing the rate df grdwth in prdfits td the cdttdn industry. 
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Table 5.4. Summary df Growth Effects of tiie Two-Price Policy in tiie Raw 
Fiber Sector. _^_^_ 

Variable Average Change 

Area 
Real Profit 
Real Total Output 

Under Two-Price Policy 

40,980 hectares 
-834,100,000 rupees 
1,766,460,000 rupees 

Area 
Real Profit 
Real Total Output 

Under Open Market Conditions 

78,300 hectares 
2,840,715 rupees 
6,524,109,000 rupees 

Difference in Estimated Real Total Output 
Percentage Difference 

-4,757,649,000 rupees 
-80% 
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The reason for this is that the price that prdducers were receiving dver the 

period of analysis was substantially lower (about 10-20% lower) than world 

prices. However, except for some input subsidies on fertilizer, producers 

were paying full price for inputs. The low internal prices led to reduced 

profits. One caveat should be noted dn these results; nd adjustments were 

made td input prices in the dpen market scenarid because there were 

nd price elasticities df input demand available. To vv̂ hat extent adjustments 

would affect these results is unknown, but increased input demand caused 

by greater production in the open market situation would likely increase 

input prices, thus lowering the average change in real profit. 

The average change in real tdtal output under the two price policy was 

estimated to be 1.8 bUUon rupees. Thus, despite the declining average profit, 

there was an increase in the average change in real total output. This 

indicates that the cotton sector was growing. However, the average change 

in real total output is expected to have been 6.5 bilUon rupees under open 

market conditions. Thus, the two-price policy caused a reduction of about 

80% in the average annual change in real total output. This impUes a 

substantial decrease in the potential growth in the cotton sector. 

The extent that these effects carry over into alUed industries is unclear 

from this analysis. The apparent reductidn in cdttdn area frdm the twd-price 
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pdlicy has certainly reduced demand fdr inputs in cdttdn prdductidn. If these 

inputs are specific td cdttdn, then the twd-price pdlicy had a negative impact 

dn thdse allied industries as well. Hdwever, if these inputs are ndt specific td 

Cdttdn (i.e., can be used in the prdductidn df dther crdps), then the reductidn 

in Cdttdn area may not necessarily h^ve had a negative impact. The present 

analysis does not address these issues, but they are real impacts. 

The fact that the two-price pdlicy was fdund td have a negative impact 

dn real prdfit alsd has implicatidns fdr ecdndmic grdwth in alUed industries. 

These effects wduld tend td be mdre specific td industries that supply capital 

items such as tractdrs, irrigatidn equipment, etc. That is, industry prdfit 

tends td be used fdr investment in new capital items. The reductidn in real 

prdfit fdund here suggests that less wduld be spent fdr capital items, 

reducing the rate df grdwth in tiidse industries that supply thdse items. 

Yarn Sector 

Table 5.5 summarizes tiie effects of the two-price poUcy on the yarn 

sector. The average change in tiie price df cdttdn under the twd-price pdlicy 

was 49.427 rupees, indicating an increase in real cdttdn prices dver the time 

peridd. The average change in the real cdttdn price under the dpen market 

scenarid was estimated td be 46.91 rupees. Thus, whUe tiie level df wdrld 
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Table 5.5. Summary of tiie Growtii Effects df tiie Two-Price PoUcy in tiie 
Yarn Sector. _^ 

Variable Average Change 

Under Two-Price Policy 

Real Cotton Price 
Domestic Cdnsumptidn 
Labdr 
Real Prdfit 
Real Tdtal Output 

49.427 rupees 
54,610 metric tdns 
1,254,182,000 spindle hdurs 
4,055,437,000 rupees 
6,050,042,000 rupees 

Under Open Market Cdnditidns 

Real Cdttdn Price 
Ddmestic Cdnsumptidn 
Labdr 
Real Prdfit 
Real Tdtal Output 

Difference in Estimated Real Tdtal Output 
Percentage Difference 

46.91 rupees 
54,172 metric tdns 
1,254,182,000 spindle hdurs 
4,080,051,000 rupees 
6,094,403,000 rupees 

-44,361,000 rupees 
-0.7% 
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cotton prices was higher tiian in Pakistan, tiie average rate of change in 

cotton prices between the two-price policy and the open market situation was 

about the same. 

Domestic consumption of cotton by the yarn sector increased by an 

average of 54,610 metric tdns per year over the period of analysis. Under the 

open market situation, domestic consumption would have increased by an 

average of 54,172 metric tons per year. Because domestic consumption of 

cotton did not significantiy respond to changes in cotton price (Equation 5.3), 

there was no difference in growth between scenarios. 

There is essentially no difference between the average change in real 

profits or real total output between the two-price pdlicy and open market 

scenarios. Because domestic production of cotton yarn (Equation 5.10) did 

not signficantly respond to cotton price and the same yarn price was used in 

both scenarios, there was no appreciable difference in the average change in 

profits. This suggests that the two-price policy is having no real impact on 

the growth rate of the yarn sector. In other words, the growth that occurred 

in the yarn sector in Pakistan over the period of study would have occurred 

with or without the two-price policy in the cotton sector. The results of the 

income distribution analysis show that there are positive, but small transfers 

of income from the cotton sector associated with the two-price pdlicy. The 
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results of the growth analysis suggest that the rents that have been 

transferred have not been used to generate additional growth, at least in that 

sector. 

The sUght increase in real profit and real total output from the two-

price poUcy to the open market situation suggests that the price elasticity of 

demand for yarn is inelastic. That is, a sUght decrease in production that is 

associated with the movement from the two-price policy to the open market 

situation leads to an increase in total revenues, thus indicating that demand 

is inelastic. 

The above results indicate that the two-price policy has had an overall 

negative impact on the cotton and yarn sectors in Pakistan. That is, tiiere is a 

large negative impact from the policy in the cotton sector, and littie change in 

the yarn sector. As stated, this analysis does not address the effects df this 

pdlicy dn allied industries. Given the large magnitude df the dverall negative 

impact, a negative impact dn allied industries wduld be expected. Hdwever, 

further analysis dn this pdint is needed befdre cdnclusidns can be dffered. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

Pakistan utilized an export tax on raw cotton from 1988-1995, which 

operated through a two-price system. The first price was a benchmark price 

that was set by the government, but had no direct linkages to the market. 

The second was a minimum export price, also set by the government, but 

was closely related to the world price of cotton. The difference between the 

benchmark and minimum export prices was collected as a tax by the 

Government of Pakistan. The purpose of this poUcy was to depress the 

internal price of cotton below world market levels and reserve domestic 

cotton production for use by domestic yarn spinners. 

This policy had two directiy observable impacts in Pakistan. First, it 

substantially reduced exports of raw cotton from Pakistan in the late 1980s 

and early 1990s. Second, it led to large increases in production and export of 

cotton yarn from Pakistan. In fact, by the early 1990s, Pakistan had captured 

1/3 of the world trade in cotton yarn. 

The objective of increasing production and export of cotton yarn 

appears to have been met. However, previous research in the area of price 

controls, of which the two-price policy is one type, shows that these types of 
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price and/or quantity manipulations cause wealth redistributions and can 

have implications for economic growth. The general objective of this study 

was to determine the impact of tiie two-price poUcy in the raw cotton market 

on the income distribution and economic growth in the cotton and yarn 

sectors of the Pakistani economy. 

Two equations were utilized to estimate the production of cotton in 

Pakistan. A system of 19 simultaneous equations was used to estimate the 

remainder of the cotton and yarn sectors. The system was divided into two 

subparts—the cotton sector and the yarn sector. The cotton sector consisted of 

domestic consumption, stocks, four export equations (Europe, Asia, Japan, 

and Hong Kong), and three identities. The yarn sector consisted of domestic 

production, domestic consumption, stocks, four export equations (Western 

Industrial Economies, Asia, Japan, and Hong Kong), and two identities. The 

two cotton production equations were estimated using Ordinary Least 

Squares (OLS), and the simultaneous system was estimated using three-stage 

least squares (3SLS). 

Both the OLS and 3SLS estimates were judged to be acceptable. OLS 

estimates were evaluated using the coefficients of determination, F-values, 

and t-values. 3SLS estimates were evaluated using Theil's U2 coefficients, 

root mean percentage errors, and turning points. In general, signs and 
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magnitudes of estimated coefficients were consistent with a priori 

expectations. 

Simulations were used to estimate changes in producer and consumer 

surplus for both the raw fiber and yarn sectors. Simulation was also used to 

estimate the impacts of the two-price policy on economic growth. Both 

simulations were accomplished by comparing the relationships under the 

two-price policy with those estimated under open-market conditions. 

Results indicate that the two-price policy reduced income to producers 

of cotton in Pakistan an average $67 million (2 billion rupees) per year. Yarn 

spinners increased their income an average $57 million (1.7 billion rupees) 

per year as a result of this policy. Government revenue was not expected to 

change since no exports were expected to occur after full adjustment to the 

policy. Thus, about $10 million per year was transferred from Pakistan to the 

rest of the world in the form of higher cotton prices. 

Yarn producers increased their income approximately $53 million per 

year. Yarn consumers in Pakistan also benefitted from the two-price policy 

in the cottdn market by increasing their incdme by $11 mUUdn per year in the 

fdrm df larger quantities and Idwer prices in the ddmestic market. There was 

an additidnal transfer df $422 millidn dut df the yarn sectdr as a result df the 

twd-price pdlicy in the cdttdn market. 
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The dverall impact, taking bdtii markets tdgetiier, was a $377 miUidn 

net loss to Pakistan. This represents about 2% of Pakistan's Gross Domestic 

Product over tiie 1988-1993 period. The relative size of tiie impact is not 

surprising given tiiat these sectors comprise a substantial portion of 

Pakistan's overall economy. 

The estimated growth effects of the two-price policy showed a 

difference of -4.8 bilUon rupees in the average annual change in real total 

output of the cotton sector between the two-price policy situation and that of 

an open market. This suggests that the two-price policy caused a decrease of 

58% in the average change in real total output, leading to the conclusion that 

the two-price policy had a significant negative impact on growth in the 

cotton sector. 

The two-price policy caused a -44 million rupee difference in the 

average annual change in real total output in the yarn sector, which was not 

as expected. The implication of this result is that the two-price policy did not 

achieve its objective of increasing the growth rate in the yarn sector relative 

to what wduld have dccurred under dpen market cdnditidns. The results 

frdm the cdttdn and yarn sectdrs taken tdgether suggest that the two-price 

policy had an overall negative impact on the growth in the cotton and yarn 

sectors. 
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Conclusions 

The two-price policy, in general, achieved its objective of increasing 

production and export of cottdn yarns, but it did sd at a substantial cdst td the 

ecdndmy of Pakistan. Overall, the average annual net sdcial Idss td Pakistan 

represented abdut 2% of average GDP over the period. In a developing 

country such as Pakistan, a loss of that magnitude has serious implications 

for the economy in general, in addition to the serious implications that it has 

for the cotton and yarn sectors. It is important to maintain perspective on the 

importance of these policies in developing countries such as Pakistan. Where 

the impacts of a policy in a country such as the United States may only 

represent a small fraction of GDP, the same policy in Pakistan may represent 

a large portion of that country's total output. 

The two-price policy transferred income from cotton producers to yarn 

spinners in Pakistan. However, it appears that the majority of that benefit 

was passed through the yarn sector. This analysis does not trace the final 

Idcatidn df that transfer. That is, there is nd indicatidn whether all df that 

transfer was passed td the rest df the wdrld, dr whether yarn spinners simply 

extracted that transfer dut df the yarn sectdr either fdr wealth accumulatidn 

or investment in other industries. It is Ukely a combination of both. What is 

clear, however, is that the two-price policy did not benefit the yarn sector in 
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tiie sense that the incdme transferred frdm cdttdn prdducers as a result df the 

two-price poUcy was not used in the yarn sector to generate further growth. 

This may help explain the result that the two-price policy resulted in a lower 

rate df grdwth in the yarn sectdr, which was ndt expected. 

An alternative, but cdmplementary, explanatidn df the grdwth result 

in the yarn sectdr is that the price signal given by the twd-price pdlicy caused 

yarn spinners td respond rationally. That is, the establishment of the policy 

kept cotton prices so low relative to world prices that yarn spinners needed 

not respond to changes in cotton price. Thus, there was littie need to change 

production practices in response to price changes, implying that technical 

innovation may have not been as necessary as would have been the case 

under world cotton prices. Without innovation or relative price changes, 

marginal productivities of the productive factors remain constant. This may 

have contributed to a lower rate of growth in the yarn sector. 

The two-price policy substantially lowered the growth rate in the 

Cdttdn sectdr. It likely Idwered the rate df addptidn df new techndldgies, 

sldwed imprdvements in prdductidn practices, and altered the dptimal mix of 

inputs as a result of keeping prices well beldw wdrld levels and transferring 

incdme dut df the cdttdn prdductidn sectdr. Althdugh this analysis did ndt 

address the grdwth effects dn allied industries, the magnitude df the effect dn 
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tiie cotton sector suggests that those industries were adversely affected as 

well. This is especially relevant for those industries that produce inputs 

specific to cotton production. 

In a more general sense, the export tax (two-price policy) on cotton in 

Pakistan behaves as a price control. The internal price of cotton was held 

below and shielded from world prices. The result was lower output relative 

to an open market situation and income transfers within the economy. More 

importantiy, when the economy is open, the price control transfers income 

out of the sector under question, which has developmental consequences for 

countries such as Pakistan. This is because the income that is transferred out 

of the economy cannot be used to generate economic growth. 

A second conclusion is that improved export performance is not 

necessarily growth inducing. It appears that this relationship is sensitive to 

how export performance is generated. In this case, improved export 

performance in the yarn sector was secured by an artificial price control on 

one of its primary inputs. Globally, yarn production is a high volume/low 

margin industry. That is, yarn producers depend on a high volume of 

productidn td increase returns rather than prdfit margin. Thus, yarn spinners 

in Pakistan appear td have used the Idwer input Cdsts td Idwer dutput prices. 

This resulted in a larger market share, but meant that the benefit df Idwer 
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input cdsts were passed dn rather than reinvested. Thus, the increased 

export performance was not growtii inducing. The extent to which textiles 

are a special case in the export performance argument is not known. That is, 

this result may only follow in those situations where the industry is high 

volume/low margin. In industries where the margin is larger, there may be 

mdre interactidn between margin reductidn and reinvestment df the benefits 

df such a policy so that the policy would induce export performance and 

growth. This issue needs further analysis. 

The results in Pakistan call into question whether industrial policy is 

effective as a means of gaining competitive advantage as proposed by 

Krugman (1993). That is, the two-price policy certainly conferred a 

competitive advantage on yarn spinners in Pakistan, which they utilized in 

capturing about 1/3 of the world trade in cotton yarns. However, this 

analysis indicates that the two-price policy also imposed a substantial burden 

on the economy of Pakistan and actually Idwered the growth rate in the yarn 

industry. Thus, the policy achieved its expUcit objective of conferring a 

competitive advantage, but alsd had implict cdnsequences that wduld ndt 

appear favdrable td the Idng-term pdsitidn df the Pakistani yarn industry. 

Ratidnal gdvernments attempting td maximize sdcial welfare wduld 

ndt pursue such a policy with full infdrmatidn abdut its cdsts. This suggests 
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two alternative conclusions. First is the need for greater understanding of the 

benefits and costs of such a pdlicy. There is an apparent lack df 

understanding of tiie sdcial cdsts df pursuing this pdlicy. Thus, a full 

accdunting of the potential benefits and costs of a policy should be performed 

befdre any policy is implemented. Alternatively, the fact that Pakistan 

implemented this policy may suggest that the perceived benefits of greater 

foreign exchange, employment in the textile sector, etc., outweighed any 

recognition of the costs. 

The second explanation has some interesting related points that 

deserve elaboration. If the elasticity of demand for labor in the cotton sector 

is highly inelastic as suggested by Memon (1993), the two-price policy would 

have littie impact on the amount of labor employed in the cotton sector. 

Thus, the Government of Pakistan could implement this policy in order to (1) 

increase the production and export of cotton yarn amd (2) increase 

employment in the yarn sector without adversely affecting employment in 

the cotton sector. This implies that the Government of Pakistan placed a 

higher weight on increasing foreign exchange and empldyment than the 

ecdndmic Idsses resulting frdm this pdlicy. This issue deserves further 

research, given the impdrtant implicatidns it has dn understanding 

government behavidr in develdping cduntries. 
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Finally, expdrt taxes dn raw prdducts such as cdttdn, whUe a pdpular 

policy tool in developing countries, appear to have hidden costs. These costs 

lead to transfers of income within the country and to the rest of the world. 

Any income that is lost by these countries means less income to be invested 

for future growth. Thus, the economic growth they desire to increase by 

using these policies can be adversely affected. 
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